nineteen forty-eight
the Samiraya
Steve Ellis
William C. Long, Jr.
The year 1947-48 at Tulane was just about like all the rest. It started uneventfully enough with a record enrollment of over 7000 in all branches of the University. The influx of veterans to the campus went on unabated, and though slightly faded and ragged around the cuffs, khaki was still high style for the male population.

The housing units which sprouted up last year were still overflowing, and diapers made up a large percentage of all laundry done for the residents. The new History Building was completed and put to use, and another of uncertain purpose was begun. A country club-like dormitory for the athletes was under construction in center field on the baseball diamond.

By the time that the miles of registration blanks had been dispersed to their final resting places, the initial excitement of registration had worn off. Everyone had recovered from the rigors of the book line, and, with exams still a comfortable fifteen weeks off, college life began with a vengeance.

The flurry of excitement caused by the unexpected and dramatic victory over Alabama in the opening game of the football season soon died out, only to be revived by the 6-6 tie with L. S. U. in the season’s closing contest. Classes, sandwiched in between Saturday nights, had been progressing painlessly enough and resolutions to get caught up during the Christmas holidays were being heard on all sides. Everyone lived up to them, too, along about the third of January.

Mid-semester exams came as a blow to most. Dating became a thing of the past, and midnight oil was reported up ten points on the market. Blue jeans made themselves only too apparent on the Newcomb campus, and among the boys, beards and bloodshot eyes were all the rage.
Then it was all over. The heat was off for another four months, and fancies were turning away from books. Second semester registration cramped the style of the student body only momentarily.

A brilliant basketball team won the attention of the nation with victories in the Sugar Bowl and Delta Bowl. When the curtain finally fell on the season, only three defeats marred the record of the Greenies, who had taken the measure of twenty-three opponents, including some of the best teams in the country.

The main topic of conversation on the campus suddenly switched from basketball to international affairs with President Truman's announcement of the coming draft. A great deal of consternation was caused by the fact that nobody's uniforms fit any longer.

Glendy Burke brought Tulane into the public eye with its Centen-
The Hullabaloo, under the guidance of Dennis Bryant was again awarded All-American honors. There was a little noise over the policies of an obscure yearbook on the campus.

This year probably marked the end of a unique period in educational history. The first big group of veterans is graduating this year, and their influx into college is rapidly falling off. They'll still be here for the next few years, but in ever decreasing numbers. Next year, the typical freshman will be downy cheeked as in days of yore.

College life is going back to normal. It'll never be the same.
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The year 1947-48 at Tulane has found us concerned with unsolved problems, conflicting opinions, and uncontrolled forces in the political and moral spheres of the world. Military superiority did not bring victory. If the purpose of the war was ideological, we have not won it. We have only changed our weapons from force to persuasion. Who knows how to use this new weapon?

The purpose of higher education is training in the art of thinking. Mastery of that art will develop the mind for intentional and intelligent use, not for unwitting and unwilling manipulation. Freedom from prejudice, freedom from ignorance, freedom from complacency depends upon minds disciplined enough to be controllable and therefore really free.

For the men and women of Tulane and Newcomb, and for the wife of the student veteran, that freedom is a precious thing. They have fought for it in war, they have striven for it in peace, that they may insure for themselves and their descendants a future worthy of their illustrious past. As this yearbook brings back memories of these extraordinary campus days, I hope it will renew and nourish your determination to live intelligently and courageously, in the fear of God and in the light of truth.

RUFUS CARROLLTON HARRIS
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TULANE
ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION

OFFICERS

E. CLAGGETT UPTON, JR. ........................................ President
A. WATSON CHAPMAN ......................................... Vice-President
CLAYTON L. NAIRNE ........................................... Vice-President
GERALD L. ANDRUS ........................................... Vice-President
HARRY P. GAMBLE, JR. ....................................... Secretary
SHELBY FRIEDRICH ........................................... Treasurer
BEATRICE M. FIELD ............................................. Director of Alumni Relations

LAW: Arthur C. Watson, Moise Dennery, Murray Cleveland; MEDICINE:
Dr. Vance M. Strange, Dr. Charles Odom, Dr. Ambrose Storch; ARTS
AND SCIENCES: Edward W. Owen, Jr., Bernard D. Mintz, Darwin S.
Fenner; ENGINEERING: Ralph H. Mann, Pat Richardson, Albert Fransen;
COMMERCE: R. Lynn Colomb, George Dinwiddie, J. B. Sanford, Jr.;
GRADUATE: Lane C. Kendall, Mrs. Louis Binneck, Mrs. Janet W.
Yancey; NEWCOMB: Mrs. Frank M. Taylor, Miss Angela Devlin, Miss
Angela Gregory; SOCIAL WORK: Miss Rose L. Toole, Miss Louise Meyer,
Mrs. Joseph E. Schenthal; REPRESENTATIVES AT LARGE: Harry R. Cabrol,
Clarice Ferrilliat, A. Brown Moore, Lacy Richerson.
The membership of The Tulane Alumni Association includes all graduates and former students of all colleges of the University. The Student Center Building on the Tulane Campus houses the General Alumni Offices, the Alumni Records Office, and the TULANIAN, quarterly publication of The Association, which is sent free of charge to all Alumni.

A representative of The Alumni Association welcomes the graduating classes at each Commencement. Active Tulane Alumni Clubs are in existence throughout the United States.

Homecoming is celebrated each year, and Class Reunions are held. On May 10th, anniversary of the birth date of Paul Tulane, Alumni honor their benefactor’s memory at Princeton, New Jersey.

The Tulane Alumni Fund, now in its second year, has grown to be of real value to the University. A well organized Class Agent system has been an effective instrument in Alumni affairs.
TULANE
STUDENT
COUNCIL

GEORGE HALL

GEORGE HALL, President
LLOYD ANDERSON, Vice-President
FLORENCE GASKIN, Secretary
JACK JACKSON
EDMUND MARTIN
PAUL LORRAINE
BETTY GRAY
NICK GAGLIANO

Law
Commerce
Social Work
Medicine
Arts and Sciences
Graduate School
Newcomb
Engineering

The Student Council of the university is the highest governing body of the Associated Students of Tulane University. It is composed of the presidents of each of the eight colleges of the university, and the officers of the council itself are chosen by an electoral college which is made up of members appointed by their respective colleges.

The principal function of the Student Council is that of interpreting and executing the constitution of the association. The Council also exercises general supervision over all expenditures from the Student Fund, as well as supervising the entire student activities program.

During this school year, the Council was confronted with many problems which it endeavored to solve in the interests of the student body as a whole. The Council published the first Tulane Student Directory. At the beginning of the year, the Council conducted an orientation program designed to familiarize all students with the physical facilities of the University.
The membership of the Publication Board consists of the editors and business managers of the two publications, the president of the University Student Council, an elected member of the Student Council, and two senior class presidents, choose from any of the colleges by vote of the University Student Council.

Besides being responsible for the selection of the editors and business managers, the board settles any disputes with or between staffs concerning questions of policy. Selection of staffs, however, is left to the discretion of the individual, Editorial and business heads.

Chairman of the board is the president of the University Student Council. The advisers are Miss Beatrice M. Field and Dean George E. Simmons.
OFFICERS

BETTY GRAY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . President
ANNE LANDRY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Vice-President
FRANCES CRUMBAUGH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Treasurer
VERA WRIGHT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Recording Secretary
ELAINE JONES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Corresponding Secretary

MEMBERS

Betty Browne
Ruth Boulet
Virginia Jones
Mary E. Sheehan
Pat Evans

Pat Phillips
Beatrice Rault
Betty Oehmig
Olga Turner
Fannie Kyker

The Student Council, over which the President of the Student Government Association presides, is the organizing and directing body of all Newcomb campus activities. Its functions specifically include keeping the Student Body informed on all matters, carrying out the legislation of the Student Body, chartering all clubs and organizations, and, insofar as possible, integrating all campus activities into one cooperative and harmonious whole.

OFFICERS

BETTY BROWNE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . President
MARY VIRGINIA CRAIN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Vice-President
BETTY TURNER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Secretary-Treasurer
MISS DOROTHY SEAGO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Faculty Advisor

MEMBERS

Ruth Boulet
Pat Cary
Pat Evans
Marie Fisher
Betty Gray

Betty Oehmig
Pat Phillips
Beatrice Rault
Mary Ellen Sheehan
Olga Turner
Vera Wright

Honor Board has jurisdiction over the conduct of the students of Newcomb College, and maintains the school standards of personal honor, loyalty and integrity. Each student, upon entrance into the College, signs a pledge in an impressive ceremony before the Board, promising to abide by the regulations of the Newcomb Honor System.

Any infringements or violations of the pledge are referred to the Board for judgment, each student being on her honor to report herself as well as any other student involved.

The Honor Board supervises all general student body elections, from keeping the polls to counting the votes.
OFFICERS
RUTH BOULET ............... President
NAT WALKER ............... West Wing President
JEAN HARDIN ............... East Wing President
MARION WASHAM ............ Warren House President
VALERIE EDWARDS .......... Doris Hall President
JOYCE JOHNSON ............ Secretary

MEMBERS
Gertrude Chitty
Ann Colebeck
Virginia Colebeck
Myrna Feinberg
Sally Foster
Virginia Frederic
Virginia Jones
Peggy Jordan
Jeannine McGee
Betty Oehmic
June Sherrouse
Mary Ann Thompson
Betty Turner
Ann Walch

The Newcomb Dormitory Council, which is composed of representatives from all of the campus houses, provides the resident government for students of Newcomb College living in the dormitories. It carries out the rules and regulations, tries offenders, and serves with executive, judicial and legislative powers.

The Council also provides for entertainments by and for its members, working with all dormitory students for an efficient system of self-government in matters relating to the conduct of its members, both as individuals and as a social group. It attempts in these ways to obtain a well-rounded dormitory life.

OFFICERS
VIRGINIA JONES ............ Chairman
JEANNINE McGEE .......... Secretary

MEMBERS
Gladys Bloom
Rene Bousquet
Elsie Brubaker
Laurelle Fillmore
Jean Hardin
Claire Hero
Virginia Jones
Marjorie Isaacson
Jeannine McGee
Beatrice Rault
Gail Swarzenbach
Anita Yancey

The Newcomb Athletic Council is the executive body of the Athletic Association, which is composed of any student who participates in activities offered by the gym. The Council is composed of: a representative from each class, chairmen of the three big intramural sports, presidents of individual athletic clubs, and the leaders of the four leagues—Dixon, Gibson, Howard, and Norman. Everyone in the Athletic Association falls into one of these four categories, as a method of competition.

The results of intramural competition may be either League or individual victories. Trophies are awarded the winning Leagues, and gold charms go to the winners of individual tournaments. Awards for the accumulation of individual points, which are given for all athletic participation, are, in order: a felt "N" letter, a silver "N" pin, and a blazer jacket with the seal of Newcomb. These awards are given for enthusiasm and participation, not merely outstanding skill in sports.
Recipe for Jambalaya: Take one office. Add three tables, one addressograph, two cabinets, nine filing cases, 150 1946 Jams, 200 assorted yearbooks, one hatrack, two slightly aged typewriters, and chairs to taste. Mix well and add a sprinkling of assorted characters. Boil for six months, adding ink and copy paper at regular intervals. Serves 3500.
BUSINESS STAFF

WILLIAM C. LONG ............... Business Manager
HARRY HOWARD ................ Assistant
KEN M'CLOUD ............... Assistant
BILL WEIL .................. Assistant
ELIZABETH JANSSEN .......... Assistant
JACKIE SILIN ............... Assistant
MICKEY CARSO ............... Assistant

The Business Staff as usual received, or is still trying to receive, the gravy resulting from the efforts of the Editorial Staff. But then where would they be without the money brought in by the financial engineers of the book? A new idea instituted is the use of the campus personalities as models in the ad section.

BILL LONG
When Editor Dennis Bryant surveyed his meager newspaper staff last September, he concluded that Editorial Order No. 1 must read: "Inter-staff dating will not be tolerated." For marriage had ripped the staff from stem to stern. Gone were Associate Editors Bob Barnes and Wilma Knight by way of the altar. Gone was Society Editor Lorraine Freeman with trackman Hugh Liles, to the tune of the wedding march.

Untouched by love's demands were: Phil Harsham, who filled the associate editor's slot; Rosemary Carnes, who moved into the society editor's shoes; Columnist Vic Gold was rumored "steady" with Dale Solomon, the new Newcomb editor. Single Henry Threefoot took over sports, along with married Al Perry and suspected John Gleason.

New faces made to realize the dateless responsibilities of being a Hullabalooite were: McVey Ward, Edgar Ashworth, Bob Guggenheimer, News Ed. Bill Jenkins, feature writers Diane Farrell, Herman Kohlman, Critic Pat Cronin, and Assistant Business Manager Larry Hennessey.

Even Business Manager Jack Schwemmann fell under close scrutiny as well as Feature Ed Harry Heintzen. Heintzen remained a loyal newspaperman throughout, scorning entangling alliances, but Jack broke the shackles near the close of the Bryant term by marriage to Nanette Taylor.

A few days before his term as editor closed, Bryant made a startling announcement: His engagement to Newcombite Rene Herbert.

A careful screening revealed Harsham as the least likely to be hooked. "I live in the veterans barracks, and, as such, am not a likely prospect. Besides, I don't have a car," he said, clinching his eligibility.

With car-less Harsham came still single, still around McVey Ward and Harry Heintzen as associate editors. Unfortunately, Ward had gone the way of most flesh by planning to marry Betty Holland in September.

With the New Order, some changes and additions were made. Dale Solomon became copy editor and Diane Farrell took over as feature editor. Edgar Ashworth was promoted to assistant copy editor. Continuing in the same jobs were Bill Jenkins as news editor, Henry Threefoot as sports editor, Rosemary Carnes as society editor, Vic Gold as columnist and Jim Bitch as cartoonist.

Singer Larry Hennessey, as business manager, dropped his vocal chords to look after the Hullabaloo purse strings. With him, hands cupped under the money bags, was Assistant Business Manager Tom McBride. Harlan Sindell got a weekly mouthful of Uncle Sam's postage paste as circulation manager.
OMICRON DELTA KAPPA

OFFICERS
T. N. JAMES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . President
HANS B. JOHASSSEN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Faculty Advisor

MEMBERS
H. L. Baker
R. F. Bland
G. E. Burgess, Jr.
E. L. Deramee, Jr.
L. Finley
N. J. Gailliino
C. B. Hall
R. Harris, Jr.
G. L. Heatherwick
J. T. Jackson
T. N. James

F. W. Lewis
F. B. Martin
H. Marx
T. B. McIntosh
A. Moore
G. M. Moss, Jr.
R. A. Murphy
T. Reboul
J. K. Riess (Faculty)
H. L. Stone
T. A. Svendson

J. H. Terry

Omicron Delta Kappa is a national collegiate organization which selects for membership students who have excelled in more than one of the following fields of university activity: scholarship, athletics, social and religious affairs, publications, speech, music, and dramatic arts. Members are elected from the faculty and administration on the basis of having displayed unselfish leadership in the interest of the university. The two primary bases for election are character and leadership. ODK is the only national collegiate organization which recognizes excellence in extracurricular pursuits; it is also the only national collegiate organization which embraces both student and faculty as active members.

The national organization was founded at Washington and Lee University in 1914. The Alpha Zeta Circle at Tulane was established in 1930.

KAPPA DELTA PHI

OFFICERS
LEONARD FINLEY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . President
TOM McINTOSH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Vice-President
EDMUND MARTIN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Secretary

MEMBERS
Herbert Baker
Newell Berry
Forres Collins
Rufus Harris, Jr.
Floyd Lewis
Henry A. Mellon

Aubrey Moore
Murphy Moss
Bob Murphy
Dean Pfeiffer
Jimmy Plauche
Troye Svendson

Kappa Delta Phi was founded at Tulane in 1904 as an honorary organization for the promotion of school spirit. Each year it selects from the junior and senior classes and from graduate school, men who have been conspicuous for school spirit and for distinguished and unselfish loyalty and endeavor during their university careers. One faculty member is recognized for outstanding service.

Kappa Delta Phi has a two-fold purpose. It confers membership upon those singularly effective and successful in promoting school spirit and advancing university enterprise, and it binds together these men into an organization dedicated to further endeavor in behalf of Tulane.
OFFICERS

DR. WILLIAM DUREN . . . . . President

MEMBERS

Quentin L. Ault
Herbert Bloom
William Brown
Dorothy Carruth
William Cherry
Neville Cull
Margaret Cuneo
Donald Dexter
Julia Ferguson
Lois Flurry
Fay Frey
Norman Greco
Simeon Harringer, Jr.
Leo Moran
Roy Huss
Maxine Kaplan
Norman Karchmer
Dolores Kelley
Felice Maurer
Helen Meriwether
Lillian Nequelous
Frank Orland
Herve Recivitch, Jr.
Andrew Rock
Jane Rodrigue
Reina Roux
William Shepard
Matthew Sutherland, Jr.
Harold R. Swardson, Jr.
Robert Warriner, II
Barbara Wedemeyer
Anne Weitz

OFFICERS

DANIEL T. RAWLS . . . . . President

GEORGE E. NUNN . . . . . Secretary-Treasurer

MEMBERS

Lloyd W. Anderson, Jr.
Alice Colleen Becham
Jean E. Friedman
David Glover
Alvan D. Hellback
Andrew G. Henning
Ernest N. Kahn
Elton C. Lasseline
Walton J. Lebreton
Lindon J. Mellancon
Art Oldstein
Henry Plouche (Honorary)
George T. Plunkett
Benjamin Roach, Jr.
Edward B. Scherich
Roy J. Segall
Guy W. Trump
Patricia Jo Warnar

Beta Gamma Sigma, a national honorary commerce fraternity, was founded at the University of Illinois and the University of Wisconsin in 1913. The Alpha chapter was founded at Tulane in 1926.

The purpose of this association is to encourage and reward scholarship and accomplishment in the field of business studies among students and graduates of collegiate schools of business; to promote the advancement and spread of education in the science of business; and to foster principles of honesty and integrity in business practice.
TAU BETA PI

OFFICERS

ROBERT G. BEADLE .................. President
GRIFF C. LEE .................... Vice-President
FRED WEISSBORN ............ Recording Secretary
ROBERT F. BLAND .......... Corresponding Secretary

MEMBERS

Robert G. Beadle
Richard F. Blake
Robert F. Bland
Robert F. Fortier
John D. Finch
Nicholas N. Henrie
Griqq C. Lee
Robert A. Longmire
Walter Martiny
Robert L. Pons
Nicholas A. Saigh
Surey R. Slovenko
Milton Van Manen
Rodney M. Vincent
Luther H. Waller
Fred Weissborn

The Tau Beta Pi Association was founded at Lehigh University in 1885 by Edward Higgenson Williams, Jr. It is dedicated to those who have conferred honor upon their Alma Mater by distinguished scholarship and exemplary character as undergraduates in engineering, or by their attainments as alumni in the field of engineering. Its aim is to foster a spirit of liberal culture in the engineering colleges of America. New members are selected from the upper scholarship brackets of the College of Engineering by vote of the chapter.

Tau Beta Pi was founded at Tulane in 1936.

The society is composed of regular members consisting of medical men and women who as undergraduates have given promise of becoming leaders in their professions, of honorary members consisting of physicians who have attained distinction in any worthy line of human endeavor, and of persons, whether physicians or not, who have gained unusual recognition in fields related to medicine. The most prominent requisite for membership is high scholarship in a broad sense, along with evidence of strength of character, individuality, originality and moral character.

The aims of the society are: (1) the promotion of scholarship and research in medical schools, the encouragement of a high standard of character and conduct among medical students and graduates, and the recognition of high attainment in medical science of practice and related fields; and (2) the creation of a fund to aid deserving students in the School of Medicine of the Tulane University of Louisiana.

OFFICERS

DR. RALPH G. SMITH ............... President
DR. WILLIAM A. SODEMAN ........... Vice-President
DR. EDWIN S. KAGY .................... Secretary-Treasurer

MEMBERS

Benjamin Reid Clanton
Flora Finch
Hurst Bunn Hatch, Jr.
Aynaud Maurice Hobert
Ervin Hecker
Francis Leon Jaubert, Jr.
James Gentry Moore
Roy Ryoichi Ohtani
Takashi Okano
Francis Meredith Parks
Thomas Everett Strain, Jr.
William Dennis Thames, Jr.
George Wylie Wyatt

ALPHA OMEGA ALPHA

26
OFFICERS
FREDERICK A. DECKBAR
FRANK R. HEISS, JR.
PHIL NAQUIN
ALTON A. LANDRY
GEORGE B. LUCAS
HOPH C. CLARK
GEORGE E. THOMPSON
CHARLES G. MARSHALL

MEMBERS
John W. Anderson
T. M. Birdwell
Clarence Black
R. J. Bryan
John C. Clark
N. Cull
Frederick A. Deckbar
Noel C. Devie, Jr.
R. J. French
B. R. Galbreth
Huber A. Genereus
Angelo V. Gregg
Guy A. Guillot
Allan S. Hall
Frank R. Hess, Jr.
P. E. Holloway
C. G. Jeremian
Geo. G. Lambousy
Allan A. Landry

Alpha Chi Sigma is a professional chemical fraternity open to qualified men in chemistry and allied fields. The Alpha Tau Chapter was organized at Tulane in the spring of 1928. The three objects of the fraternity are:
1. To bind its members with a tie of true and lasting friendship.
2. To strive for the advancement of Chemistry both as a science and a profession.
3. To aid its members by every honorable means in the attainment of their ambitions as chemists throughout their lives.

The Alpha Tau Chapter sponsors annually a freshman essay contest in Chemistry at Tulane. It also sponsors a safety program and maintains a display case in the Richardson Chemistry Building.

OFFICERS
CLYDE J. WELCKER
GAYLE SCHWARZENBACH
GEORGE LUCAS
LORELEI CARROLL

MEMBERS
Ledolph Baer
Burnham J. Berthelot
Lorelei G. Carroll
Arthur Cowen
John R. Cripe
Edmund Dakulis
Frederick A. Deckbar
Carl W. Eller
Mary Finley
George L. Foerster
Frank C. Franklin, Jr.
Alder Frederickson
Joan C. Gratton
Rosalind Harris
Stanford P. Herron
Frank R. Hess, Jr.
Randall A. Houliodore
Douglas R. Innam
Elizabeth Jensen
George G. Lambousy
Harold A. Levey, Jr.
Robert A. Longmore
George B. Lucas
William E. McWhirter
Albert I. Miller
Charles Mastio
Afton J. Fucapet
Gayle M. Schwarzenbach
George K. Shaw
Herschel Sidranwky
Beryl E. Shull
Gloria Stewart
Clyde J. Welcker
George M. Zealear

One of the newest organizations of the Tulane-Newcomb campus is the Student Affiliates of the American Chemical Society, which was established here during the summer session of 1945. With Dr. John Scott as its faculty advisor, the group functions to stimulate interest in the more modern advances in chemistry. Members have the opportunity to learn, and to express themselves in the various branches of their chemical interests by the presentation of originally prepared papers, and by informal discussions.
The Owl Club is an organization composed of twenty-four seniors in the School of Medicine elected yearly on the basis of their character, personality, scholastic interest. The purpose of the club is to promote better student-faculty relationships so that both parties may benefit from constructive criticism, in order to maintain and advance scholarship, teaching, and ethics at the Medical school.

In addition, the organization is pledged to several projects, such as gathering information of aid to junior and senior students in the selection of internships, and has taken leadership in sponsoring the Tulane Medical Research Fund, for the promoting and financing of wider research at the School of Medicine.

Founded at Tulane in 1926, Theta Nu, honorary journalism fraternity, strives to further the achievement of good journalism not only on the campus but wherever Tulane copy is printed. It is especially active in the development of undergraduate participation in the Hullabaloo. Back in force after a wartime lapse, Theta Nu will again award the Reporter's Cup to the outstanding Tulane reporter of Tulane news and will continue to promote interest in the annual Dorothy Dix Feature Story Contest. Last year's award was presented to David M. Klock.
BETA BETA BETA

OFFICERS
HELEN SHERRARD .......... President
FRISCILLA WELLS .......... Secretary
GLADYS BLOOM .......... Treasurer

MEMBERS
Frances Bryson
Rosalie L. Cocchiara
Ellen Kelley
Gloria Stuart

Beta Beta Beta is an honorary international biological fraternity which was formed in 1920. The Beta Lambda chapter was installed at Newcomb College in 1933. Beta seeks to encourage scholarly attainment in the scientific field of learning by reserving its membership for those who achieve superior academic records and who indicate special aptitude for the subject of biology. Every month Beta Beta Beta sponsors a noted speaker, who lectures on some biological field.

OFFICERS
GEORGE E. BURGESS .......... Magister
ROBERT C. SMITH .......... Clerk
JAMES G. DUBUISSON .......... Exchequer
PEDRO E. MUNIZ-RAMOS .......... Historian

MEMBERS
Michael H. Baagot
Nicholas D. Bernard
Francis H. Bohlen
Farrell A. Blanchard
Julian P. Briones
Marvin L. Collins
William J. Conrad
Dwight A. Dahmes
George Denegre
Jack H. Folk
Edward V. Frailey
George H. Fust
Mason P. Gilfill
Harry Glass II
John Harty, Jr.
Norwood H. Hingle, Jr.
Robert E. Johnson
Lee P. Lottinger
Charleton H. Lyons, Jr.
Edmund McMilleney
Aubrey L. Moore
Hervey Ralchvich, Jr.
Edward J. Randle
David F. Reid
Edward H. Saer, Jr.
Russell J. Schnoekas
Hugh L. Stone
James E. Wright, Jr.
Donald R. Wallford

Phi Delta Phi legal fraternity selects its members on the basis of scholarship and ethics. Its aims are the promotion of legal training and ethics. Projects for White Inn for the year 1947-1948 include a placement service for law graduates and a lending library for law students needing textbooks.
Alpha Sigma Sigma is the senior honorary society. It was founded at Newcomb in 1915 to promote leadership, scholarship, and loyal service to the school. On Alpha Sigma Sigma Day the names of those elected are announced before the Student Body. These members represent the ideals of honor, scholarship, leadership, service, and school spirit for which the organization stands. The members of this organization play a large part in Freshman Orientation and have charge of Freshman Government for the first semester of the school year.

At the end of each year the most outstanding freshmen at Newcomb are selected on the basis of school spirit, leadership, and scholarship to be Assets. Initiation day is a highlight on Newcomb campus. At the chapel service the new members are called from the audience and donkey’s tails are tied on them by the Sophomore Assets. After a song has been composed in honor of the day, the initiates, led by the old members, parade around the campus, concluding the initiation with a luncheon in the recreation room of Dixon Hall.

The following year Assets take an active part in Freshman orientation. The president is on the orientation committee and the members act as Big Sisters to the Freshmen.
OFFICERS

JOHN I. NEEL .................. President
CHARLES W. ELLIS ................ Vice-President
ROY L. DAVENPORT ................ Secretary-Treasurer

FACULTY MEMBERS

A. Herbert Levy Buford L. Pickens
J. Herndon Thomson

MEMBERS

James B. Blitch Jesse O. Morgan
Raymond J. Boudreaux Salvatore C. Moschella
Emile de Armes Albert G. Olivier
Kenneth C. Landry Arthur E. Shalton
Albert C. Ledner William H. Woodward

The Tulane Chapter of Gargoyle, the national architectural honor society, was established in 1923. Qualifications for membership include high scholastic average and a demonstration of leadership in the profession of architecture. Members are selected from the 3rd, 4th, and 5th year students of the school of Architecture. The active alumni make up the major portion of the membership. The Tulane Chapter sponsors an annual architectural design competition open to members of the sophomore and junior classes of the architectural school.

OFFICERS

FALL SEMESTER

HUGH H. STONE, JR. ................ Editor-in-Chief
HAROLD MARX, JR. .................. Civil Law Editor
FRÖBELE B. LEE .................. Statutory Interpretation Editor
HERVÉ RACIVITCH, JR. ............ Book Review Editor
AUBREY L. MOORE ................ Secretary
GEORGE B. HALL .................. Index Editor
EUGENE A. NABORS ................ Faculty Advisor
GORDON Q. EWING ................ Index Editor
MARGUERITE G. STEIN ............ Secretary

SPRING SEMESTER

AUBREY L. MOORE ................ Editor-in-Chief
GEORGE B. HALL .................. Civil Law Editor
GEORGE DENEGRE ................ Statutory Interpretation Editor
CHARLES J. BOUDEAUX ............ Book Review Editor
EUGENE E. HUPPENBAUER, JR. .... Secretary
GORDON Q. EWING ................ Index Editor
GILBERT HETHERWICK ............. Index Editor
EUGENE A. NABORS ................. Faculty Advisor
MARGUERITE G. STEIN ............ Secretary

BOARD MEMBERS

John G. Baldwin, Jr. Thomas B. McIntosh
Lucien "C" Bertrand Clement M. Moss, Jr.
John W. Cox Edward H. Saer, Jr.
Eustace L. Edwards Russell L. Schonekas
Norwood N. Hingle, Jr. Robert C. Smith
R. Lehmann Matthew R. Sutherland
Floyd W. Lewis James G. Tucker, Jr.
Thomas C. Wicker, Jr.

Established in 1929, the Tulane Law Review is devoted to the civil law, comparative law, codification and statutory interpretation. Edited by a student board under the supervision of a faculty advisor, the Review is published quarterly and enjoys an enviable and respected position among leading American legal periodicals.
MOOT COURT BOARD

OFFICERS

LEE F. MURPHY .................. Presiding Judge
RUFUS C. HARRIS, JR. .......... Clerk
LEON D. HUBERT ................. Faculty Advisor

MEMBERS

Lucian C. Bertrand, Jr. Thomas B. McIntosh, Jr.
William J. Conrad ............... Lee F. Murphy
James G. Dubuisson ............. Sidney W. Provensal, Jr.
Robert H. Gipson, Jr. ........... Milton L. Rosenson
Rufus C. Harris, Jr. ............ Alphonse J. Schmitt, Jr.
Frederick J. R. Hoobe .......... James H. D. Tipping
Robert E. Johnston .......... Francis McCr. Turner, Jr.
Edmund McIlhenny ............... Albert V. Zimmermann, Jr.

The Moot Court system in the College of Law is especially designed to train students in the preparation and argument of cases. It is this practical aspect of the practice of law toward which the efforts of the Competition are directed. Technical training in research, brief writing, and oral argument of cases before a court form the foundation of the moot court work.

The present Court is composed of 16 ranking members of the Junior and Senior classes. The work of the Court is to prepare the facts to be argued, sit as justices on the Supreme Court of the State of Louisiana, and to supervise and administer the competition. Since no one jurisdiction is controlling in the Supreme Court of Tulane, the student attorney must weigh the social and economic factors and must concentrate on the functioning of the rule of law.

In the academic year 1947-48 the Moot Court Competition was won by Walter Wedig and Chalin Perez. In accordance with the tradition of the College their names will be engraved on a marble plaque in the College of Law Library.
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LAGNIAPPE:

OFFICERS
ED MARTIN President
BILL WEIL Vice-President
MARY JOAN GONIA Secretary

MEMBERS
Lucy Adams
Polly Adams
Ruth Boulet
Tom Bowman
Jim Brennan
Betty Brown
Michael Carso
Pape Cary
Scout Day
Tom Deane
Rudy Eason
Joan Ering
Bill Faust
Merle Fischer
Jim Gilbert
Joan Gillis
Mary Joan Gonia
Tom Green
Mary Ann Hebert
Dee Herrick
Emmett Holbrook
Jim Huff
Joyce Johnston
Eugenie LeDoux
Bill Long

TORRIE JONES President
LLOYD McLAUGHLIN Vice-President
NED LAMBREMONT Recording Secretary
CHARLES RAMOND Corresponding Secretary
ANTHONY ORTEGA Treasurer
JOHN ST. PAUL Campus Project Chairman
SIDNEY ROSENTHAL Alumni Secretary

Lagniappe, the Tulane student dance organization, sponsors undergraduate dances throughout the school year. Something for nothing is the literal translation of their name, and the members live up to it by giving street dances, the Homecoming dance, the Freshman Dance, and a boat ride each year. They also sponsor a "name band" dance each year. This year, Sammy Kaye brought his orchestra to New Orleans to play for the Tulane students.

Gamma Upsilon chapter saw one of its most active years during the 1947-48 session since its beginning six years ago. Activities of this year included selling tickets to The Hurricane Bowl, sponsoring the traditional "Ugly Mug Contest", ushering at the Easter Sunrise Services and spring concert, and planning the program for Paul Tulane Day.

The national fraternity, founded in 1925, at Lafayette College, in Pennsylvania, has as its purpose the assemblage of college men in the fellowship of the Scout Oath and Law, the Development of friendship, and the promotion of service to school and community.
Greenbackers rose to new heights this year in their activities by sponsoring several large parades on the Friday night before football games in downtown New Orleans and one in Houston, Texas, before the Rice game. This was the first time that Tulane students had indulged in such an undertaking since before the war. Freshmen once again wore freshman caps and sat together to make the most effective cheering section in many a long year of listless school spirit. Greenbackers sponsored a Fraternity and Sorority Singfest which was won by Pi Kappa Alpha and Kappa Alpha Theta in an attempt to establish a new tradition on Tulane Campus. The gym was the scene of a Tiger Hunt sponsored by Greenbackers and Coach Cliff Wells received a plaque in recognition of his fiftieth victory for Tulane. All this was accomplished along with the adoption and obtaining of a new design service key for members and a new type jacket.

OFFICERS
WILLIAM C. LONG, JR. ........................................ President
BOB PARSONS ................................................ Vice-President
BETTY RUTH DAVIS ......................................... Secretary
ELROY SCOTT ................................................... Sergeant-at-Arms

MEMBERS
Merline Ascione
Ruth Boulet
Jimmie Brennan
Emigdio Buonomo
Grover Bynum
Jack Byrd
Mary Lou Cabral
Forrest Collins
Margaret Conder
Boyless Conley
E. Voss Cooksey
Robert Cox
Jack Dabdoub
Betty R. Davis
Donald Dexter
Barbara Disher
Pat Evans
Mary Finley
Marie Fischer
Georgia Fisher
Dave Fried
John Gleason
Betty Gray
Tommy Green
Harold Grehan, Jr.
Carl Hakenjos
Mary Henderson
Patsey House
Eddie Hyten
Herold Jamison
Bob Jones
Peggy Jordan
Bill Keller
Mary Jane Krinsky
Lottie Lee
William Long
Hank Milton
Dick McCutchen
Jerry McIntosh
Cristal Nungesser
Bette Nicoll
Bob Parsons
Hal Peck
Ben Rault
Charles Raymond
Natalie Roehling
Jack Schwegmann
Elroy Scott
Wilson Shaghrue
Peter Smith
Joan Solomon
Joanie Spity
Clay Talbot
Margaret Thibeaux
Dave Green
Jean Turbeville
Olga Turner
John Walter
Law Weiner
Herbert Williams
Mary Williamson
Ann Woodrige
OFFICERS

President
DABNEY EWING

Vice-President
EMMETT B. HOLBROOK, JR.

Treasurer
BLAKE WEST

Secretary
JACK COOPER

Sergeant-at-Arms
FRANK STICH

The Tulane University Spirit Klub is in its second year of functioning on the campus. It was started last year when a group of students felt that there was a need for another school spirit organization.

The KLUB sponsors such things as bonfires and pep rallies, before the game greenie stunts, a campus guide service, and anything else that will benefit the school and the students.

MEMBERS

Lucille Blide
Virginia Blaisdell
Pat Bradford
Elaine Breda
Ann Brodin
Jean Brown
Patsy Burke
Mary Ann Cahoon
Joan Chan
Marie Campagna
Frank Cannon
Vic Carstens
Dorothy Carraro
Lorraine Carroll
Lehfatia Carter
Jane Carson
Pat Casso
Phyllis Chiang
Milliken Class
Carla Cohen
Arnold, Cooper
Jack Cooper
Cly Court
W. Crum
Frank Dalle

Dubois Daniels
Dunaway Dant
Thomas Deacon
Donald Deloy
Marvin DeWitt
Catherine Dicks
Mary Jane Dillard
Barbara Douglas
Leah Broshcer
John Broshcer
Ann DuBose
Shirley Duvall
A. Eason
Valerie Edwards
Marionne Ebling
Josc, Enig
Phyllis Evans
Jerry Finlole
William Fass
R. Fellmer
Margaret Field
Dorothy Flann
Shirley Gallon
Jack Gallon
Margee Gandolfi

Nathalie Gagnon
Margaret Gerould
Leatrice Gordon Coit
Marilyn Gold
Louise Good
Y. L. Goodwin
Shirley Green
Joanne Griswol
Carol Gross
Betty Hazel
Mary Haneman
Joyce Harper
Patsy Hausman
Mary Haskett
Eva Hellman
Claire Hens
Mary Hicine
Lynne Hock
Edward Hoog
Katherine Holger
Marilyn Hodgets
Martin Hoover
E. Bradford Holbrook
Alice Howell
Harold Horowitz
James Hoyt
Joan Holman
Charlotte Hunt
Susan Hyman

A. Hyland
L. Jelani
Sally James
Bob Jamieson
Paula Janesville
Leone Kahn
Glenda Kasten
Alan Kaufman
Richard Keller
Nancy Kimmel
Ruth King
John Knowlton
Edward Lambrinut
Mary Landry
Ken Langway
Marie Lang
Thomas Leach
Eugenie Ledoux
Fred Low
Mildred Low
Harriet Livens
Alice Longino
Allen Lothino
Don Lutchenbach
Beverly Lyne
Betty Lytle
Bill Maclachlan
Robert Mallin

Ross Manetta
Dottie Mass
Mercedes Marslet
Jane Martin
Dora Martin
Lillie Massemini
David Meier
Pat May
L. McClanahan
Rosemary McDonald
Zoe-Love McGovern
Jack McGowan
Lloyd McLaughlin
John McLaughlin
Betty McLean
Frances McShane
Don Maker
Elizabeth Michals
Thelma Michals
Martha Mills
Warren Mist
Elaine Monastericke
Bill Moore
Nancy Moore
Emma Morphy
Ludcth Moss
Angela Moyen
Mauri Morali
Sid Murray

Basha Macine
Richard Nash
Mary Newton
Edith O'Connor
Anna O'Donnell
John Oer
Pat O'Sullivan
Tod Pallet
Isabel Pail
Patsy Pedrick
Cornelia Peltier
Ninette Perrilliat
Harold Pike
Jimn Jon Pius
Sanford Radner
Helen Rapier
Myron Rapport
Gloria Ratchford
Mary Kaoud
Jack Robert
Buddy Rose
Donn Globe Ros
Beryl Russokoff

Genna Rafter
Donnie Dr. Online
Joel Sandra
Elois O'Connor
Anna O'Donnell
John Oer
Pat O'Sullivan
Tod Pallet
Isabel Pail
Patsy Pedrick
Cornelia Peltier
Ninette Perrilliat
Harold Pike
Jimn Jon Pius
Sanford Radner
Helen Rapier
Myron Rapport
Gloria Ratchford
Mary Kaoud
Jack Robert
Buddy Rose
Donn Globe Ros
Beryl Russokoff

Babs Streuken
Mona Stryker
Earl Trechtenberg
Emily Vaughn
Jo Von Bera
A. Wagner
Fred Wagner
Jean Warren
Donald Wall
Jeannie Wall
Jack Waller
Mary Wallman
Ande Willingham
Dick Wilson
Caroline Whittingham
Abraham Winter
Mardie Withers
Joe Wolf
Yolette Wolfe
Joe Wood
Jerry Wolk
Anita Yancey
Flora May Zeitzer

DUSK
The activities of the year consisted of all activities that took place in the Student Center: bridge, chess, ping pong tournaments and all students stumps.

The Forum, a non-membership organization, holds weekly lecture discussion-meetings on topics of general interest. Meetings which are open to the public, are held informally in the Student Center Lounge on Tuesday or Wednesday nights. A guest speaker first presents his point of view, and the floor is then thrown open for discussion. The Forum thus affords students an opportunity to discuss topics of current interest with authorities in the field. Some of the topics arousing the most lively campus interest this year were: "States Rights and White Supremacy," "Wallace and a Third Party," "The Woman's Place," "Existentialism," and "Academic Freedom—Can Teachers Be Communists?"
OFFICERS
WILLIAM M. GORDY .......... President
FRANK S. BRUNO .......... Vice-President
MARY ROHRBERGER .......... Secretary-Treasurer
LEATRICE GERSTENBLITH .......... Librarian
DR. JOHN KIEFFER .......... Faculty Advisor

MEMBERS
Suzanne Alcus
Margaret Bailey
Gwen Ball
George Barrow
Deborah Berry
Virginia Bowen
Margie Brown
Ben Brabacker
Clive Cunniss
Clair Courteny
Olive Davis
Fred Dixon
Brooke Duncan, III
Lucille Bernard
Lydia Bosworth
Dodie Briski
Joyce Bruff
Laurie Bull
Lorelei Carroll
Janice Carter
Maria Garcia
Isabel Gardner
Rita Mae Gregorie
Dessame Hart
Honey Hoehnberg
Anna Hover

Erwin Johnson
Marlene Kaplan
Meyer Kaplan
Norman Katz
Mary Louise Kendall
Araminta Legrande
Anthony Lowe
Nathalie Maginley
John Morrisey
Carmen Martinez
Robert Maston
Jeannie Mayo
Jacqueline McCutcheon
Warren Mix
Jack McGowan
E. Lee Mowe
Anna Well Pate
Noel Parmenthal
Carl Peghino
Abram Robertson
Louise Rothschild
Sally Sawyer
James B. Schneider
David Sherman
Louise Smith
John S. Tren
Lawrence Wadsworth
Emili Vela

Promoting interest in creative dancing of all types, the Newcomb Dance Club has progressed considerably under the enthusiastic direction of Miss Francis Bush. During the year all ballet routines necessary are supplied to campus productions, besides the annual spring recital in which every member participates. This year the recital was held on May 5, 1948. Membership is through try-out.
TULANE UNIVERSITY THEATER

Kiss me, honey

T. U. T. got under way this year with an entirely new set-up. For years our cry has been "We need a theatre," and this year our plea was partially answered by a merger with the New Orleans Little Theatre. T. U. T. gained three directors, two technical directors, and a good stage; and the Little Theatre gained a number of inexperienced, but hard working, student crews. The aim is still for a campus theatre, but until our dream comes true, we can take advantage of the facilities at our disposal.

The nine shows this year were open to students, and two of the shows, "All My Sons" and "Kiss and Tell," were also brought up to the campus. Besides the two shows mentioned the productions of the year included "Golden Boy," "The Philadelphia Story," "Outward Bound," "Arms and the Man," "The Late George Apley," "Medea," and "The Time of Your Life."

Working under Dr. Monroe Lippman, executive director, are: Robert Hyde Wilson and Darrell Ross, associate directors; Ethel Crumb Brett and George W. Hendrickson, technical directors; and Beverly Bruff, executive secretary of T. U. T.

MEMBERS OF NATIONAL COLLEGIATE PLAYERS

Beverly Bruff  Patricia Cronin  Ford Manning
President  Stocker Fontelieu  Margaret O'Neill
Killian Charbonnet  Lloyd Roux

FACULTY MEMBERS

Ethel Crumb Brett  Daniel Mullin
George W. Hendrickson  Monroe Lippman

Advisor
What makes the show go

MEMBERS

Clare Ahbrahm
Phil Ambler
Dorothy Beer
Frank Barachard
Alice Bundell
George Boileau
Beverly Bruff

Joyce Bruff
Louis Cajoleas
Killian Charbonnet
Patricia Cronin
Larry Dillon
Joan Donaldson
Stocker Fontelleau
Elizabeth Garrison

William Gilthorpe
Robert Goodman
Roy Grubb
Marjorie Isackson
Lottie Lee
Oscar Levy
Marylen McKenzie
Ferd Manning

Donald Meister
Elizabeth Michaels
William Moore
Catherine Naef
Margaret O'Neill
James Plauche
Monica Tierney

The Late George Apley

Everybody wants to get into the act

George Boileau on the lights
Rehearsal—a must for any show

CAMPUS NIGHT ORGANIZATION

Below: Quick, Henry, the anti-freeze
Bottom: Who fluffed that last line?

STAFF

MYRON H. RAPPEPORT . . . . . . . . . . . . . Co-Chairman
BETTY RUTH DAVIS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Co-Chairman
CHARLEY WITCHER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Production Manager
BRADFORD HOLBROOK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Publicity Manager

The Campus Nighters were responsible for four productions. The first was to welcome the new students to Newcomb. The second, which took place the night before the L. S. U. game, was to be an original take-off on the song hit, "Civilization," but technical difficulties prohibited this. Instead, a variety show was presented which included an ode by a quartet for the benefit of our upstate rivals:

Down upon the Mississippi,
Stands the olde war skule!
It's an old abandoned out house,
Known as L-S-U!
Third was the Fraternity Skit night worked out in conjunction with the Pan Hellenic Council. The Delta Sigs took first place with an original three act play, a dramatization of that old love feud, "Frankie and Johnnie."

The fourth event of the year was a joint operation with the Radio Club. It was a simulated radio broadcast.
The Choral groups of Tulane and Newcomb offer a varied program to those interested in group singing. They play an important role in the life of the university, participating in many of the official ceremonies, as well as the student productions. There are six organized groups which take part in these activities.

Under the direction of Maynard Klein of the Newcomb School of Music, the finest choral music is presented. Their repertoire varies from the masterpieces to the works of contemporary composers.

The groups perform annually at the Newcomb Memorial Service, the University Baccalaureate Services, and at other events that might require their services. Each of them has appeared on programs of national and city-wide scope.

The Tulane and Newcomb Glee Clubs form the backbone of the choral organizations, the only requirement for membership being an interest in singing.

The A Capella Choir which consists of the most advanced singers of the University, has attained an enviable reputation.

This year the twenty-first presentation in the traditional series of Gilbert and Sullivan operettas took place. Ruddigore was well received. In the spring the Gertrude Stein, Vergil Thompson operetta Mother of Us All was presented for the first time since its premiere.
The Tulane University Band, numbering seventy-four players is composed of men students from all schools of the University. During the football season, the Band performed at all home games and made the trip to Houston for the Rice game. A "Pop" Concert the Friday preceding Homecoming, presented the Band in its first concert appearance of the year. In the spring the band presents its traditional Annual Spring Concert in McAlister Auditorium.

OFFICERS

JOHN J. MORRISSEY.................. Director
NORWOOD R. PRETO.................. President
PORTER WARREN.................. 1st Vice-President
DAVID. WILLIAMS.................. 2nd Vice-President
ROBERT GOODMAN.................. Secretary-Treasurer
MORRIS WARNKE.................. Head Drum Major

HARRY MENDELSON, JR.................. Librarian
WILLIAM MOORE.................. Assistant Librarian
FRANK NATHAN.................. Publicity
GEORGE BOILEAU.................. Technical Director
ROY GRUBE.................. Assistant Technical Director

MEMBERS

Charles R. Alfarco
Arthur E. Baggett, Jr.
Lester W. Bergeron
Paul Blau
George E. Bolloar
J. H. Bonck, Jr.
Richard E. Brown
Charles L. Budddecke
William E. Carlisle
James Cook
Fred H. Cooper, Jr.
William C. Craig
Frederick A. Dadebar
Theodore L. Danforth
John A. Ferris
Samuel S. Fina
Lionel E. Flotte, Jr.
Philip H. Flowers

Leon S. Gebaeff
Don M. Gallant
Lyle J. Garrity, Jr.
Marvin Gluckstein
Robert H. Goodman
Carol D. Greene
Roy B. Grubb, Jr.
Francis C. Guile
Richard R. Hart
Sol S. Heiman
William Heine
Stanford P. Herron
Edward J. Hytkon
Robert D. Irving
Robert Jennings
J. T. La Nasa
Hasell Laramie
Robert J. Latino

John F. Lauer
Harold A. Levey, Jr.
Codric T. Lowrey
Donald Mackenroth
Morton Madoff
Ferdinand L. Manning
Fortune Mannino
Fred Mannino
Joseph Marchese
Ray P. Martinez
Harry Mendelson, Jr.
William R. Moore
Frank Nathan
Jerome J. Palazzolo
Norwood R. Preto
Sherman F. Raphael
Gordon Richards
Samuel J. Ross

Donald R. Scherer
L. T. Sherer, Jr.
Paul C. Silbersher
Eric D. Simmons
Harold Smelton
Frank Smith, Jr.
Robert W. Smith, Jr.
Melvin E. Steger
J. E. Stockwell
Fernand J. Toups, Jr.
Ralph J. Turner
Donald J. Vaga
Morris Warnke
Porter H. Warren, Jr.
Charles L. White, Jr.
Dave Williams
David Williams
Lynn Wooten
James E. Wynne
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One hundred years ago Glendy Burke, a contemporary of Paul Tulane and an outstanding educator, banker, public official and humanitarian, set up a sum for the establishment of a prize in elocution, later known as the Glendy Burke medal. Thirty-two years later, the boys got down to constitutionalizing their activities, and appropriately adopted their fosterer's name, adding "Literary and Debating Society." This was in 1880, four years before the adoption of the present name of the university.

The caliber and success of Tulane's Glendy Burke alumni has been proven. Among them are prominent members of the Tulane Board of Administrators, internationally known doctors and lawyers, law faculty members, one of the few lawyers privileged to practice before the U. S. Supreme Court, a journalist of CBS fame, Louisiana's most prominent contemporary author, a member of Congress, and the president of a midwestern university.

The Glendy Burke Society, proud of its heritage, proud of its illustrious alumni, and proud of its past, has not rested upon its laurels. Glendy Burke members derive their experience from a yearly program which includes a number of intercollegiate debates. Besides regular, formally conducted meetings, the program also includes competition for the George Prize, awarded to the best debater of the year, and the George H. Terriberry Prize for excellence in public speaking. The varsity debaters won the men's championship of the Grand National Debating Tournament in 1946 and 1947. Oxford University of England and West Point were among the universities debated this year.

---

1848 - 1948 FORENSIC CENTENNIAL

G L E N D Y  B U R K E
OREADES

OFFICERS
FLORA MAE ZEIGLER ................. President
OLIVE DAVIS ................ Vice-President
DIANE BOURGEOIS .............. Secretary
BARBARA DRACKETT ............ Treasurer

MEMBERS
Betty Brandeau ................ Beverly Lyle
Virginia Brodie ................. Anne Meyer
Pat Cronin ........................ Blanche Meyers
Jean Eddy ....................... Stella Mongeau
Betty Evans ...................... Ann Otto
Lorraine Fox ...................... Dorothy Post
Betty Freedman ................. Ann Robinson
Isabel Gardner ................. Gayle Schwarzenbach
Sue Henderson .................... Susie Smith
Margaret P. Houseol ........... Sydney Smithers
Dolores Kelley .................. Corinne Vaught
Beverly Wolf

Oreades is an honorary organization of members of the Classical department at Newcomb to encourage interest in the Greek and Latin languages and literature. Each year before the Christmas holidays a Saturnalian party is given in true Roman style. During the year, lectures and discussions on classical subjects are presented.

ART CLUB

OFFICERS
JOY HARPER ..................... Resident
BEVERLY JACKSON ............ Vice-President
ALICE ANN BUTMAN ............ Secretary
MARY EMILY ACREE .......... Treasurer
MISS BETTY RAYMOND ......... Faculty Advisor

MEMBERS
Mary Emily Acree ................. Jean Hardin
June Antley ................... Joy Harper
Gena Baird ..................... Sue Henderson
Jean Brandin ................. Hemmetta Herbert
Jane Bratton ................. Margaret Meyer
Elsie Bragge ................. Kathleen House
Dodie Brisbee ................. Beverly Jackson
Carol Brown .................... Hermione Jacobs
Alice Butman .................. Sue Keefe
Nanette Caffery ............... Nancy Lockwood
Millicent Closs .......... Leah Loveland
Kathleen Coleman ............. Christine Magruder
Peggy Couvall ................. Betty Marlowe
Joy Crews ...................... Poyar Hill
Virginia Day ................... Emily Newblett
Shirley Green ................. Judith Nyth
Bea Haas .................... Patty O'Brian
Sue Henderson ................. Carolyn Pristis
Margaret Ann Edwards ......... Mary Francis Prioleau
Joan Eustis .................... Adair Ramsey
Jean Felder ..................... Louise Rothchild
Deane Fournet ............... Doris Seelig
Nancy Frassett ............... Betty Lee Sett
Ruth Fray ........................ Millie Smitherman
Carol Gates ...................... Gayle Stocker
Isabel Gardner ............... Noreen Thoma
Cassie Gavin .................... Georgie Thorne
Nita Joan Glade ............. Jean Tuttle
Cleta Goodfry ................. Jean Tuberville
Joan Goodman .................. James Walker
Shirley Green .................... Carolyn Wilkening
Bea Haas

The purpose of the Art Club is to promote the University art principles throughout the community. An interest in art is the only requisite for membership.
The French Club, one of the newer campus organizations, was reorganized this year. The activity of the group has been the presentation of a series of lectures by noted members of the faculty and the community.

The club was organized by a small group of students who desired to further their interest in the study of French and who wanted to derive pleasure and benefits from their mutual interest.

In the future the group plans to extend its program to include a greater variety of events such as a dramatic program, a banquet, lectures and international activities.

The Math Club endeavors, by presenting student and faculty speakers, to stimulate interest in mathematics and related fields. Topics for the popular talks given at the monthly meetings range from such subjects as "Complex Variables" and "The Mathematical Theory of Games" to subjects with such deceivingly unmathematical titles as "Lion Hunting in Africa."

Organized in 1940 by Dr. William Duren, the Club has continued to function under the able guidance of Dr. J. F. Thomson. Membership is granted any Tulane or Newcomb student who has completed at least an elementary course in Calculus.
After a successful year under the capable leadership of Porter Warren, the German Club will resume its activities in September, 1948 with German films, student skits and lectures on German culture by various speakers. Plans are also being made for a picnic at the end of the year.

La Tertulia is the honorary Spanish Club on the Newcomb campus. It holds meetings once a month at which there is a speaker who is an authority on his subject. This year each meeting is devoted to some cultural phase of Spain or of a Latin-American country. There are four reunions each year to which the whole University, as well as the public, is invited: October 12th, Columbus Day; a Christmas Fiesta; April 14th, Pan-American Day; April 23rd, Día de la Lengua.
GAMMA EPSILON OMEGA

OFFICERS
GEORGE C. SIMMONS .... President
HUGH L. BAKER .... Vice-President
MERLE H. WEAVER .... Secretary-Treasurer

MEMBERS
G. C. Battalora
J. P. Byrne
J. M. Carstens
R. F. Catchings
L. W. Cobena
W. C. Cowan
B. H. Delhart
F. S. Ellis
C. F. Fee
M. B. Gatlin
F. Gotesky
R. B. Hayes
R. J. Hope
E. C. King
E. J. Loizer
R. J. Marino
C. E. McHale
C. C. McLean
L. V. Provensal
V. P. Randazzo
N. J. Schriber
C. Sciortino
M. J. Stouse
L. Usner
C. W. VannLeet
L. M. Voss
J. T. Velkas
J. D. Williamson

Gamma Epsilon Omega—honorary geological fraternity—was founded in 1945. Its activities include lectures by practicing geologists, student papers, and social functions. This group is distinguished by their ability to raise beards. They are currently petitioning Sigma Gamma Epsilon, national honorary geological fraternity, for affiliation.

OFFICERS
BERND FALK .... President
STANLEY M. PULITZER .... Vice-President
PAUL JENSEN .... Secretary
JAMES A. CRONVICH .... Faculty Advisor

MEMBERS
Wm. E. Andrews, Jr.
Ed Atkinson
Hal Backer
Lee Buddecke
Edward Buve
Al Baxter
James A. Cronvich
Richard Davis
Godfrey Donovan
Bernd Falk
Vincent L. Goodman
Paul Jensen
Larry Justrafo
Daniel E. Kinkley, Jr.
Don LEBran
Henry Lehmann
Richard Maxwell
Alan McWhorter
J. F. Palmer
Stanley M. Pulitzer
Fred Schmidt
Howard Shrieffer
Phil Slipakoff
Jack Tallant
J. H. VanOs
T. G. Wing

During the past year the radio club station W5YU in the physics building has enabled the club’s members to communicate with other amateur stations all over the world. The club was organized to foster amateur radio on the campus and to assist the community by rendering public service. Last September, the station served as the sole link between New Orleans and the outside world during the hurricane. Members of the club build emergency equipment, participate in contests, hear lectures by prominent speakers, and experiment with new equipment.
HISTORY OF MEDICINE SOCIETY

OFFICERS
ALTON OCHSNER, JR. ........................................... President
JAMES WILLIAM VILDIBILL, JR. ......................... Vice-President
ISADORE YAGER .................................................... Secretary
JOHN H. TERRY .................................................... Treasurer
B. BERNARD WEINSTEIN, M.D. ......................... Faculty Advisor

Founded in 1933, through the stimulus of Gordon Holcomb, Greg Dawson and Bernard Weinstein, the History of Medicine Society is primarily interested in tracing the development and seeking factual information in its field. Basing its selection of members upon interest in the group, scholastic standing, faculty recommendation and group approval, the organization each year selects from the undergraduates those fulfilling these standards. Meetings are held every other Friday night at the Student Center; student members alternating with faculty members in the presentation of papers. One of the major projects of the year is the publishing of a transactions of the papers for permanent reference in the Medical Library.

At an annual banquet in the spring, newly-elected members are presented with membership certificates, officers for the next year are introduced and awards are made. These include the Rudolph Matas award for the best student paper, the I. I. Leman award for the best discussion of the paper and the B. B. Weinstein award for the most outstanding research done by a student member.

MEMBERS
Ivan S. Altman
Robert H. Barnes, Jr.
Robert V. Barnett
Andrew Jackson Barry
Frederick B. Berry
Henry Webster Blackburn, Jr.
Donald M. Bradburn
Robert Jackson Cales
Yale Citrin
Hermon R. Coehn
Clayton Stevens Cook
Sol J. Courtman
John Joseph David
Carter James Denton
Milton Bichler
Charles A. Farwell, III
Richard Jennings Field, Jr.

John Marsh Frere, Jr.
John Rogers Gibson
William R. Hardy, Jr.
Friedrichs Henry Harris
Mary Lee Murray Hickman
Richard Vernon Hickman
Leo Gellespy Horan
Louis Bond Hughes
Robert Eugene Ivy
Jack Tom Jackson
Thomas Naum James
Margaret Louise Kerr
Kathryn Johanna Krieger
Elmo John Laborde
James Wm. Lancaster
Alvin Harold Lassen
Roy Harrison Ledbetter, Jr.

Clu Flu Luck
Cunningham R. MacCordy
Henry Cone Masse, Jr.
Robert Leslie Magee
Jeannie Marie Marcoux
Donald Taylor Morrison
Francis Ignatius Nicolle
Alton Ochsner, Jr.
Robert Joseph Peace
Van Buren Philpott, Jr.
Albert Miles Pratt, II
James Rufus Rogers
Floyd David Roos
Irving L. Rosen
Seymour Rosenwasser
Randolph Rutledar
Melvin Sabshin

Robert Joseph Schramel
Henry Gerson Simon
Stanley Arthur Skiles
John Leslie Smith, Jr.
Richard Thomas Smith
William Christian Super
John H. Terry
George Wm. Tucker
Jerome Leslie Tucker
James Wm. Vildibill, Jr.
Mary Elizabeth Walker
Harry Utterback Whayne, Jr.
James Williams, Jr.
Joel William Williamson
Jack Frederick Wiseman
Isadore Yager
Samuel John Zoeckler
Behind shouts of "Erin Go Braugh" and "St. Patrick was an engineer," the Engineers' Technological Atelier presents itself as the engineer's school spirit organization. Founded in 1936, the E. T. A. is an honorary society which reaches into the field of knowledge by sponsoring the forum, which gives the student an opportunity for research on technical papers, and into the field of entertainment by sponsoring such activities as the Engineer's smoker and the engineers day fete at the Auburn Game.
Another of the several engineering societies whose aim it is to foster one of the branches within that field is the Tulane Student chapter of the American Institute of Chemical Engineers, established on the campus in 1938. Membership is open to all interested in the advancement of the profession. Lectures by prominent chemical engineers, papers prepared by the students, discussions led by faculty members, and motion pictures from the foundation for the group's monthly meetings. Supplementing the encouragement of student interest in the field, it further creates a means of contact between the undergraduate and the practicing engineer.

Membership in the Tulane Student Branch of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers is open to all students of electrical engineering of sophomore standing or higher. Founded here in 1936, the group strives to advance knowledge of theory and practice by the presentation of student papers and by contact with the faculty and with practicing engineers. Although primarily technical in nature, the activities of the organization are not confined to professional ones. During the past year, its members have enjoyed social gatherings such as dances, picnics, and ball games.
Founded in 1933, the student chapter of the American Society of Civil Engineers at Tulane has as its ultimate goal to bridge the gap for the student engineer between his college education and the existing conditions in the practical field. This is accomplished by monthly field trips to local construction jobs under the guidance of a company representative who is in a position to furnish full information covering the operation from the drafting board to completed construction. Hand in hand with this are the guest speakers at the monthly meetings who, being successful authorities in their field, are able to furnish a wealth of practical information to the students. With these, and a few social events to further friendship, the chapter is forever striving to aid the students of the school of civil engineering.

At Tulane, the activities of the ASME follow the trend of similar engineering societies, with technical papers, lectures, discussions, field trips, annual conventions, and social gatherings by no means being neglected. Awards given to the most outstanding member and best student speaker play a part in the group's competitive program.

Officers serving the group during the past year were: Thomas E. Perkins, president; John H. Williams, vice-president; Robert L. Pons, secretary; Carl R. von Meysenbug, treasurer.
TULANE ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY

OFFICERS

ALBERT OLIVIER ........................................ President
W. D. HUNT ............................................. Vice-President
JESSE O. MORGAN, JR. .................................. Secretary
JOSEPH M. SHIFALO ........................................... Treasurer
J. G. WARREN ........................................ Sergeant-at-Arms
ALBERT J. WOLF, JR. ................................ Faculty Advisor

The Tulane Architectural Society, one of the oldest organizations in the College of Engineering, was founded in 1913. This year the Society has well served its purpose to its members, the school, and the architectural profession by promoting fellowship among architectural students and good will between the architectural school and the other engineering schools.

With membership open to all students enrolled in the School of Architecture, this organization is essentially for the good of the School of Architecture and its students.
This year marked the 75th anniversary of the National Student Y.W.C.A. For 75 years the Young Women's Christian Association has been shedding its guiding light on women students everywhere and illuminating their path throughout college and into the future, thus helping them to build the highest standards of true womanhood. This 75th birthday was celebrated on the Newcomb campus with an anniversary tea which was attended by the entire faculty and student body.

The Y.W.C.A. was established at Newcomb in 1901. Meetings are held twice monthly for open discussions, talks by outstanding personalities, and debates. This year, a series of personality talks, proved very successful, and an outstanding feature of the year was the showing of a series of motion picture films acquainting the members with different countries. The main project of the year has been a campaign to increase morning chapel attendance at Newcomb—it seems that the college will soon have need of that new chapel building promised to us.

Y traditions are the annual Christmas and Easter parties for a group of children from a local orphanage, the Christmas tree placed in the main hall of the Administration Building, and the Senior Baby Contest. With the Y.M.C.A. of Tulane, it annually conducts the Easter Sunrise Service, held in the quadrangle of the Newcomb campus. The Y takes an active part in freshman orientation, presenting a program of well-rounded events to aid the freshmen in becoming acquainted with the activities of the college.

Y. W. C. A.
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The Canterbury club serves the mission of Christianity in higher education by fostering among university students a better understanding of the faith and practice of the Episcopal Church and loyalty to its corporate life.

Part of the program of the Canterbury Club includes the observance of the Lenten season with special discussions led by prominent clergy in the church, participation in the diocesan convention of Canterbury Clubs.

Pending construction of the Francis Lister Hawks Student Center, the weekly Wednesday morning communications and the Thursday evening discussion programs are being held in the temporary Episcopal Student Center, 7070 Zimple St, near Audubon.

The Canterbury club serves the mission of Christianity in higher education by fostering among university students a better understanding of the faith and practice of the Episcopal Church and loyalty to its corporate life.

Part of the program of the Canterbury Club includes the observance of the Lenten season with special discussions led by prominent clergy in the church, participation in the diocesan convention of Canterbury Clubs.

Pending construction of the Francis Lister Hawks Student Center, the weekly Wednesday morning communications and the Thursday evening discussion programs are being held in the temporary Episcopal Student Center, 7070 Zimple St, near Audubon.

The Canterbury club serves the mission of Christianity in higher education by fostering among university students a better understanding of the faith and practice of the Episcopal Church and loyalty to its corporate life.

Part of the program of the Canterbury Club includes the observance of the Lenten season with special discussions led by prominent clergy in the church, participation in the diocesan convention of Canterbury Clubs.

Pending construction of the Francis Lister Hawks Student Center, the weekly Wednesday morning communications and the Thursday evening discussion programs are being held in the temporary Episcopal Student Center, 7070 Zimple St, near Audubon.
The purpose of the Christian Science Organization at the Tulane University of Louisiana are to unite students in Christian fellowship, and to welcome Christian Science textbooks: the Bible and "Science and Health with Key to the Scriptures" by Mary Baker Eddy, the discoverer and founder of Christian Science.

This organization was formed in December 1943, and is authorized by the Manual of The Mother Church. The First Church of Christ, Scientist, in Boston, Massachusetts. Regular weekly testimonial meetings are held on the campus, and each year the Organization sponsors a lecture by an authorized member of The Board of Lectureship of The Mother Church. Students and faculty members are welcome at the meetings and lectures.

The Alpha Upsilon Chapter of Gamma Delta was established at Tulane in 1942, and has since become one of the prominent religious groups on the campus. The national organization was founded in 1934 in Chicago by representatives from 20 midwestern universities.

The purpose of the group is to encourage and maintain Lutheran fellowship and establish fraternal relations with other Lutheran organizations. Advisor to the campus chapter is the Reverend Marvin Lehnhardt.
The Hillel Counselorship was founded at Tulane University in March, 1967. Its purpose is to provide information on current Jewish problems and to give to Jewish students at Tulane and Newman a full religious life while at school. Although founded on this campus only last year, the group has already made great strides and has a full program planned.

This year the Tulane Newman Club sponsored a program for the 2,000 Catholic students at Tulane which included one philosophy and two religious classes each week, two "Days of Recollection," daily rosary, weekly mass and communion, and numerous lectures and forums. Other highlights of the year included the annual Newman Club Night, a Christmas toy drive for orphans, caroling party, Twelfth-Night party, Mardi Gras truckride, and May Formal.

This program followed the purposes of the Newman Club, which is to foster the spiritual, intellectual and social interests of all Catholic students, to join them in a common union and assist the University and its students whenever possible.
OFFICERS

GEORGE CADY
President

ANNE VENTRESS
Secretary

BETTY MARTIN
Vice-President

BETTY BROOK
Treasurer

COMMITTEE CHAIRMEN

Bob Marsten
Barbara Wimberly
Clayton Dyke
Kathryn Segars
Ben Petty

John Donaldson
Herman Falbaum
Bob Smith
Audrey Knight
Jack Cawdow

MEMBERS

Betty Adams
Angel Allison
David Barrett
Thomas Bridwell
Barbara Britell
Ed Bonduren
Susan Brown
George Cady
Jack Cawdow
Cathryn Calfin
Mary Jane Cari
Hannah Carter
Tom Conner
Norma Davis
Julia Dent
Joan Donaldson
Claudia Dyke
Ethel Eaton
Herman Falbaum
Jack Fisher
Paul Floyd
Margaret Galloway
Charles Hoinkho
Petra Donaldson
Norman Mingle
Audrey Knight

MRS. JOHN B. POLLARD
Director of Wesley Foundation

Lynn Wooden

The Wesley Foundation is an organization primarily for Methodist students but students of all faiths are invited. It holds a weekly meeting each Thursday in the choir room of Union Hall at 7 p.m. The programs consist of a period of worship, forum discussions on subjects pertinent to student life and outside speakers on various subjects. Many recreational features are held which include parties, hayrides, picnics, and teas. This organization also carries on community projects as a service to others and participates in the World Service Program of the Methodist Church of America.

OFFICERS

JOY COHN
President

PEGGY JONES
Vice-President

CAROLYN MURPHY
Secretary-Treasurer

BETTY OSMOND AND JOYCE JOHNSON
Membership Committee

DONALD WELFORD
Recreation Committee

MRS. LOUISE MCCLARY
Adult Advisor

MEMBERS

Laurie Anne Allen
Betty Barkdoll
Carolyn Benton
Dorothy Berry
Lucy Blake
Betty Blankenship
Peggy Boswell
Sam Boyd
Pierce Bradburn
Joy Cohn
Donna Cimo
Maxine Copenhaver
Helen Deal
Leslie Ellis
Gayle Farrar
Helen Garrett
Joy Harper
Richard Hart
Sue Henderson
Ted Hewitt
Susan Hill
Margaret Hever
Susan Hill
Marcia Hilliker
Jerry Honeycutt
Alice Hoover
Sally James
Sam Johnson
Barbara Joiner
Nancy Kimmell

Jules Licorza
Marion Lowe
Betty Majone
Charles K. Matthews
Annie Mitchell
Richard A. McIlroy
Ann McIlroy
Frances McShane
Liz Meads
G. Morris Middleton
Warren A. Mix
Eddie Morris
Millie Morton
May B. Miller
Carolyn Murphy
Paul Newell
Bob Parmon
Nathaniel Pool
Adair Ramsey
Charlene Reynolds
Betty Simpson
Jo-Anne Scott
T. H. Smith
Walter Van Horn
Ruth Washington
Berta Watson
Lillian Webb
Donald Welford
Elmer Williams

The Westminster Fellowship functions on the Tulane-Newcomb campus to give spiritual guidance and religious instruction to Presbyterian students, and to provide a channel for Christian recreation. The weekly meetings are centered around addresses by noted authorities on the church, world affairs, and a variety of topics related to the church. Service to the community as well as to the church, is stressed, and all Presbyterian students are urged to join.

ANNUAL REPORT TO THE CAMPUS FORUM

The Westminster Fellowship was organized in 1939 by a group of students from the Presbyterian church in New Orleans. The purpose of the Fellowship is to give spiritual guidance and religious instruction to Presbyterian students, and to provide a channel for Christian recreation. The Fellowship meets weekly in the choir room of Union Hall at 7 p.m. The programs consist of a period of worship, forum discussions on subjects pertinent to student life, and outside speakers on various subjects. Many recreational features are held which include parties, hayrides, picnics, and teas. The Fellowship also carries on community projects as a service to others and participates in the World Service Program of the Presbyterian Church, U.S.A.

The Fellowship has grown in size and membership over the years, and has become an important part of the Presbyterian community on the campus. Annual reports are presented to the Campus Forum, and the Fellowship is always ready to welcome new members who are interested in spiritual growth and Christian service.

A.D. 1980
The past year has been quite a busy one for the "Middies" of the NROTC. Aside from the regular classes in naval organization, marlinspike seamanship, navigation, and naval justice, the "Rotcees" organized a baseball team that took on all challengers. The Taffrail Club, social organization for the Navy, gave several fine parties, one of which was a "dress blues" formal given at the N. O. airport. The "Middies" exhibited their marksmanship on the rifle range by meeting and beating some of the best teams in the country. One activity not enjoyed so much though was the weekly vaccination, which all boys taking the summer cruise had to go through. Then there was checking out in signalling procedure. A note of thanks to Chief Wilson for being so patient with the "cow's tails."

Platoon drill competition and manual of arms competition was held at the end of the year. The second platoon was adjudged best of the three, and Jack Jackson copped the manual of arms award. Yes, it was quite a busy year for the "Rotcees."

STAFF
Captain Harry D. Power, USN; Commander C. M. Howe, USN; Lieutenant Commander E. I. Gibson, USN, Lieutenant Commander G. M. Reeves, USN; Major G. W. Comer, JR., USMC; Lieutenant C. T. Frohne, Jr., USN; Lieutenant J. C. Vanzant, USN.

Company Organization: Co. Cdr., McCutchen, R. S.; Co. CPO, McCaskill; Rd. Color Guard: National Color, Bryer, P.; Company Color, Shore, J. L.; Color Guard, Hobson, J. B.; Color Guard, Jackson, J. E.

A. L. Brogdon, GMC, USN; W. J. Holt, S03, USN; J. L. Jorden, Tech. Sgt, USMC; T. E. May, SKC, USN; R. V. Page, QMC, USN; F. W. White, YNC, USN; W. C. Wilson, BMC, USN; Mrs. Frank Hagaman, Civilian Secretary.
FIRST PLATOON

THE TWO CRUISES

Last summer the U. S. Navy sponsored two eight-week guided tours for NROTC men.

One group of the midshipmen were assigned to the Carrier Randolph. In between aviation classes and flights to and from the Carrier, the middies saw three days of London, the shore of Scotland, the North Sea and some of the hangouts of Goteborg, Sweden.

Meanwhile, on board the heavy cruisers Albany and Oregon City, another bunch of carefree midshipmen were conscientiously holystoning the decks. In between times, they visited Panama, Trinidad, Cuba, Porto Rico and Bermuda.
THIRD PLATOON

U. S. ARMY

COMPANY A


M/SGT. TAKAHARU KUSABA  M/SGT. BILLIE B. SHOPE
M/SGT. GORDON T. LAPHAM  M/SGT. HOWELL C. SMITH
M/SGT. DONALD M. ROYCE  1ST T/SGT. W. W. HOWELL
T/SGT. RUSSELL G. CALBRANE

ROTC
COL. GEORGE F. HEANEY, JR.
LT. COL. FRANK L. WOOD, JR.
MAJ. WILLIAM F. CURRY
MAJ. WARREN H. KARSTEDT
MAJ. DANIEL K. PHIPPS
CAPT. SAMUEL C. SCHLITZKUS
The Army R. O. T. C. is a newcomer to the campus, having established residence at the beginning of the fall semester. There are two groups: one Air Force unit, and one Transportation Corps unit. Men who enlist in the R. O. T. C. are allowed credit for military service during the war, and are commissioned upon graduation. In addition to the training received on the campus, the unit enjoys the use of surrounding Army facilities and there is a summer camp held each year.

COMPANY B

Colonel George F. Heaney, Jr. is the commanding officer, and Lt. Col. Frank L. Wood is the Assistant Professor of Military Science for Air.

COMPANY C
Miss Ann Anderson
Miss Violet Whitehead
Miss Jacqueline McCutchen
Miss Claire de la Vergne
Miss Marie Louise Tremoulet
Miss Georgia Fischer
AND BIG SHOTS
A THEATRE MAJORS—ALL TRYING TO GET IN THE ACT

JUNTO

AFTER THE GAME THEY ALL HAD A BALL

LET'S BE GAY ON COMMERCE DAY
remember
High

IF MOTHER COULD ONLY SEE ME NOW

APPLES ON STICKS

EVERYONE WITH PLENTY OF SPIRITS

THE HELL YOU SAY
good Life
SANDRIDGE AND FRIENDS LOOKING PENSIVE

NOTHING BETTER TO DO

THE KID MUST USE COLGATES

FOOTBALLER'S PIN UPS

SWEET DREAMS

EXAM'S COMING UP, EH TROYE
HAIRBREATHT HARRY PUTTIN OUT

WE ALMOST DID

ALL TULANE ROOTERS, TOO

GETTING READY FOR LSU

PASTIME

THROW ANOTHER LOG ON THE FIRE

BONFIRES IS USUALLY BIGGER
NEWCOMITE AND FRIEND

Lines

and

RAH RAH

HOLEROOK IS CONFUSED AGAIN

CURVED LINES ARE NOT SHORTEST DISTANCES BETWEEN POINTS
Curves

JIMMIE CRACK CORN

THAT COUNTESS HAS SOME PINS

HOGAN'S GOAT WAS NEVER AS BAD AS THIS

ISN'T THAT SILLY?

JONNIE GET YOUR GUN
All sports being considered, it was a fair year at Tulane. Coach Pare's netmen distinguished themselves by making a clean sweep of things in the SEC tourney. Tuero and company played beautiful tennis, but poor hosts to their friends from the conference.

As this book goes to press two basketball seasons have passed since the last Jamb. In those two seasons Cliff Wells has made his name a byword to all Tulane fans. In reality he has introduced basketball to Tulane for the first time. About the only thing the hoopsters haven't done in these two seasons is wrest the SEC championship from Kentucky, but judging from past performances, that ultimate victory is inevitable.

Coach Simons and his diamond stars turned up with an enviable record of
17 for us, and three for them. Outstanding among the victories was the 3 out of 4 against L. S. U.

Our trackmen were erratic this year. We had individual stars, but it took L. S. U. in a dual meet to make team stars. The combined talents brought about our first track victory over L. S. U. in sixteen years. Hopes were high, but a combination of circumstances brought about a weak showing at the conference meet.

Mr. Frnka and friends had a more or less dismal time of it. What proved to be false optimism was everywhere prevalent after the Alabama game, but when we hit our mid season stride, the awful truth could be seen. Football like everything else, however, had its redeeming moments. We did tie L. S. U.
TULANE-ALABAMA

Alabama's Crimson Tide rolled into New Orleans as the favorite in the Southeastern Conference football championship race, but after Tulane's famous 53 seconds, Bama was busted. Never before in Tulane history had fans seen so much football in so little time. The kick-off after the Tide's first score went to Price, he got it under control three yards behind his own goal, and proceeded to turn in the longest run seen here since Bobby Kellogg ran 106 yards. Heider made his kick. And things continued to happen fast. Olsen recovered an Alabama fumble, and on the next play Benny Ellender sent a long pass into the hands of Prats, who caught it on the five, and lunged across for our second score. Heider made his kick. It was just a couple of minutes after the third period opened that Prats grabbed one of Harry Gilmer's passes at dead center on the 50-yard line and raced for a touchdown. Heider made his kick. Bama came back strong. Never for a moment did they give up, but they were beaten. Heider's three points proved the deciding margin. As the fans left the Stadium, there was plenty of speculation, but one thing was certain, Tulane had it this year.

TULANE-GEORGIA TECH

Going into the Georgia Tech we were still the underdogs, but even the pessimists had hope. Tech came to town with a well polished machine, and they used it. Displaying a fine passing attack that accounted for two of their three touchdowns the Yellowjackets proved too much for the Greenies. The Techmen were light, fast, tricky, but more important, they were experienced. Their strong defense put a crimp in our offensive and but for one stage in the fourth quarter when the Greenies got to the 7 yard line only to lose the ball on downs, the Techmen were secure. Price, Van Meter and Ellender figured prominently in this drive, but our best wasn't good enough, and Tech took over on their seven. We

OK, You see 'em, so what.
were alert recovering fumbles, we fought hard, we held them scoreless during the last half, but as the 50 thousand fans turned homeward the questions like, "Why does he substitute so much?", started, and comments like . . . "If he'd just let them alone, they'd do a helluva lot better", could be heard.

TULANE-RICE

The Green Wave went over to Houston the second week of October to meet the Rice owls. Unfortunately, they met them. It was just a case of too much Rice, and not enough Tulane. Rice's fast-stepping backs broke through the Greenie line often enough to set up four of the touchdown plays, and a long heave was good for the other. Tulane never was able to make a definite threat. Eddie Price and Cliff Van Meter got away for some runs that brought a good delegation from New Orleans to its feet, but the stout Owl line, for the most part messed up Tulane's offensive on the ground, and the Owl backs proved alert against the Wave's passes. The Greenies missed Finley's kicking. Spirits were down when the guys came home, but next week would be homecoming, and maybe that would turn the tide.
TULANE-OLE MISS

Homecoming perhaps is inspirational, but it would have taken more than inspiration to counteract Ole Miss's Conerly to Poole combination. Trailing by 13 points at halftime, the Greenies came to life in the third quarter, scoring two touchdowns with Don Fortier's long passes paving the way, but this only seemed to inspire the Rebels who hit back with Conerly's passes and drew away again. The first Wave touchdown came when Keeton was in at quarterback. A long pass from Fortier to Waller put the ball on the Rebel's two yard line, and shortly after, with Ellender back in, he threw a lateral to Fortier who went over for the score. It was Fortier again, in the same period, who passed to Heider on the Rebs 28 yard line. Keeton ran it to the nine, and two plays later Price took a lateral from Keeton and went over for another touchdown. Heider kicked both goals. Home-coming was fun, Betty Gray made a good-looking Queen, but that night at the dance, the jokers were already beginning to say... "It'll be great in 48".

TULANE-AUBURN

There was a change in our lineup before the Auburn game, and it appeared to be what we needed. The Wave's revamped lineup made an ambitious Auburn team look impotent and helpless. The
Greenies rolled up a score of 40-0 against the Plainsmen. After a bit more than five minutes of play, Ed Price ran 32 yards for Tulane's first touchdown and a costly fumble stopped a Wave drive that seemed headed for another score in that first period.

The second period was scoreless, but the Wave came back to score a pair in the third and fourth periods each. Tulane completely outplayed Auburn at every angle excepting punting. The Greenies blocked better than they had blocked all season, rushed with more vim and ran off deceptive plays with such a show of efficiency that they looked like a different team. Auburn never was in the ball game. The Tigers seemed resigned to their fate in the second half. They were sadly overmatched and . . . they knew it.

TULANE-MISSISSIPPI STATE

The Wave opened its November schedule with another neighbor from Mississippi, and the second one was as discouraging as the first. Shorty McWilliams and Company from Mississippi State routed the Wave before 40,000 spectators. Tulane had two scoring chances but were stopped each time, losing the ball once on downs on the State 10-yard line, and once on the four-yard stripe in the second quarter. Offensively the Greenies simply couldn't get along. Except for a flash in the second quarter when their drives failed to reach their mark, the Wave was mostly on the defensive. Miss. State scored early in the first quarter when McWilliams raced over tackle from the five-yard line. In the third quarter Jim Bailey drove over left guard from the two-yard line after another march. The final touchdown was made by McWilliams on a 19-yard run off left tackle. Ray Olsen played exceptionally well but left the game with injuries after recovering a punt which was blocked by Bob Franz in the second quarter. As the crowd dispersed, fans were remarking . . . "Well even if it isn't great in 48, it may be fine in 49".
TULANE-FLORIDA

After a week off, the Wave came back to take part in what was probably the least interesting game of the season. Florida came to New Orleans with a record of two wins and 4 losses, and for the first time since the Auburn game Tulane was rated a favorite. The Wave scored first. Van Meter and Bobby Jones alternated in driving down close to the goal and then combined their forces for the touchdown, Jones going over with Van Meter pulling. The Wave was playing pretty ball then, and when Ed Heider added his one to Jones’ six, the score looked pretty good. But, Hal Griffin, a Florida back, grabbed one of Finlay’s punts on his 42-yard line and ran until he fell on his face on the Tulane 13. Then

TULANE-NOTRE DAME

The amazing thing about the Tulane-Notre Dame game was that 57,000 fans braved freezing, murky weather to see it. Again it was a case of just no contest . . . Frank Leahy was out scouting California, but the Irish didn’t seem to miss him.

The weather handicapped the Greenies, but not half so much as Notre Dame did. Although the Wave played hard, they seemed to have difficulty holding the Irish’s kickoff’s and it wasn’t long before they found themselves five touchdowns behind. The Greenies fought back though, Van Meter playing the best game of his Tulane career, and when they did score they had the distinction of driving all the way from their own 17-yard line across the Notre
Dame goal. The Wave came back to New Orleans a whipped outfit, but they realized they could redeem themselves. There was still one game to play.

**TULANE-L. S. U.**

The largest crowd that ever saw a regularly scheduled football game in Dixie sat through an afternoon that could not be tied and watched the Greenies battle L.S.U. to a 6-6 tie. The Tigers went into the fray a so-called "favorite", but it wasn't long before the Wave had proved the ridiculousness of either team being called a favorite in an L.S.U.—Tulane contest. L.S.U. scored in the last second of the first half, but the Greenies, turned on a ground attack that at times swept the Bayou Bengals off their feet, registered 13 first downs against L.S.U.'s 12, and but for Y.A. Tittle's passes would have decisively outplayed the Tigers. The play Tulanians will never forget was the sleeper from Ellender to Heider, the second play of the second half. The play didn't score, but it knocked the wind out of L.S.U., and it wasn't long before the Wave held the ball on the Tiger's eight. Hoot took it over from there to tie the score. The Greenies played terrific ball, they played inspired ball, and to pick out stars would have been an injustice. The line battled the Tigers blue, the backs made them see Green. The season ended successfully.

*2 hits says you miss—Tiger*
To the Victors Belong the Trophies

TWENTY WINS

COACH WELLS

With 23 wins and 3 losses, the big five turned in the best cage record in Tulane history. But this isn't all the 1948 season boasts, it was also a record attendance year for basketball. Our reverses in football coupled with the brilliance of the cagers have gone far to convert Tulane to a "basketball school."

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE SEASON

The N. Y. U. contest, which saw Tulane participate in Madison Square Garden for the first time, drew Eastern acclaim for the Greenies. Against Wyoming Tulane's play was outstanding. The cool defensive and smooth offensive work of the Wave in the game served notice to the basketball public of things to come.

The Wave knocked down victories in two bowl games in a single week. The hoopsters conquered 1947's N. C. A. A. runnerup, Oklahoma, in the Sugar Bowl, then journeyed to Memphis to knock off Vanderbilt in the Delta Bowl. The Oklahoma game is believed by many to have been the best performance of the Wells-
OUT OF TWENTY-THREE GAMES

The Best We've Had
Watch him fellas—some day maybe you can do it

men for the season. Perkins racked 24 points as the Greenies ran the big Sooners down.

The real highlight of the season was our two victories over L. S. U. Despite the roughness and shoddy play by both teams, a victory over L. S. U. is a highlight in any sport any season.

Another standout performance was the final regular game of the season. When the Greenies gained sweet revenge over a stubborn Alabama outfit that had handed the Wave one of its two seasonal defeats.

In the Southeastern Conference Tournament, Tulane reached the semi-finals by virtue of victories over Auburn.
and Vanderbilt. The semi-final game with Georgia Tech was probably the most disappointing event of the season. The Greenies were handed a solid defeat by a scrappy, underdog quint.

Tulane cage enthusiasts will remember the factors which made the Greenies a great team and a great team to watch. They will remember Risner's jump shot, that baseball like throw; Perkin's hook shot; and Athas' drive-in crip-shot; the overall steady play of Riffey and Payton, and the timely substitute work of Jamison, Peck and Svendson. The fast, hustling play of the freshman "eager beavers," as they have been called, was another factor which contributed to the crowd's staying until the final whistle had blown.
Three Greenies made the All-Southeastern Conference second team for seasonal play. These were Warren Perkins, Jim Riffey, and Virgil Risner. The "Greek" repeated as a member of the second team of the All-Tournament team.

SCHEDULE
Tulane . . . . . . . . . . . 81; Keesler Field . . . . . . . . . . . 49
Tulane . . . . . . . . . . . 74; Spring Hill . . . . . . . . . . . 36

Tulane . . . . . . . . . . . 37; N. Y. U. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41
Tulane . . . . . . . . . . . 62; Centenary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46
Tulane . . . . . . . . . . . 93; Spring Hill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39
Tulane . . . . . . . . . . . 44; Wyoming . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30
Tulane . . . . . . . . . . . 70; Auburn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37
Tulane . . . . . . . . . . . 49; Oklahoma . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32
Tulane . . . . . . . . . . . 64; Vanderbilt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56
Tulane . . . . . . . . . . . 68; Mississippi Southern . . . . . . 45
Tulane . . . . . . . . . . . 62; Florida . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35

Now ya see it—now ya don't
Glad to see ya

Rifey & "Cowboys"

Tulane . . . . . 54; Georgia Tech . . . . . 29
Tulane . . . . . 54; L. S. U. . . . . . . . . . 42
Tulane . . . . . 63; Vanderbilt . . . . . . . . . 44
Tulane . . . . . 52; Ole Miss . . . . . . . . . . 46
Tulane . . . . . 55; Mississippi State . . . . . 47
Tulane . . . . . 49; Alabama . . . . . . . . . . 50
Tulane . . . . . 59; Georgia Tech . . . . . . . . . 55
Tulane . . . . . 70; Mississippi State . . . . . 47
Tulane . . . . . 50; L. S. U. . . . . . . . . . . 41
Tulane . . . . . 73; Ole Miss . . . . . . . . . . 46
Tulane . . . . . 37; Alabama . . . . . . . . . . 29

SEC TOURNAMENT

Tulane . . . . . 47; Auburn . . . . . . . . . . 40
Tulane . . . . . 67; Vanderbilt . . . . . . . . . 53
Tulane . . . . . 40; Georgia Tech . . . . . . . . 50
Coach Simons' diamond stars completed a most successful season taking 17 games, and losing but 3, to Mississippi State, Thibodaux, and L. S. U. The real success of the season was, however, not realized until the last day of play, when the batsmen took the local double-header from L. S. U. Heroes of the afternoon were Ferd Lorio, with his five out of eight, and Ed Ludman who pitched in the first game, to close his record for the season with 6 wins and no losses. Ludman distinguished himself earlier in the year by striking out 14 Tigers in the second Baton Rouge L. S. U. game.

Outstanding stars of the season were Ray Dufrechou, Warren Perkins, Johnny Owen, Carleton Hale, Bernie Abadie, Stan McDermott, Ed Ludman, and Ferd Lorio.
**RECORD OF THE SEASON**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Record</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tulane</td>
<td>6; Southeastern 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulane</td>
<td>11; Southeastern 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulane</td>
<td>18; Southeastern 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulane</td>
<td>19; Southeastern 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulane</td>
<td>6; Northwestern 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulane</td>
<td>6; Northwestern 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulane</td>
<td>1; Mississippi State 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulane</td>
<td>3; Thibodaux 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulane</td>
<td>10; S. L. I. 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulane</td>
<td>7; S. L. I. 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulane</td>
<td>33; AMA Aces 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulane</td>
<td>6; Keesler Field 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulane</td>
<td>21; Keesler Field 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulane</td>
<td>11; Spring Hill 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulane</td>
<td>20; Army Air Base 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulane</td>
<td>3; L. S. U. 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulane</td>
<td>9; L. S. U. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulane</td>
<td>13; N. A. S. 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulane</td>
<td>5; L. S. U. 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulane</td>
<td>7; L. S. U. 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Although the Wave thinnclads had their disappointing moments this year, the season might be classified as "eminently successful." We licked the Tigers in a dual meet. It was the Wave's first track victory over L. S. U. since 1931, when Johnny Oelkers, and Don Zimmerman led the field. Hugh Liles, Spencer Johnson, and Paul Bienz each won two events.

At the Southwestern Relays Spencer Johnson set a mile record of 4 minutes 24.5 seconds. Johnson went on to take the 3,000 meter run at the Texas relays.
Other than our L. S. U. win the only decisive victory of the season was our win over the University of Mexico. Our visitors from the south managed to eke out wins in two events.

The S. E. C. was an unhappy affair for Tulane. With the exception of Greek Athas' win in the broad jump, we failed to take an event, and finished in a poor fifth place.

**SCHEDULE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tulane</th>
<th>104</th>
<th>University of Mexico</th>
<th>28</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tulane</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>Georgia Tech</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulane</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>L. S. U.</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Tennis Team

The Wave's six lettermen, Glenn Gardner, Rufus Harris, Jr., Wade Herren, Dick Mouledous, Jack Tuero, and Harcourt Waters swept Tulane to another S. E. C. Championship this year concluding a terrific season. The netters' only defeat was an expected one at the hands of William and Mary. We were playing on foreign courts and William and Mary was plenty good.

Jack Tuero, our number one singles player went through the season undefeated, and continued on to win the S. E. C. championship. In the Southern Championship matches, Tuero advanced to the finals where he was defeated by Frankie Parker.

The finals of the S. E. C. tourney found an all Tulane show with Tuero defeating Herren in the Class A finals, and Gardner defeating Waters in the Class B event.
EMMETT PARE
Tennis Coach

Gang Bang

RECORD OF THE SEASON

Tulane . . . . . . . 8; N. O. L. T. C. . . . . . . . . 0
Tulane . . . . . . . 6; L. S. U. . . . . . . . . . . 0
Tulane . . . . . . . 3; Texas . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Tulane . . . . . . . 6; Miami . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Tulane . . . . . . . 8; Georgia Tech . . . . . . . . 1

Tulane . . . . . . . 4; Rice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0
Tulane . . . . . . . 9; Duke . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0
Tulane . . . . . . . 3; William and Mary . . . . . 6
Tulane . . . . . . . 9; Maxwell Field . . . . . . . . 0

Tulane . . . . . . . 7; City Park . . . . . . . . . . . 1

Tulane . . . . . . . 6; Florida . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0

GLENN GARDNER

WADE HERREN

DICK MOULEDOUS
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Seven linksmen and seven events constituted the 1947 golf competition. The team opened the season with a hotly contested scrap against the Spring Hill Badgers, coming out on the short end of a close score. When the Mobile squad came to Audubon Park, for a return match, Tulane hammered home its revenge, 9½-8½.

Ted Hewitt came through with wins in both meets, while Captain Charlie Rosen, Tom Sullivan, and John Gleason, Jr. all came out on top once.

An interesting problem arose when the local Army Air Base was encountered. They arrived minus one man, so Tulane's John Blane took to khakis and then defeated his Tulane opponent.

L. S. U. gave the Wave two convincing lickings before they went on to win the National Intercollegiates at Ann Arbor. During that tourney, Tom Sullivan, Ted Hewitt, John Gleason, Jr., and John Blane represented Tulane. Charles Rosen and Ted Hewitt played in the Southern Intercollegiates.

Bill Owen set an unofficial conference putting record during the L. S. U. dual meet in New Orleans by touring the Audubon greens in 22 putts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RECORD OF THE SEASON</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tulane ............. 7 ; Springhill ............. 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulane ............. 9½; Springhill ............. 8½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulane ............. 19½; Army A. B. .......... 7½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulane ............. 3 ; L. S. U. ............. 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tulane ............. 2½; L. S. U. ............. 15½</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The function of the Intramural Council is to encourage the entire male student body to participate in organized athletic sports, and also to encourage participation in active recreation. The Intramural Council organizes and promotes individual team competition. It fosters the spirit of sportsmanship between participants and spectators.

This, the second year since its reformation, has proved more successful, with more participation and interest than previously. The program this past year added football, in addition to handball, golf, track, tennis, swimming, and a cross country run.
NEWCOMB ATHLETICS

Newcomb Faculty-Student Softball Game

"Beau-Tee" formation
"The Catcher Has the Ball"

Newcomb Faculty-Student Softball Game
The Pan-Hellenic Council is the governing body coordinating the eleven fraternities on the Newcomb campus. The council is composed of two representatives from each fraternity.

Some of the activities for the college year included a scholarship luncheon, sponsorship of the student and faculty style shows, sponsorship of the sociology lectures by Grace Sloan Overton, and a chapel week.

It has been the principal aim of the organization this year to further interfraternity spirit and to strengthen the entire group through modifications and enforcements of the regulations. This year’s council instigated a new Constitution and Rush Compact in order to fulfill these aims.

**NEWCOMB PAN-HELLENIC COUNCIL**

**OFFICERS**

MARY ALYCE JACKSON ........ President
FELICIA SCHORNSTEIN ....... Secretary
ELAINE SARRE ............... Treasurer

**REPRESENTATIVES**

PAT EVANS ............... Alpha Delta Pi
JOYCE STABA ............... Alpha Delta Pi
FELICIA SCHORNSTEIN ...... Alpha Epsilon Phi
LYLIAE WRIGHT ............ Alpha Epsilon Phi
ANN WELSH ............... Alpha Omicron Pi
BEA RAULT ............... Alpha Omicron Pi
BEVERLEY BLANE ........... Beta Sigma Omicron
MARY LOU SOULE .......... Beta Sigma Omicron
GAYLE STOCKER .......... Chi Omega
MARY ELLEN SHEEHAN ...... Chi Omega
CARMEN MARTINEZ ........ Delta Zeta
CHRISTINE NUNNGESSER ..... Delta Zeta
MARY ALYCE JACKSON ..... Kappa Alpha Theta
MARTHA ANN TAYLOR ....... Kappa Alpha Theta
PHYLLIS CHURCH ........ Kappa Kappa Gamma
SALLY SAWYER ........... Kappa Kappa Gamma
MARY MARSH ............... Phi Mu
CORAL FREEMAN ........... Phi Mu
ELAINE SARRE ........... Pi Beta Phi
GLADYS BLOOM ........... Pi Beta Phi
DOT SEGARI ............... Zeta Tau Alpha
ALICE BLUNDELL .......... Zeta Tau Alpha
First Row: Gladys Bloom, Beverly Blane, Alice Blundell, Pat Evans, Coral Freeman, Mary Alyce Jackson.

Second Row: Mary Marsh, Carmen Martinez, Christine Nungesser, Bea Rault, Sally Sawyer, Felicia Schornstein.


Not in Panel: Phyllis Church, Elaine Sarre, Mary Lou Soule, Lylian Wright.
Alpha Delta Pi, the oldest Greek letter sorority for college women, was founded by Eugenia Tucker Fitzgerald at Wesleyan College in 1851. Epsilon, founded at Newcomb in November of 1906, is proud to be the second oldest active chapter.

This year the Alpha Delta Pi's have carried on their old tradition of hospitality by having "open house" before the football games. Also included in their social calendar was a delightful, bewitching Halloween Party given by the pledges, their annual formal held in March, and a Founder's Day Banquet, celebrated on May 15. The insignia is a diamond shaped pin set in pearls and the flower is the violet.
First Row: Mercedes Bailey, Betty Braden, Patricia Bradford, Elaine Brazda, Laurie Bull, Patricia Burke.

Second Row: Marie Campagna, Barbara Carol, Doris Como, Annette Evans, Marquerrite Galloway, Shirley Green.


Fourth Row: Rosemary McDonnell, Betty Joyce McLean, Tricia McRaven, Dorothy Maness, Emma Morphy, Joyce Myers.

Fifth Row: Ann Robinson, Katherine Seegars, Beth Smith, Jane Sparkman, Joyce Staba, Gloria Stewart, Babs Strasbaugh.

Sixth Row: Dale Sturdy, Helen Thomsen, Katherine Thornton, Joan Windmuller, Carolyn Winning, Marilyn Woodward.

Not in Panel: Margaret Ann Connell, Florence Muse.
On October 24, 1909, Alpha Epsilon Phi came into existence at Barnard College in New York City. Seven years later, December 24, 1916, Epsilon chapter was installed at Newcomb, and has been going strong ever since.

A. E. Phi's colors are green and white, and the flower is the lily-of-the-valley. On the schedule of activities were two formals, one in the winter and one in the spring, a tea, and a party.

Outstanding on the campus were Felicia Schornstein, who was president of the Sociology Club, and Marjorie Issacson, who was very active in theatre work, and was the athletic representative of her class. Suzanne Alcus was secretary of Pan-Hellenic and will take over the presidency in September.

And hello to you, too

Here's your picture, Sue
First Row: Suzanne Alcus, Shirley Bersadsky, Carol Brown, Dorothy Burt, Jane Barkenroad, Molly Cohen.


Third Row: Patzy Hausmann, Marion Helzberg, Honey Hohenberg, Lilian Hyman, Marjorie Isaacson, Amy Clare Jacobs.

Fourth Row: Hermine Jacobs, Pat Kisber, Patricia May, Marilyn Meyer, Marjorie Netter, Isabelle Peal.


Sixth Row: Felicia Schornstein, Betty Lee Seff, Joan Solomon, Fannette Sommers, Natalie Spigel, Jocelyn Spitz.

Seventh Row: Bertha Jean Stein, Frances Sterne, Barbara Topol, Clare Walker, Barbara Weiss, Tanya Wohl.

Established at Newcomb in 1898, Pi chapter is the second oldest sorority on the campus and the oldest active chapter of Alpha Omicron Pi. The colors are cardinal and white, the jewel is the ruby and the flower, the jacqueminot rose. On December 8, the A. O. Pi members and alumnae joined in paying tribute to their founders at the annual banquet. Other highlights of the social calendar included the dance in February and a luncheon for the Phi Beta Kappas in the spring.

Pi’s members devoted their time and efforts to the sorority’s social service work in Kentucky and other social work. The A. O. Pi’s also found time to take an active part in school organization and this year Ruth Boulet and Anna Hover were in the Homecoming Court.

Pi’s major officers were: Ruth Boulet, president; Jane Biederman, first vice-president; Virginia Brodie, second vice-president; Lucy Mac- Murry, recording secretary; Frances Crumbaugh, treasurer; and Anna Hover, corresponding secretary.
First Row: Mary Emily Acree, Mary Belle Alston, Carol Benton, Jane Biederman, Barbara Blum, Ruth Boullet.

Second Row: Frances Crumbaugh, Louanna Cuenod, Shirley Cunningham, Terry de Jaive, Claire de la Vergne, Noel Dillard.

Third Row: Elizabeth Evans, Carol Granberry, Joyce Harper, Mary Anne Hebert, Catherine Hodges, Marilyn Hodges.

Fourth Row: Cynthia Hoffman, Anna Hover, Carol le Corgne, Edna Lee, Marion Lowe, Dora Martin.

Fifth Row: Morris Middleton, Marion McCutcheon, Lucy McMurry, Joan Pesquie, Elizabeth Prague, Beatrice Rault.

Sixth Row: Joel Beth Suhren, Katherine Talbot, Marie Louise Tremoulet, Susan Wright, Vera Wright.

Not in Panel: Dorothy Bernhard, Eustasia Bouchaud, Renee Bousquet, Ann Brodie, Virginia Brodie, Ann Colebeck, Carmen Duvic, Barbara Ferguson, Barbara Hammatt, Elizabeth Lamar, Mary Landry, Jerrye Mirandona, Patricia O'Brien, Jane Richardson, Marion Washam, Anne Welsh, Patricia Williams.
Chi Omega was founded at the University of Arkansas in 1895. Rho chapter came to Newcomb campus in 1900.

In the past year, Rho has upheld the standards set by the chapter for the past forty-eight years. Mary Ellen Sheehen wore the robe of Art School president and Elaine Jones was corresponding secretary of the student body. Rho's social work consisted of Easter and Christmas parties for the orphans.

Besides the more serious business of the chapter, Rho has had time for a winter formal, spring house-party, and numerous teas and suppers in the room. Mary Kay Hickey and Elaine Jones were chosen for the sweetheart of Sigma Chi court.
Third Row: Joan Donaldson, Noel Donovan, Margaret Ann Edwards, Margaret Field, Sally Foster, Elizabeth Freret.
Fourth Row: Margaret Heyer, Mary Kay Hickey, Joella Junkin, Janet Kerlin, Ruth King, Virginia Lawson.
Fifth Row: Jean Legendre, Claire Lewis, Kit Moody, Beatina Muelling, Betty Oehmig, Peggy O'Neil.
Sixth Row: Jane Parkhouse, Louise Scott, Mary Ellen Sheehan, June Sherrouse, Betty Jo Simpson, Mary Brooks Soule.
Seventh Row: Nancy Thomas, Genevieve Walker, Adine Wallace, Jane Kit Ware, June Wells, Mary Withers.
Not in Panel: Emita Benedict, Mignon Ellsworth, Cleta Godfrey, Margee Gondolfio, Natalie Hicks, Mary Elaine Jones, Virginia King, Harriet Landry, Margaret Lemle, Christine McGruder, Millicent Smitherman, Gayle Stocker, Jackie Walker, Jean Walker, Mary Clark Webster, Rosemary Wellford.
Delta Zeta was founded in 1902 at Miami University in Oxford, Ohio. Beta Upsilon at Newcomb College chartered in 1940 was the forty-second chapter of the national organization. Since that date the number of chapters has risen to sixty-two. Beta Upsilon easily found its place at Newcomb because of its early merger with Beta Phi Alpha which had been at the college since 1928.

Delta Zeta is especially proud of its members who have been and are now leaders in scholarship, honorary, academic, religious, and spirit groups. Tulane has always had one or more Delta Zeta cheerleaders since 1939.

The officers for the 1947-48 term were: Margery Rose, President; Helen Rault, Vice-President; Denise Reinecke, Recording Secretary; Christel Nungesser, Corresponding Secretary; Marie Louise Tureaud, Treasurer; Gayle Schwarzenbach, Historian.

Old rose and vieux green are our colors, the Killarney rose the flower, the Roman Lamp the badge, and the Lamp our publication.
First Row: Janet Abadie, Bettie Ruth Barre, Anna Bartels, Joan Blair, Jean Brandin.

Second Row: Mary Jane Carr, Doris Duvingneaud, Mary Finley, Marilyn Goll, Norma Kirchberg.

Third Row: Mildred Levy, Mercedes Marais, Carmen Martinez, Rita Mae Maset, Patsy Jo McDowell.

Fourth Row: Jo Penick, Helen Rault, Denise Reinecke, Margery Rose, Gayle Schwarzenbach.

Fifth Row: Margaret Thatcher, Marie Louise Tureaud, Emily Vaughn, Mary Sue Wilson.

Not in Panel: Diane Bourgeois, Betsie Gillespie, Vilma Gros, Janice Hullinghorst, Rosalie Ketchum, Christel Nungesser, Doris Wunder.
Kappa Kappa Gamma was founded at Monmouth College in 1870. Beta Omicron chapter was established at Newcomb in 1904. The colors are light blue and dark blue and the flower is the fleur-de-lis.

Outstanding on the campus this year were: Betty Gray, president of the Newcomb Student Body; Betty Browne, president of Newcomb Honor Board; Virginia Jones, president of the Athletic Council; and Olga Turner, president of the Freshman Class.

Weekly luncheons by the Mothers’ Club, and monthly suppers by the active chapter, kept the Kappas well fed. Other social activities included a dance, a house-party, and the Founder’s Day Banquet.

Officers for the year included: Betty Browne, president; Virginia Jones, Standards Chairman; Ann Howell, Corresponding Secretary; Mary Virginia Crain, Recording Secretary; Jean Arbou, Treasurer; Ann Burdette, Rush Chairman; and Sara Eustis, pledge mother.

Second Row: Mary Virginia Crain, Catherine Dicks, Sara Eustis, Georgia Fischer, Virgini Frederic, Nathalie Gessner.

Third Row: Betty Gray, Ann Greenslit, Emily Jean Grissom, Mary Margaret Hannah, Margaret Hilzim, Kathleen Hooe.


Fifth Row: Patricia McMeans, Martha Miles, Brenda Moore, Ninette Perrillat, Carolyn Pettiss, Diane Redmond.

Sixth Row: Dolly Ann Souchon, Marjorie Stone, Margaret Thibaut, Georgine Thorne, Betty Turner, Olga Turner.

Seventh Row: Natalie Walker, Chelsea Webster, Dorothy Woods.

Not in Panel: Lucy Barret, Leila Browne, Deborah Carroll, Connie Jones, Mary Louise Kendall, Marie Louise Le Gardeur, Dorothy Myers, Rhoda Norman, Grady Gene Riggin, Carolyn Wilbert.
"Theta Lips Are Smiling" is a familiar tune heard on all campuses where there are Theta chapters. It was made famous at Tulane last spring at the sorority song fest when the Theta's received first place.

Founded at De Pauw University of Indiana in 1870, Theta was the first Greek letter fraternity known among women. The Alpha Phi chapter was brought to Newcomb in 1914, and its members have taken an active part in college life.

Outstanding in college activities this year is Betty Ruth Davis who holds down the job of co-chairman of campus night. Mary Alyce Jackson, president of Pan-Hellenic, has been acclaimed for doing such a big part in making one of the best rush seasons ever known at Newcomb. She has also been elected to "Who's Who."

The Theta's social activities are highlighted with Sunday night suppers, teas, rush parties, and best of all, the spring formal in March. The Theta pin is kite shaped and the flower is the black and gold pansy.
First Row: Adrien Aitkens, Frances Aleman, Lois Bermudez, Virginia Blundell, Dolores Brisbi, Joyce Caldwell.

Second Row: Millicent Clesi, Betty Ruth Davis, Helen Deal, Ardythe Donnaud, Claudia Ann Dyke, Phallie Evans.

Third Row: Jean Felder, Nathalie Ganuchau, Charlotte Gilbert, Beatrice Haas, Ann Haley, Jean Hardin.

Fourth Row: Joy Harper, Mary Henderson, Beverly Jackson, Mary Alyce Jackson, Elizabeth Janssen, Helen Jordan.

Fifth Row: Jessie Kelley, Carol Layton, Sara Lisenby, Betty Magee, Dean Magness, Helen McAnelly.

Sixth Row: Marilyn McKenzie, Peggy Michel, Mary Lou Mossy, Hazel Muller, Joyce Norman, Patsy O'Sullivan.

Seventh Row: Lucy Pasquier, Adair Ramsey, May Kay Reed, Charlotte Reynolds, Joel Roy, Jo Ann Scott.

Eighth Row: Carol Sue Smith, Corinne Vaughan, Barbara Watson, Elaine Wingate.

Not in Panel: Henrietta Herbert, Mary Smallpage, Jane Stewart, Sue Stewart, Martha Ann Taylor.
Phi Mu, the second oldest sorority, was founded in 1852 at Wesleyan College in Macon, Georgia. Delta chapter came to Newcomb campus in 1906.

This year's activities began with rush parties, pledging and a banquet following the pledging ceremony. Phi Mu entertained with several teas during the year and the pledges gave monthly suppers for the actives and a Christmas party for a group from one of the New Orleans orphan homes. The outstanding event of the year was the Spring Formal in February, honoring the newly initiated members. The initiation ceremony was followed by a banquet for both new and old members.

High honors of the year were claimed by Merle Fischer. Merle was prexy of Alpha Sigma Sigma and head of orientation as well as pledge director of Delta chapter.

Phi Mu's colors are rose and white and the flower is the enchantress carnation.
First Row: Jeanne Abadie, Laurie Allen, Betty Amann, Jane Annis, Gwen Bailie, Lucy Blake.

Second Row: Mary Lou Cabral, Barbara Drackett, Dot Edwards, Merle Fischer, Mary Joan Gonia, Patsy Haas.

Third Row: Mary Haneman, Lynn Hock, Betty Holland, Mary Jo Holland, Alice Hoover, Margaret Hutchinson.


Fifth Row: Mary Marsh, Ann McAskill, Laura McClanahan, Ann McIntosh, Frances McShane, Maud Muller.

Sixth Row: Carolyn Murphy, Batty Nairne, Kitty Poole, May-Lou Renaud, Aubrie Robertson, Mary Louise Schmidt.

Seventh Row: Paula Smith, Lorraine Steidtmann, Dean Stinson, Betty Stonner, Dodie Sturcken, Yvette Wolfe.

Not in Panel: Claire Cook, Coral Freeman, Marion Hogan, Joyce Johnson, Joan Landry, Emily Moise, Boo Scherer, Dorel Shougrue, Ann Ventress, Lil Webb, Betty White, Anita Willingham.
Pi Beta Phi was founded at Monmouth College in 1876. Louisiana Alpha was established at Newcomb in 1891 and is the oldest sorority on campus. The colors are wine and blue and the flower is the wine carnation.

Pat Phillips ruled the senior class, while Anne Landry was vice-president of the student body. Laurelle Fillmore was president of the dance club.

The chapter social activities were composed of teas, luncheons and suppers at the house, a Founder’s Day banquet and the Spring Formal.

Officers for the year were: Pat Phillips, president; Page Cary, vice-president; Susan Moore, recording secretary; Jane Logan, corresponding secretary; Charlene McCorkle, treasurer; and Gladys Bloom, rush chairman.
First Row: Lucy Adams, Lucille Bernard, Armande Billon, Barbara Bizzell, Gladys Bloom, Dorothy Carrere.

Second Row: Page Cary, Helen Christ, Kathleen Coleman, Margaret Conder, Fran Dalton, Dulaney Dart.


Fourth Row: Marie Grehan, Betsy Griffin, Nea Hoffmeyer, Ruth Hoppe, Susan Hyams, Chloe Lain.

Fifth Row: Anne Landry, Marie Therese Larue, Katherine Legendre, Norma Lewis, Beverly Lyle, Beverly McArthur.

Sixth Row: Charlene Mc Corkle, Jeanine McGee, Jeane Mayo, Carolyn Montgomery, Camille Moss, Nancy Moore.

Seventh Row: Elizabeth Nicholson, Margaret O’Neil, Pat Phillips, McKee Pitts, Helen Rapier, Gloria Ratchford.

Eighth Row: Effie Stockton, Violet Whitehead, Mary Williamson, Marie Withers, Joel Wolfe.

Not in panel: Nannette Caffery, Janice Carter, Gertrude Chitty, Elizabeth Cook, Roberta Doggett, Helen Garrett, Susan Hill, Adele Jackson, Jane Logan, Susan Moore, Jean Orr, Elaine Sarre, Evelyn Woosley.
Zeta Tau Alpha was founded at Virginia State Normal College, Farmville, Virginia, October 15, 1898. It was the first women's fraternity to be chartered in Virginia and the first one ever to be chartered by a special act of the legislature. Zeta Tau Alpha boasts of eighty-eight active chapters and one hundred alumnae chapters in all parts of the United States and Canada.

Beta Kappa chapter at Newcomb was founded in 1927 and has always been noted for its numerous parties throughout the years. Helen Sherard, Vice-President, is also the President of Beta Beta Beta and Frances Kyker holds the office of President of the Y. W. C. A. Patsy Goff was chosen to serve as one of the maids in the Tulane University Homecoming Court this year.
First Row: Deborah Berry, Lydia Ann Bosworth, Jane Bratton, Constance Carter, Marjorie Brown.

Second Row: Phyllis Chancellor, Norma Clesi, Ann Duggan, Patricia Goff, Mary Holden.

Third Row: Sally James, Anna Frances Jones, Frances Kentner, Helen King, Frances Kyker.

Fourth Row: Ann Maddrey, Carol Miller, Thelma Munch, Mary Ann Newton, Virginia Provost.


Not in Panel: Alice Blundell, Geraldine Dye, Caroline Gavin.
First Row: Juana Basilio, Winnie Beier, Beverly Bruff, Joyce Bruff, Jane Carver.


Third Row: Elise Mitchell, Catherine Naef, Carmel Netzhammer, Doris Pierson, Nathalie Roeling.


Fifth Row: Dottie Belle Verlander, Allie Wyler, Jerry Wyler.


Beta Sigma Omicron was established Dec. 18, 1888, in Columbia, Missouri. Newcomb welcomed Alpha Sigma chapter on its campus in 1929. Since then the chapter has participated in numerous campus activities. Prominent among its members were: Beverly Bruff, president of the Tulane University Theater; Winfred Beier and Norma Stratz who figure in all Music School functions; and Ethel Eaton, treasurer of the Y.W.C.A. The chapter's social functions include among spontaneous parties, the annual Spring Formal, Spring Banquet, Founder's Day Banquet, the Chapter Birthday, and all Holiday Celebrations. The girls who wear the ruby and pink are rightfully proud of their scholastic record which surpasses their social accomplishments. They boast of representation on the Dean's List, Phi Beta Kappa, and several honorary societies.
Phi Delta Epsilon medical fraternity was founded at Cornell University in 1904. Alpha iota appeared on Tulane's campus in 1918. The big wheels in the fraternity are: Moe Claman, president; Bill Krivit, vice-president; Coleman Schneider, treasurer; Zelig Lieberman, secretary. The main activities of the year centered around monthly lectures, Saturday night socials, and picnics. Gerald Posner was elected treasurer of the freshman class and Jimmy Saft is the incoming vice-president of the Pan-Hellenic Council.

First Row: Sherman Bruckner, Sherwood Jacobson, William Krivit.
Second Row: Sam Lieber, Zelig Lieberman, Leon Meier.
Third Row: Gerald Posner, Floyd Roos, James Saft.
Fourth Row: Coleman Schneider.
Not in Panel: Maurice Claman, Charles Kahn,
The Theta Kappa Psi's first saw the light of day at the Medical College of Virginia in 1879. In 1904 they descended on the Tulane campus, and despite all efforts to the contrary, have become a fixture.

They are currently residing on St. Charles avenue in the vicinity of some other outfit of the same sort. They shattered the peace and quiet of their neighborhood last Halloween night with a large party, and tossed a formal dance sometime around Thanksgiving.

Carter Denton heads the lodge, assisted by Frank London, Skipper Bolding and Fred Berry share secretarial duties, and Tommy Summar is the house mother.

Their flower is the red rose, and the colors are green and gold.
First Row: Byron Allen, Jr., Richard Allen, W. T. Bailey, Andrew Jackson Berry, Ralph Billington, R. R. Boese.


Sixth Row: Joe Swartwout, G. H. Temple, W. S. Ullov.

Phi Chi medical fraternity was founded at the University of Vermont in 1889, and Omicron chapter hit the Tulane campus in 1902. Since that time, they have been distinguished by their strange affinity to houses built out of rock.

Besides a number of loud and lavish parties this year, they have also managed to squeeze in a few other activities, and point with pride to Jack Jackson and Tommy James, who can roll with any wheel on the campus.

The colors, green and white, and the flower, the lily of the valley, are supposed to be for the benefit of the members on their mornings after.

Jack Jackson heads this group, assisted by Tommy James, who goes under the title of Presiding Junior. Bob Ivy takes the minutes and Jack Moore handles the cash.


Fourth Row: Alexander W. Hulett, Jack Jackson, Thomas N. James, Millard Jenson, James E. Kraft, Elmo Laborde.

Fifth Row: Roy Laddbetter, George Lewis, Clu Flu Lusk, Lawrence S. McGee, Frank Marascalco, Robert Maxon.

Sixth Row: Jack Moore, Carl Murray, Francis K. Nicolle, Robert Palmer, James R. Pierce, Robert Potts.


First Row: Helen Ahmann, Katherine Bachman, Mary Beaman.


Third Row: Gene Hassinger, Mary L. Hinson, Johnny Horn.

Fourth Row: Margaret Kerr, Eloise Munoz.


Alpha Epsilon Iota was founded at the University of Michigan in 1890, and was established at Tulane in 1919. All of the members are girls. Their colors are black, white and green and the flower is the white carnation. Flora Finch is the president of this outfit.
Three years after its inception at the University of Pennsylvania in 1907, Phi Lambda Kappa was established on the Tulane campus. John David is president of the group, and Herbert Vogel is vice-president. Sol Courtman takes the minutes, and Ivan Altman handles the cash.

First Row: Philip Aster, Irving Brudrick, Herman Cohen.

Second Row: John David, Bert Glick, Robert Goodman.

Third Row: Alvin Lassen, Maz Pailet, Morton Rachelson.

Fourth Row: Irving Rosen, Gerald Sandler, Herbert Vogel.

Not in Panel: Ivan Altman, David Caul, Yale Citrin, Sol Courtman, David Feigenbaum, David Katz, Allan Lipton, Lewis Post, Seymour Rosenwasser, Murray Schecter, Jerry Tucker.


Third Row: John Moossy, Mario Palafox, C. G. Santoro.

Fourth Row: C. J. Schneider, A. Silva-Beauchamp, P. J. Spoto.

Not in Panel: L. M. Boudreaux, R. E. Morgan, Dave Reeves, C. B. Willard.

In 1890, the stork left Phi Rho Sigma at Northwestern University. By 1918, there was a little chapter at Tulane. C. C. Jaubert is president of this group, ably assisted by R. R. Buie. Gernon Brown is the secretary, and M. R. Blais writes the checks. Their colors are scarlet and gold.
The Nu Sigs, who had their house rewired, repainted and rescreened this year, got their start at the University of Michigan in 1882. In 1910, they came to Tulane to stay. They say they throw renowned parties. Heading these paragons is Stanley Skillicorn. Alton Ochsner is vice-president, Leo Horan secretary, and John Gibson pinches the pennies.
Medical Pan-Hellenic Council is composed of members of the seven Greek Letter medical fraternities, and functions as the governing body for these fraternities. The council organizes and directs interfraternity competitions. A highlight of the medical school year is the Medical Pan-Hellenic dance.
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
BETA THETA PI
DELTA KAPPA EPSILON
DELTA SIGMA PHI
DELTA TAU DELTA
KAPPA ALPHA
KAPPA NU
KAPPA SIGMA
PHI DELTA THETA
PHI IOTA ALPHA
PHI KAPPA SIGMA
PI KAPPA ALPHA
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
SIGMA CHI
SIGMA PI
ZETA BETA TAU
### FIRST ROW:
- MARY EMILY ACREE, Newcomb, South Mobile, Alabama; Alpha Omicron Pi, Art Club.
- JAMES TAYLOR ADAMS, Law, Shreveport, Louisiana.
- ROBERT JULES ADAMS, Law, Lafayette, Louisiana; Phi Delta Phi.
- VARIA P. ADAMS, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- WILLIAM EDWARD AICKLEN, JR., Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; Newman Club, Math Club, A. I. E. E.
- THEODORE JEROME AIN, Arts and Science, Brooklyn, New York; Kappa Nu.
- JOSEPH L. AKERMAN, Arts and Science, Orlando, Florida; Kappa Alpha.

### SECOND ROW:
- JAMES GARY ALBERTINE, Arts and Science, Memphis, Tennessee; Beta Theta Pi.
- GEORGE HOWARD AMANN, JR., Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- ANNIE ELIZABETH ANDERSON, Newcomb, Charlotte, North Carolina; Chi Omega, Art Club, Westminster Fellowship.
- LLOYD WINFIELD ANDERSON, JR., Commerce, Milan, Minnesota; Junior Class President '46-'47, Commerso Student Body President '47-'48, Vice-President Tulane Student Council '47-'48, Gamma Delta, University Student Council.
- WALTER GILBERT ANDRY, JR., Law, New Orleans, Louisiana; Alpha Phi Omega, Phi Delta Phi, Le Societé du Droit Civil.
- PATRICIA MARGARET ARMS, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Newman Club.
- EDWARD HENRY ARNOLD, JR., Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; Newman Club, A. I. E. E.

### THIRD ROW:
- SAMUEL D. ASHON, Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- WILLIAM HAROLD AVANT, Arts and Science, Andalusia, Alabama; Phi Delta Theta, Freshman President '46.
- GWEN ANNETTE BAILIE, Newcomb, Central Soledad, Guantamano, Cuba; Phi Mu.
- ROBERT RUSSELL BAIN, JR., Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- RICHARD KELLY BAIRD, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Newman Club.
- HERBERT LEE BAKER, Engineering, Shreveport, Louisiana; Phi Kappa Sigma, Kappa Delta Phi, Omicron Delta Kappa, A.S.M.E.
- FRANCIS ROWEN BARNARD, JR., Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; Sigma Phi Epsilon, A. I. Ch. E.

### FOURTH ROW:
- HERMAN WILLIAM BARTELS, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- JAMES HUNT BASS, Commerce, Jackson, Mississippi.
- HARRY J. BATT, JR., Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Sigma Pi.
- WILLIAM PHILLIP BEATOUS, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana; Kappa Alpha.
- JAMES DOUGHTY BECK III, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; Kappa Sigma, A. S. M. E.

### FIFTH ROW:
- JACK CHARLES BENJAMIN, Arts and Sciences; New Orleans, Louisiana.
- ROBERT EMMETT BERMUDEZ, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Canterbury Club.
- ROY LESTER BERNSTEIN, Arts and Science, Newark, New Jersey; Sigma Alpha Mu, Pan Hellenic Council, Task, Killifit Foundation.
- JANE ELIZABETH BIEDERMAN, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Alpha Omicron Pi, Secretary-Treasurer Senior Class, Task, Sociology Club, Jambalaya.
- ROBERT MAIRUS BILLEI, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Pi Kappa Alpha.
- RALPH HOWARD BILLINGTON, Medicine, New Orleans, Louisiana; Theta Kappa Phi.

### SIXTH ROW:
- HENRY WEBSTER BLACKBURN, JR., Medicine, Miami, Florida; Nu Sigma Nu, History of Medicine Society, Owl Club.
- KENNETH GEORGE BLACKWELL, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- JOAN MAY BLAIR, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Delta Zeta, Art Club, French Club.
- RICHARD F. BLAKE, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; Pi Kappa Alpha, Tau Beta Pi, A. I. E. E.
- FARRELL ANTHONY BLANCHARD, Law, Donaldsonville, Louisiana; Phi Delta Phi.
- GLADYS MARIE BLOOM, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Pi Beta Phi, Beta Beta Beta, Athletic Council, Pan Hellenic Council, Newman Club.
1948

SENIORS

FIRST ROW:
- HEBERT BLOOM, Graduate School, Brooklyn, N.Y.; Secretary-Treasurer, Senior Class, June 1947; Phi Beta Kappa, Glendy Burke.
- ROBERT RUDOLPH ROSE, Arts and Science, Fort Lauderdale, Florida; Phi Kappa Alpha and Theta Kappa Psi.
- JOE F. BONIFILIO, Commerce, Brookhaven, Mississippi; Newman Club.
- ERIN ADELLE BORN, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Gamma Delta.
- PEGGY BOSWELL, Newcomb, Sanatorium, Mississippi; Chi Omega, President, A Capella Choir, Elizabethtown, Festival Choir, Glee Club, Newcomb, Opera, Opera, Vice-President, Westminster Fellowship.
- EUSTATIA MORRISON BOUNCHAUD, Newcomb, New Roads, Louisiana; Alpha Omicron Pi.
- PAUL CHARLES BOUDOUSQUIE, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana.

SECOND ROW:
- RUTH CHARLOTTE BOULET, Newcomb, Larose, Louisiana; Alpha Omicron Pi, Campus Night, Greenbackers, Log laps, Alpha Sigma Sigma Sigma, Assets, Who's Who, Dormitory Council, Honor Board, Student Government Association, Canterbury Club.
- FREM FRANK BOUSANY, Jr., Arts and Sciences, Lafayette, Louisiana; Delta Tau Delta, Theta Kappa Psi.
- DAVID FRENCH BOYD, Jr., Law, New Orleans, Louisiana; Sigma Chi, Phi Delta Phi, La. Society du Droit Civil.
- LEROY KILPATRICK BRANCH, Medicine, Leitworth, Louisiana; Phi Chi Medical Fraternity.
- JANE LOUISE BRATTON, Newcomb, Memphis, Tennessee; Zeta Tau Alpha, La Terfilla, Y.W.C.A., Baptist Student Union, Art Club.
- JOHN LESTER BRAUD, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana; Delta Tau Delta, E.E.A., Pan Hellenic Council.
- FAIRFAX Y. BRENNEMAN, Paris, Texas; Medicine, Theta Kappa Psi.

THIRD ROW:
- ELIZABETH MARY BRIOTSEN, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- RALPH LUCIUS BROCK, Medicine, McComb, Mississippi; Phi Chi, Beta Beta Beta, Omicron Delta Kappa, Omega Club.
- JACK STANLEY BROWN, Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana; Delta Tau Delta.
- KENNELL PHILIP BROWN, Arts and Science, Jeanerette, Louisiana; Theta Kappa Psi, Festival Choir, Glee Club, Tulane, Jambalaya, Hula Hula, Campus Night.
- WILLIAM HENRY BROWNLEE, Medical School, Millbrae, California; Christian Med. Society.
- BETTY BEVERLY BROYLES, Newcomb, Kilgore, Texas; Glee Club, Newcomb, La Terfilla, Westminster Fellowship, Art Club, International Relations Club.

FOURTH ROW:
- BEVERLY OLIVE BRUFF, Newcomb, San Antonio, Texas; Beta Sigma Omicron, Glee Club, Newcomb, Dance Club, La Terfilla, Y.W.C.A., Baptist Student Union, Tulane University Theatre, National Collegiate Players, Executive Secretary of T.U.T.
- ELSIE KATHRYN BRUBAKER, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Athletic Council, La Terfilla, Newman Club, Sociology Club, Newcomb Swimming Club.
- DENNIS VANCE BRYANT, Arts and Science, Van Buren Arkansas; Theta Nu, Hula Hula, Greenbackers, Log laps.
- ANN BRYAN TURNER, Newcomb, San Antonio, Puerto Rico.
- RALPH JOSEPH BRYSSON, Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana; Pi Kappa Alpha.
- BLISS S. BUCHAN, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana; Chi Omega, Treasurer, '46-'47 Freshman Class, Student Center Council.

FIFTH ROW:
- WENDELL WALLACE BUCKHOUTS, Medicine, Perryton, Texas; Theta Kappa Psi, Owl Club.
- RALPH ROY BUIE, Medicine, Mertens, Texas; Phi Rho Sigma.
- EGERT DERWOOD BUNIFF, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- EMIDIO A. BUOMO, Arts and Science, Caguas, Puerto Rico; Phi Iota Alpha, Greenbackers, G.D.L.
- ROBERT RAY BURCH, Medicine, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- GEORGE EVANS BURGESS, Jr., Law, New Orleans, Louisiana; Pi Kappa Alpha, President Phi Delta Phi 1947, National Collegiate Players.
- DOROTHY KAY BURK, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Alpha Epsilon Phi.

SIXTH ROW:
- LOUIS GARLAND BURKES, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Kappa Sigma.
- LOWELL ROYCE BURNHAM, Engineering, Pilger, Nebraska; A.S.M.E.
- ALICE ANN BUTMAN, Newcomb, Fremont, Ohio; Kappa Kappa Gamma; Student Government Association, Canterbury Club, Art Club.
- CELSO RAFAEL CABALLERO, Arts and Science, San Juan, Puerto Rico; Phi Iota Alpha, Newman Club, G.D.L.
- MARY LOU CABRAL, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Mu, Jambalaya, Newman Club, Art Club, Greenbackers, Student Center Council, Swimming Club.
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FIRST ROW:
- Louis Peter Caoileas, Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana; Radio Workshop, Tulane University Theatre.
- Robert Jackson Caleb, Medicine, Riaison, Oklahoma; Phi Chi, History of Medicine Society, Owl Club.
- Etienne Dana Cambron, Jr., Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; Delta Kappa Epsilon, T.A.
- Charles Rollin Camp, Jr., Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; Sigma Alpha Epsilon, A.S.C.E.
- Thomas Douglas Campbell, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- Craig G. Cantrell, Arts and Sciences, Gadsden, Alabama; Phi Delta Theta, Nu Sigma Nu, President Junior Class 1946-7 A.S.B., Vice-President Fresh. Med. Class 1947-48.

SECOND ROW:
- Joseph M. A. Caravella, Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- John Daniel Carew, Arts and Science, Staten Island, New York; Alpha Phi Omega, A Cappella Choir, Festival Choir, Glee Club, Tulane, Newman Club, Glendy Burke, Campus Night, Radio Workshop, Spectators, Tulane University Theatre, T.U.S.K.
- Leonard Carp, Commerce, Picayune, Mississippi; Zeta Beta Tau.
- Michael A. Carso II, Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana; Pi Kappa Alpha, Glee Club, Tulane, Die Mozart Gesellschaft.
- Jane Carver, Newcomb, Lakeland, Florida; Beta Sigma Omicron, Pan Hellenic Council, Western Club Fellowship, Student Affiliate of Am. Chem. Soc., IUSK.
- Rodolfo Chacon, Medicine, Hereidos, Costa Rica.
- Willie Chin, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; A.I. of Ch.E.

THIRD ROW:
- John Collins Clark, Jr., Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; Sigma Pi, Alpha Chi Sigma, A.I. of Ch.E. Math Club.
- Mason E. Clarson, Arts and Science, St. Petersburg, Florida; Phi Delta Theta.
- Edward Lewis Clements, Engineering, Lake Charles, Louisiana; Delta Tau Delta, T. Arch. Soc.
- Joseph Fred Clerc, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Kappa Sigma, Newman Club, Class Secretary-Treasurer 1942 (1).
- Audrey Mary Catherine Cobb, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- Joy Marie Cohn, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; A Cappella Choir, Festival Choir, Glee Club, Newcomb Opera, Opreeta, Y.W.C.A. Vice-President 1943, Westminster Fellowship, President 1948.
- Donald Macmillian Coleman, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Alpha Tau Omega.

FOURTH ROW:
- Patrick Louis Coomb, Law, Lafayette, Louisiana.
- Bertita Compton, Newcomb, Shreveport, Louisiana; Chi Omega, Canterbury Club.
- William Joshua Conrad, Law, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Delta Phi, Most Court, La. Society of the Right Civil.
- Roy Phillip Cookston, Graduate School, Alexandria, Louisiana; Phi Kappa Sigma, Festival Choir, Glee Club, Tulane, Greenbackers, Student Center Council.
- Harris Dewitt Cohannah, Jr., Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana; President Sigma Chi, President A & S Sophomore and Junior Classes, La. Society of the Right Civil, Jambalaya, Ass Editor Westminster Fellowship, Pan Hellenic Council, President T.U.S.K., Orientation Committee, T.M.A.
- Grover Lea Covington, Arts and Science, Kentwood, Louisiana.

FIFTH ROW:
- Wallace Crawford Cowan, Arts and Science, Russellville, Arkansas.
- Mary Virginia Crain, Newcomb, Shreveport, Louisiana; Kappa Kappa Gamma, Vice-President Newcomb Honor Board, Canterbury Club.
- Loyce Leane Crawford, Medicine, Shreveport, Louisiana; Alpha Epsilon Iota.
- Joy Kleck Crews, Newcomb, Phoenix, Arizona; Chi Omega, Art Club.
- Robert Nelson Crews, Engineering, Phoenix, Arizona; A.S.C.E.
- Nadine Louanne Cuenod, Newcomb, Houston, Texas; Alpha Omicron Pi.

SIXTH ROW:
- Ralph John Culotta, Medicine, New Orleans, Louisiana; Med. Frat, Phi Rho Sigma.
- Shirley Flo Cunningham, Newcomb, Baton Rouge, Louisiana; Alpha Omicron Pi.
- Dwight A. Dahmes, Law, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Delta Phi, A Cappella Choir, Glee Club, Tulane.
- John Thomas Daly, Jr., Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana; Alpha Tau Omega.
- Penny Darling, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Greenbackers, International Relations Club.
- Edward Weeks Dauterive, Medicine, New Iberia, Louisiana; Alpha Tau Omega, Phi Chi.
- Roy Leonard Davenport, Jr., Engineering, Baton Rouge, Louisiana; Sigma Nu, T. Arch. Sec., Gargoyle.
FIRST ROW:
- JOHN JOSEPH DAVID, Medicine, Springfield, Massachusetts; Phi Lambda Kappa; Phi Epsilon Pi; Phi Beta Kappa, History of Medicine Society.
- GEORGE W. DAVILA, JR., Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; Sigma Pi, A.S.M.E.
- BETTY RUTH DAVIS, Newcomb, Hughes, Arkansas; Alpha Sigma Theta, 1949, President Sophomore Class, Assets, Campus Night, Greenbackers.
- DOROTHY JACQUELINE DAVIS, School of Social Work, Marshallville, Georgia; 2nd-year Program Chairman—Student Council.
- GEORGE BEL DAVIS, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; Kappa Sigma, A.S.C.E., E.T.A.
- JOHN SPENCER DAVIS, Arts and Science, Dallas, Texas; Theta Kappa Psi Frat.
- RICHARD GORDON DAVIS, Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana; Festival Choir, Glee Club, Tulane, French Club, Math Club, Spectators.

SECOND ROW:
- THOMAS MOORE DAVIS, Arts and Sciences, Meridian, Mississippi.
- WARREN LESLIE DAVIS, Arts and Science, El Reno, Oklahoma; Sigma Chi, Festival Choir.
- WINBORN ELTON DAVIS, Graduate School Work, Hellin, Louisiana.
- FREDERICK ARTHUR DECKBAR, JR., Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; Sigma Pi, Alpha Chi Sigma, A.I. of Ch.E., Band; Symphony Orchestra, Newman Club.
- SIDNEY BRUNSON DENNER, Graduate, Charleston, Mississippi.
- CLARENCE HUGH DENNIS, JR., Medicine, Whifield, Mississippi; Phi Chi Medical.
- JAMES CARTER DENTON, Medicine, Opelika, Alabama; Theta Kappa Psi, History of Medicine Society, Owl Club, Pan Hellenic Council.

THIRD ROW:
- JOHN JOSEPH DEVLIN, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; Delta Kappa Epsilon, E.T.A.
- ROBERTA ANN DOGGET, Newcomb, Nashville, Tennessee; Pi Beta Phi, Art Club.
- ARDYTHE MARY DONNAUD, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Kappa Alpha Theta.
- BARBARA ROSE DRACKETT, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Mu, Oreades.
- JOHN SWEENEY DRAGO, Engineering, Mobile, Alabama.
- VERNON DAY DUKE, Commerce, Greenwood, Mississippi; Sigma Alpha Epsilon, President Senior Class Summer 1947.
- JAMES CONDREY DUNAVANT, Engineering, Richmond, Virginia; Phi Kappa Sigma, A.S.M.E.

FOURTH ROW:
- RONALD BRESLER DURNING, Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana; Delta Kappa Epsilon, President Junior Class Engineering 1946, E.T.A., Glee Club, Tulane.
- DORIS MAE DUVIGNEAUD, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Delta Zeta, Festival Choir, Gamma Delta, Daughters Verale.
- NOEL CLEMENT DUVIC, JR., Arts and Science, Gretna, Louisiana; Alpha Chi Sigma, Newman Club, Math Club.
- JEAN EDDY DUVIC, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; La Tertulia, Oreades, International Relations Club, Eta Sigma Phi.
- BENNIE ELLENDER, Arts and Science, Sulphur, Louisiana.
- ARTHUR STANWOOD ELLIS, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Kappa Sigma.
- CHARLES WRENNE ELLIS, Engineering, Memphis, Tennessee; Pi Kappa Alpha, T.A.S., Glendy Burke, Gargoyles.

FIFTH ROW:
- FREDERICK STEPHEN ELLIS, Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana; Alpha Tau Omega, Theta Nu, Who's Who, Editor-in-Chief, Jambalaya, Hulla-balloo, Publications Board, Gamma Epsilon Omega.
- LESLIE LEE ELLIS, JR., Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana; Kappa Sigma, Westminster Fellowship.
- RICHARD PARKE ELLIS, Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana; Alpha Tau Omega, President, Canterbury Club, Intramurals, Track.
- HARRY D. EVANS, Engineering, Penscola, Florida.
- WILLIAM FOSTER FANT, Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana; TUSK.

SIXTH ROW:
- WILLIAM RAYMOND FARMER, Arts and Science, Anderson, Indiana; Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Dance Orchestra, Campus Night, Radio Workshop, Tulane University Theater.
- HECTOR HIRAM FIALARDI, Medicine, Puerto Rico.
- INA LAURELLE FILLMORE, Newcomb, Atlanta, Georgia; Pi Beta Phi, Athletic Council, Dance Club, Laglappes.
- FLORA FINCH, Medicine, McComb, Mississippi; President, Alpha Epsilon Iota; Alpha Omega Alpha, Pan Hellenic Council.
- MARIE ELIZABETH FISCHER, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Mu, Freshman Class President, 1944-45; Corresponding Secretary of Student Body, 1944-47; Alpha Sigma Sigma, Assets, Who's Who, Honor Board, Oreades, Greenbackers, Laglappes.
FIRST ROW:
- JOHN A. FISHER, Medicine, Del Rio, Texas; Phi Chi.
- THOMAS STEPHEN FITZPATRICK, JR., Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- ROBERT MARTIN FLEMING, Law, New Iberia, Louisiana; La Society du Droit Civil.
- THEODORE JAMES FONTIELIEU, JR., Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana; Delta Kappa Epsilon.
- SALLY FOSTER, Newcomb, Monroe, Louisiana; Chi Omega, Dormitory Council; Greenbackers; Student Center Council.
- EDWARD VICTOR FRAYLE, Law, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Delta Phi; La Society du Droit Civil.

SECOND ROW:
- ELMER CLINTON FREED, Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana; Theta Nu.
- BERTRAM I. FREEDMAN, Commerce, Wakefield, New York; Track.
- ABRAHAM DAVID FREEMAN, JR., Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana; Theta Xi.
- DAVID BEER FREID, JR., Engineering, Vicksburg, Mississippi; Zeta Beta Tau, A.I.E.E.; Greenbackers.
- GENE EDWIN FRIEDMAN, Commerce; New Orleans, Louisiana.
- ALBERT CHARLES FRITZ, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Tulane Veteran's Association.
- LAURENCE JOHN FRITZ, Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana; Theta Nu; Newman Club.

THIRD ROW:
- GEORGE JAMES FRUTHALER, Medicine, New Orleans, Louisiana; Alpha Kappa Kappa, Phi Beta Kappa.
- RUTH ANN FUNDIS, School of Social Work, Wheeling, West Virginia; Alpha Phi.
- GEORGE HENRY FUST, Law, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Delta Phi.
- CHARLES JULES GADMER, JR., Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Gamma Delta, Tulane Veteran's Association.
- LOUIS ANTHONY GALLO, Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- ROGER CARLYLE GARDNER, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Kappa Sigma, Cheerleader.

FOURTH ROW:
- RICHARD JOSEPH GARFUNKEL, Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana; Zeta Beta Tau, A Cappella Choir, Elisabethan, Festival Choir, Glee Club, Tulane, Opera, Operetta, Spectators.
- EDWIN LEE GARLIE, Medicine, Denver, Colorado; Owl Club.
- FLORENCE A. GASKIN, School of Social Work, Birmingham, Alabama; Kappa Kappa Gamma, President of School of Social Work, '47-'48; Secretary-Treasurer Tulane Student Council.
- CAROL A. GATES, Newcomb, Franklin, Louisiana; Pi Beta Phi; Canterbury Club, Art Club, Laglappes.
- ROBERT ANTHONY GENEKES, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; Delta Tau Delta, Alpha Chi Sigma, A.I. of Ch.E; Newman Club.
- ALFRED PETER GIARRUSO, Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- JAMES HOWARD GIBERT, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; Kappa Sigma, T.A.S., Laglappes.

FIFTH ROW:
- ALEX THARP GILLESPIE, Medicine, Avoca, Texas; Kappa Sigma, Phi Chi.
- WILLIAM EDWARD GILTHORPE, JR., Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana; Delta Tau Delta, Glendy Burke.
- LESLIE LEE GIVENS, Engineering, New Castle, Virginia; A.I. of Ch.E.
- DANIEL DAVID GLADSTONE, Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana; Kappa Nu.
- HARRY JOHN GLASS II, Law, Colorado Springs, Colorado; Phi Kappa Sigma, Phi Delta Phi.
- RAYMOND ALVIN GODWIN, Commerce, Pensacola, Florida; Delta Sigma Phi.
- JOHN WILLIAM GOGGERTZ, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana.

SIXTH ROW:
- PATRICIA GOFF, Newcomb, Wichita Falls, Texas; Zeta Tau Alpha, Jambalaya, Dance Club, Campus Night, French Club, International Relations Club, Tulane University Theater.
- MARY JOAN GONZALES, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Mu, Westminster Fellowship, Laglappes.
- LOUIS KAUFFMAN GOOD, JR., Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Zeta Beta Tau, TUSK.
- JAMES EMMETT GOODE, Medicine, Dallas, Texas; Theta Kappa Psi, President Senior Class, '47-'48, Owl Club.
- RAYMOND KENDRICK GOODE, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Delta Theta.
- NATHAN NICHOLAS GORDON, Commerce, Joplin, Missouri; Newman Club, Glendy Burke, Alpha Mu Gamma, Camera Club.
- WILLIAM MINOS GORDY, Arts and Science, New Iberia, Louisiana; Kappa Sigma, Phi Sigma Iota.
1948

SENIORS

FIRST ROW:
- SAMUEL DAVIS GORE, Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana; Delta Kappa Epsilon.
- RICHARD JOHN GOUGH, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Delta Tau Delta.
- PAUL NED GRAFFAGNINO, Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana; Nu Sigma Nu.
- BETTY RATCLIFF GRAY, Newcomb, Shreveport, Louisiana; Kappa Kappa Gamma, President Newcomb Student Body and Student Council; Alpha Sigma Sigma, Assn., Who's Who, Dormitory Council, Honor Board, La Tertulia, Student Government Association, Y.W.C.A., Canterbury Club, Greenbackers, University Student Council.
- DONALD D. GRAY, Arts and Science, Kansas City, Kansas; Sigma Chi.
- DUNCAN MONTGOMERY GRAY, Jr., Engineering, Jackson, Mississippi; Delta Kappa Epsilon, Vice-President Class '45, President Class '46-'47, Tau Beta Pi, Who's Who, A.I.E.E., E.T.A., Canterbury Club, Taft Hall Club, Greenbackers, Laglappas, Student Center Council.
- DAVID ERBIE GREEN, Arts and Science; Flomaton, Alabama.

SECOND ROW:
- HAROLD SIMON GREHAN, Jr., Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Kappa Alpha, Greenbackers.
- ROBERT HUGHES GREHAN, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; Kappa Alpha, A.S.C.E., E.T.A.
- MARION CHARLES GRILLOT, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- MANUEL MARIA GRIMALDO, Arts and Science, Panama City, Panama.
- HENRY GUILDS GRIMBALL, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; T. Arch. Secretary.
- JOHN LEE GRUSH, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana.

THIRD ROW:
- LEONORE MARIE GUTIERREZ, Graduate School, New Orleans, Louisiana; Math Club.
- BETTY HAASE, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Beta Sigma Omicron, Jambalaya, Newman Club, TUSK.
- FRANK HENRY HAGAMAN, Commerce, Jackson, Mississippi.
- ANDREW DAWES HAGAN, Arts and Science, Sylacauga, Alabama; Kappa Sigma.
- ALTON STEWART HALL, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; Pi Kappa Alpha, Alpha Chi Sigma, A.I. of Ch.E., Gamma Delta.
- GEORGE BARTLETT HALL, Law, Alexandria, Louisiana; Phi Kappa Sigma, President Law Student Body '47-'48, Beta Gamma Sigma, Phi Delta Phi, President Student '47-'48, Law Review, Publications Board, University Student Council.
- JEFFERSON O. HAMBY, Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana.

FOURTH ROW:
- ELEN JEAN HARDIN, Newcomb, Shreveport, Louisiana; Kappa Alpha Theta, Dormitory Council, La Tertulia, Art Club.
- JOHN HORTON HAROLD, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Kappa Sigma.
- ALICE JOY HARPER, Newcomb, Monroe, Louisiana; Kappa Alpha Theta, Art Club.
- GEORGE CHESTERFIELD HARRIS, Arts and Science, Hattiesburg, Mississippi; Tulane University Theater.
- CAROL BERNARD HART, Law, New Orleans, Louisiana; Zeta Beta Tau, ULI Manager, Commerce, 1944.
- DESSAMAE HART, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Dance Club, Y.W.C.A., Math Club.
- JOHN HARTY, Jr., Law, Memphis, Tennessee; Phi Delta Phi.

FIFTH ROW:
- RAYMOND B. HAYES, Arts and Science, Alexandria, Louisiana.
- WILFRED O. HEAD, Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana; Kappa Delta Phi.
- JEROME LESTER HEARD, Medicine, Baton Rouge, Louisiana; Delta Kappa Epsilon, Nu Sigma Nu, Kappa Delta Phi.
- SOL SIDNEY HEIMAN, Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana; Kappa Nu, A Cappella Choir, Band, Opera, Operaletta.
- HARRY LEONARD HEINTZEN, Graduate School, New Orleans, Louisiana; Theta Nu, Hullabaloo, Gamma Delta.
- WILLIAM ARNOLD HEINE, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Band.
- ED BUMFORD HELMS, Medicine, Austin, Texas; Theta Kappa Phi.

SIXTH ROW:
- ROBERT SMITH HENDRICK, Arts and Science, Shreveport, Louisiana; Phi Delta Theta, Phi Chi.
- DANILO ANTONIO HERRERA, Arts and Science, Harelida, Costa Rica; Phi Kappa Alpha.
- HAROLD LOUIS HERRMANN, Jr., Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Sigma Pi, Newman Club.
- EDWARD WILLIAM HESS, Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana; Delta Tau Delta, Newman Club, TUSK.
- FRANK RUFUS HESS, Jr., Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; Alpha Chi Sigma, A.I. of Ch.E.
FIRST ROW:
- NORWOOD NOEL HINGLE, JR., Law, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Delta Phi, Law Review, Wesley Foundation.
- ELA HOCKADAY, Newcomb, Ft. Worth, Texas; Vice-President Senior Class, Who's Who, Jambalaya, Canterbury Club, French Club, I.R.C.
- DAVID EARL HOGAN, Law, New Orleans, Louisiana; La Société du Droit Civil.
- EMMETT BRADFORD HOLBROOK, JR., Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana; Kappa Sigma, Gandy Burde, Campus Night, Lagunettes, TUSK.
- BETTY HOLLAND, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Mu.
- DORCAS N. HOLLINGSWORTH, Newcomb, Lexington, Kentucky; Kappa Kappa Gamma, Dance Club, Art Club, Campus Night, Forum, Greenbackers, I.R.C., Tulane University Theater, Treasurer TUSK.
- CORTELL K. HOLSAPPLE, Medicine, Ft. Worth, Texas; Alpha Kappa Kappa.

SECOND ROW:
- RAY JOSEPH HOPE, Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana; G.E.C.
- RUTH SHIFREN HOPE, Newcomb, Atlanta, Georgia; Pi Beta Phi, Newcomb Art Club Vice-President, Class Vice-President '46-'47, Canterbury Club, Art Club, French Club.
- CALVIN CARL HOPPMAYER, Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Delta Phi, Theta Nu, Gamma Delta.
- WARREN HERBERT HOPFMAYER, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; Delta Sigma Phi, A.S.C.E., E.T.A.
- ANNA GIBSON HOYER, Newcomb, Gulfport, Mississippi; Alpha Omicron Pi, Festival Choir, Dance Club, La Tertulia, Phi Sigma Iota.
- ANN HOWELL, Newcomb, Alexandria, Louisiana; Kappa Kappa Gamma, Canterbury Club.
- GEORGE ELI HOWELL, Medicine, Meridian, Mississippi; Phi Chi.

THIRD ROW:
- THOMAS W. HOWARD, Arts and Sciences, Texarkana, Arkansas; Sigma Chi.
- KENNETH C. HUGHES, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana; Sigma Pi, Deutsches Verein, International Relations Club, American Veteran's Committee.
- GEORGE ARTHUR HUNT, Commerce, Memphis, Tennessee.
- HUBERT LYNWOOD HUNT, JR., Medicine, Dallas, Texas; Theta Kappa Psi.
- EMILY GILBERT HUNTER, Newcomb, Louisville, Kentucky; Dormitory Council, Greenbackers.
- FRED MEAD HUNTER, Medicine, Bowling Green, Missouri; Alpha Tau Omega.
- RICHARD NEIL HUTSON, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana.

FOURTH ROW:
- LEON IMPASTATO, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; T.A.S.
- ELBERT LEE INGRAM, JR., Law, New Orleans, Louisiana; Senior Class President 1947-48.
- LEO FRANK INGRAM, Arts and Sciences, Niagara Falls, New York; Phi Kappa Sigma.
- WILLIAM H. INGRAM, JR., Engineering, Laurel, Mississippi; Kappa Alpha, Secretary Sophomore Class 1945-46, A.S.M.E.
- BEVERLY BRITON JACKSON, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; A.Kappa Alpha Theta, Art Club.
- JACK TOM JACKSON, Medicine, Monroe, Louisiana; Beta Theta Pi, Phi Chi, President Medical Student Body '47-48.

FIFTH ROW:
- ARTHUR SHERWOOD JACOBSON, Medicine, Sanford, Alabama; Phi Delta Epsilon, Specketers.
- CHARLES CLEMENT JAUBERT, Medicine, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Rho Sigma.
- EDWARD T. JENNINGS, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Kappa Psi.
- MILLARD JENSEN, Medicine, Lucedale, Mississippi; Alpha Tau Omega, Phi Chi.
- PAUL EDWARD TYSON JENSEN, Graduate School, New Orleans, Louisiana; Pi Kappa Alpha, Baptist Union, Radio Club.
- ERIK FRITJOF JOHNSEN, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Delta Epsilon, Secretary, 1946.

SIXTH ROW:
- BARA MAE JOHNSON, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- HEWITT B. JOHNSON, Law, Hammond, Louisiana; Phi Delta Phi.
- MELVIN FREDERICK JOHNSON, JR., Medicine, Shreveport, Louisiana; Alpha Kappa Kappa.
- ROBERT E. JOHNSON, Law, St. Martinville, Louisiana; Phi Delta Phi.
- SAMUEL BRITON JOHNSON, Medicine, Canyon, Texas; Alpha Kappa Kappa, Vice-President Class '46-'48, Secretary Class '47-'48; Alpha Chi, A Capella Choir, Baptist Student Union.
- CURTIS WHITTEMORE JONES, Medicine, Benton, Arkansas; Sigma Chi, Nu Sigma No.
- GEORGE EMERSON JONES, Arts and Science, Trenton, Tennessee; Delta Kappa Epsilon.
FIRST ROW:
- MARGARET ADELE JONES, Newcomb, Rensselaer, Indiana.
- SAMUEL THOMAS JONES, Medicine, Birmingham, Alabama; Theta Kappa Psi.
- VIRGINIA JONES, Newcomb, Alexandria, Louisiana; Kappa Kappa Gamma; Athletic Council Chairman, '47-'48; Dormitory Council, Athletic Council; Student Government Association, Art Club, Newcomb Student Council; Swimming Club.
- FRANK E. JUDEN, Engineering, Atlanta, Georgia; T.A.S.; Festival Choir.
- SUE MARSHALL KEEFE, Newcomb, Miami, Florida; Phi Mu, Art Club.
- EDWARD HAYES KELLER, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- EDWARD GEORGE KING, Jr., Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana; Alpha Tau Omega.

SECOND ROW:
- JACK E. KOCH, Law, New Orleans, Louisiana; Kappa Sigma.
- CHARLES ALBERT KOEHLER, Jr., Law, Cario, Illinois.
- JAMES EDARD KRAFT, Medicine, Tulsa, Oklahoma; Beta Theta Pi, Phi Chi, Alpha Epsilon Delta.
- MONA GLASSON KRIVIT, Newcomb, Linden, New Jersey.
- WILLIAM L. KRIVIT, Medicine, Linden, New Jersey; Phi Delta Sigma, Zeta Beta Tau, Phi Beta Kappa.
- FANNIE LEVIELLE KYKER, Newcomb, Hattiesburg, Mississippi; Zeta Tau Alpha, President Y.W.C.A. '47-'48; Treasurer La Tertulia, '47-'48; Festival Choir, Glee Club, Operaetta, Hullabaloo, Dance Club, Student Government Association, Baptist Student Union, Art Club, Deutsch Verein, French Club, Student-Faculty Relations Committee.

THIRD ROW:
- ELMO JOHN LABORDE, Medicine, Marksville, Louisiana; Phi Chi, History of Medicine Society.
- DOMINICK MANUEL LAGO, Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana; Newman Club.
- JACOB RAPHAEL LAHASKY, Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana; Unit Manager, Senior Class.
- SHIRLEY MAE LAIN, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- EDWIN JOSEPH LAIZER, Jr., Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana; G.E.O.
- CLARIE LOUISE LALLY, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- ANNE BILLIU LANDRY, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Pi Beta Phi; Vice-President Newcomb Student Body; Beta Beta Beta.

FOURTH ROW:
- JOHN EDWIN LAMME, Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- HASKELL LARAMIE, Arts and Science, Oak Forest, Illinois; Band, Festival Choir, French Club, Newman Club.
- WALTER JOSEPH LeBRONTE, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Beta Gamma Sigma.
- ROY HARRISON LEDBETTER, Jr., Medicine, Birmingham, Alabama; History of Medicine Society, Owl Club, Phi Chi.
- ALBERT CHARLES LEDNER, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; T.A.S.
- GRIFF CALICUT LEE, Engineering, Anguilla, Mississippi; Phi Dita Theta; President Sophomore Class, Secretary-Treasurer Junior Class, Tau Beta Pi, Who's Who, A.S.C.E., E.T.A., Techni-Torque, Teffriss Club.
- JEAN MARIE LEGENDRE, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; President Chi Omega.

FIFTH ROW:
- MERLE ELIZABETH LEMIEUX, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Mu.
- DOUGLAS POOKORY LEVY, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Christian Service Organization.
- EOLA LOUISE LEVY, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- OSCAR ZACHARY LEVY, Jr., Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Tulane University Theater.
- SARA LISENBY, Newcomb, Atmore, Alabama; Kappa Alpha Theta.

SIXTH ROW:
- MAURICE LITTLE, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; President Senior Class, Baptist Student Union, Track Team, Lettered.
- FRANK N. LONDON, Medicine, Winters, Texas; Theta Kappa Psi.
- FREDERICK WILSON LONG, Commerce; Jacksonville, Florida; Pi Kappa Alpha.
- ROBERT FRANKLIN LONG, Medicine, Lexington, Kentucky; Theta Kappa Psi.
- WILLIAM JOSEPH LOPEZ, Law, New Orleans, Louisiana; Delta Tau Delta, La Societe du Droit Civii.
- FERNAND DEBOISSAC LORIO, Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana; Delta Sigma Phi, Newman Club.
FIRST ROW:
- ALLEN JOSEPH LOTTINGER, JR., Arts and Science, Houma, Louisiana; Kappa Sigma, Glee Club.
- LEE PHILIP LOTTINGER, Law, Houma, Louisiana; Phi Delta Phi, La Society du Droit Civil.
- FRED HAWKINS LOWE, JR., Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana; Kappa Sigma.
- WILLIAM MAXWELL LUCAS, JR., Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Zeta Beta Tau.
- JOHN B. LUTENBACHER, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Secretary-Treasurer Sophomore Class, '47, Secretary-Treasurer Junior Class, '47-'48.
- GEORGE BIRCE MCCULLOUGH, Commerce, Tyler, Texas; Tulane University Theater.
- SYLVESTER HARRIS McDONNIEL, JR., Medicine, Summerland, Mississippi; Theta Kappa Psi.

SECOND ROW:
- LAWRENCE STONE McGE, JR., Arts and Science, Shreveport, Louisiana; Beta Theta Pi, Phi Chi.
- ADRIAN KELL McINNIS, JR., Medicine, Baton Rouge, Louisiana; Owl Club.
- BILLY DEAN McKEE, Medicine, San Saba, Texas; Phi Chi.
- THOMAS JAMES McMABHON, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Kappa Alpha.
- LUCIE HESTER McMURRAY, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Alpha Omicron Pi, Secretary Athletic Council, Tennis Club President.
- CUNNINGHAM RAMSEY MAC CORDY, Medicine, St. Petersburg, Florida; Nu Sigma Nu, History of Medicine Society.
- HARVEY ANDREW MACKEY, Engineering, Seattle, Washington; A.S.M.E.

THIRD ROW:
- BETTY MAGEE, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Kappa Alpha Theta.
- HENRY CONE MAGEE, JR., Medicine, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Kappa Sigma, Phi Chi, History of Medicine Society.
- JOE GLENN MAGEE, Commerce, Columbia, Mississippi.
- ALBERT IRVING MALLER, Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- JAMES DONALD MALONE, Medicine, Fort Worth, Texas; Theta Kappa Psi.
- JOSEFINA del PILAR MANGUAL, Medicine, Kansas City, Missouri; Alpha Epsilon Iota.
- FRANK THEDEUS MARASCALCO, Medicine, Grenada, Mississippi; Phi Chi.

FOURTH ROW:
- MARY MARSH, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Mu, Pan Hellenic Council.
- EDMOND BUTTS MARTIN, JR., Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana; Beta Theta Pi, President; President of A.S.P. Student Body, '48; Secretary-Treasurer of Kappa Delta Phi; Omicron Delta Kappa; Secretary-Treasurer Theta Nu; Who's Who, '47-'48; Jambalaya Editor '47; Huillabaloo; Publications Board '47-'48; Greenbackers; Lagniappes President, '47-'48; University Student Council.
- HABREY GIVAN MARTIN, Medicine, Bessemer, Alabama; Theta Kappa Psi.
- MARGARET ELIZABETH MARTIN, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Junior Class Treasurer; Festival Choir, Wesley Foundation, Tulane University Theater.
- CARMEN PILAR MARTINEZ, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Delta Zeta.
- HECTOR ANIBAL MARTINEZ, Medicine, Celina, Puerto Rico.
- WALTER JOHN MARTIN, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; Pi Kappa Alpha, Secretary-Treasurer Engineering School '47, Tau Beta Pi; A.I.E.E., E.T.A.

FIFTH ROW:
- HAROLD MARK, JR., Law, New Orleans, Louisiana; Zeta Beta Tau, Alpha Alpha Alpha, Kappa Delta Phi, Omicron Delta Kappa, Phi Beta Kappa, Law Review.
- WILLIAM OWEN MASON, JR., Commerce, Bay Springs, Mississippi; Phi Delta Theta.
- ROBERT von PURUCKER MAXON, Medicine, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Chi, Treasurer Class '46-'47, Owl Club.
- PAUL ROBERTS MAYER, Law, Shreveport, Louisiana; AROTC.
- JEANNE MAYO Newcomb, Fort Smith, Arkansas; International Relations Club, Spectators.
- LEON MEIER, Medicine, Seattle, Washington; Phi Delta Epsilon.

SIXTH ROW:
- LINDEN JOSEPH MELANCION, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- PEGGY MICHEL, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Kappa Alpha Theta, Beta Beta Beta, Art Club.
- STANTON LEVI MIDDLETON, JR., Medicine, Rosar, Mississippi; Theta Kappa Psi.
- FRANCIS LEE MILES, Commerce, Crowley, Louisiana.
- ALBERT MINTZ, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Zeta Beta Tau.
- MANUEL NICOMEDES MIRANDA, Medicine, Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico; Phi Iota Alpha, History of Medicine Society.
FIRST ROW:
- DONALD MITCHAM, Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- RONALD BURDETTE MITCHELL, Medicine, Leipsic, Ohio; Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
- MYRA JONEY MITCHENRY, School of Social Work, Durham, North Carolina.
- AURELEY LEE MOORE, Law, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Kappa Sigma, Kappa Delta Phi, Omicron Delta Kappa, Phi Delta Phi, Tau Beta Pi. A Cappella Choir, Festival Choir, Glee Club, Opera, Operetta, Law Review.
- ROBERT MADISON MOORE, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Alpha Tau Omega.
- PETER JOHNSON MORGANE, Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana; Theta Kappa Psi.

SECOND ROW:
- MARIE ANGELA MOYAN, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Secretary Class ’45, President Class ’46, Vice-President Commerce Student Body, ’46-’47, Who’s Who, Newman Club, TUSK.
- MILTON MOZER, Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana; Tulane Veteran’s Association.
- THELMA RUTH MUNICH, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Zeta Tau Alpha, Pan-Hellenic Council, Wesley Foundation, Art Club, Tulane University Theater.
- PEDRO E. MUNIZ-RAMOS, Law, Manati, Puerto Rico; Historian, Phi Delta Phi, President, La Society du Droit Civil.
- ELOISA MUNOZ, Medicine, Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico; Alpha Epsilon Iota, American Chemistry Society.
- GEORGE K. PRATT MUNSON, Engineering, Jeanerette, Louisiana; Delta Kappa Epsilon, A.S.C.E., E.T.A.
- CARL OTIS MURRAY, Jr., Medicine, Crockett, Texas; Phi Chi.

THIRD ROW:
- SIDNEY AUGUSTINE MURRAY, Jr., Arts and Science, Vidalia, Louisiana; Kappa Sigma.
- FLORENCE MUSE, Newcomb, Dallas, Texas; Vice-President, Alpha Delta Pi, La Tertulia.
- PHIL JOSEPH NAQUIN, Arts and Science, Thibodaux, Louisiana; Alpha Chi Sigma, Deutsches Verein, American Chemistry Society, Camera Club.
- JOHN IRWIN NEEL, Engineering, Monroe, Louisiana; Delta Kappa Epsilon, Gargoyle, E.T.A., T.A.S.
- THOMAS OWEN NEHRBASS, Engineering, Lafayette, Louisiana.
- CARMELO JOY NETZHAMMER, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Beta Sigma Omicron.
- DALE EVERETT NEWMAN, Medicine, Tulsa, Oklahoma; History of Medicine Society, Owl Club.

FOURTH ROW:
- ELIZABETH RUDD NICOLL, Newcomb, Charlotte, North Carolina; Canterbury Club, Art Club, Greenbackers, Tulane University Theater.
- JACK ALTON NIELSON, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Sigma Pi.
- BRUCE NEUMOURS NUNEZ, Arts and Science, Arabi, Louisiana; Sigma Phi, American Legion, Tulane Post.
- EDWARD W. ALTON OCHSNER, JR., Medicine, Beta Theta Pi, Nu Sigma Nu President, History of Medicine Society, Owl Club.
- NATHANIEL JOHN ODDO, Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana; Gammas Delta, Tulane University Theater.
- WILLIAM GLEN ODOM, Arts and Science, Haynesville, Louisiana.
- ANNA NANCY O’DONNELL, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Secretary-Treasurer Jr. Class, Vice-President Senior Class, Newman Club, TUSK.

FIFTH ROW:
- EULA SMITH O’DONNELL, School of Social Work; New Orleans, Louisiana.
- JOSEPH CRAFT OGLE, Medicine, Garland, Texas; Theta Kappa Psi, Vice-President Junior Class, Owl Club.
- ADA MAE OLDENBURG, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- ART OLDSTEIN, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- ALBERT GILBERT OLIVIER, JR., Engineering, St. Martinville, Louisiana; Delta Kappa Epsilon, E.T.A., T.A.S.
- HAROLD B. OLSON, School of Social Work, Boise, Idaho.
- MARGARET O’NEILL, Newcomb, Rome, Georgia; Tulane University Theater.

SIXTH ROW:
- SIDNEY VICTOR OBOTOWSKY, Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana; Sigma Alpha Mu.
- ANN MARY OTTO, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Oracles, Newman Club, Eta Sigma Phi.
- MAX PAILET, Medicine, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Lambda Kappa, Kappa Nu.
- NORMAN WELLINGTON PAINTER, Graduate School, Waco, Texas.
- VERNON KEE PARK, Arts and Science, Lake Charles, Louisiana; Gamma Delta.
- FRANCIS M. PARKS, Medicine, New Orleans, Louisiana; Alpha Omega Alpha, Owl Club.
- ROBERT JOSEPH PEACE, Medicine, Jackson, Mississippi; Kappa Sigma, Nu Sigma Nu.
FIRST ROW:
- RANDOLPH DILLON PEETS, JR., Commerce, Jackson, Mississippi; Kappa Sigma.
- ROSEMONDE STEVENS PELTZ, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Beta Beta Beta, Art Club.
- CHALIN OCTAVE PEREZ, Law, Dalcour, Louisiana; Sigma Chi.
- THOMAS EVERTS PERKINS, Engineering, Richmond, Virginia; Sigma Chi, A.S.M.E., E.T.A.
- JAMES THOMAS PERRETT, Medicine, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- DONALD JACK PERRY, Medicine, Artesia, New Mexico; Theta Kappa Psi; History of Medicine Society.
- ADELAIDE PHILLIPS, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Pi Beta Phi; President, Class Secretary '41-'42; Class President '42-'43; Who's Who, Jambe- laya News Editor, Sports Editor, Hubbardalo, Honor Board, Student Government Association, Newman Club, Lagniappes.

SECOND ROW:
- MORRIS BERNARD PHILLIPS, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Sigma Alpha Mu.
- DORIS LUCILLE PIERS, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Beta Sigma Omicron.
- ADA IRENE PINCHOUD, School of Social Work, Miami, Florida.
- ALBERT LOUIS PLATZ, Engineering, Petaluma, California; A.S.C.E.
- FRANCIS AZZO PLOUGH, Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana; Beta Beta Beta.

THIRD ROW:
- MILDRED YATES PLUMBER, Law, Port Arthur, Texas.
- GEORGE T. PLUNKETT, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Delta Sigma Phi, President Student Body (Summer Session '46-'47), Treasurer Class '47.'43.
- WILLIAM EDWARD POLLARD, Engineering, Montgomery, Alabama; Delta Tau Delta, Secretary Class '41; A.S.M.E., Math Club.
- ROSLYN D. POPKIN, Newcomb, New Orleans Louisiana; President I.Z.P.A., International Relations Club.
- DOROTHY LYNN POST, Newcomb, Alexandria, Louisiana; Chi Omega.
- NORWOOD RAYMOND PRETO, Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana; Band, Symphony Orchestra, Newman Club.

FOURTH ROW:
- MARY FRANCES PREOLEAU, Newcomb, Daytona Beach, Florida; Chi Omega, Canterbury Club, Art Club, Tulane University Theater.
- LOUIS VICTOR PROVENSAL III, Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- SIDNEY WILLIAM PROVENSAL, JR., Law, Slidell, Louisiana; Pi Kappa Alpha, Vice-President Senior Class, Phi Delta Phi, Moot Court.
- STANLEY MORRIS PULTIZER, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Sigma Alpha Mu.
- JAMES PURZER, Arts and Science, Shreveport, Louisiana; Phi Delta Theta, Secretary-Treasurer Arts and Science, '45, Vice-President Class '45, TUSK.
- ROBERT EDWARDS RABORN, Medicine, Trenton, Florida; Theta Kappa Psi, Owl Club.
- HERVE RACIVITCH, JR., Law, New Orleans, Louisiana; President of Glendy Burke '46, Phi Beta Kappa, Law Review.

FIFTH ROW:
- MARY MAXWELL RAMSEY, School of Social Work, Darlington, South Carolina; Chi Omega.
- JAMES BENNETT RANDALL, JR., Arts and Science, Pascagoula, Mississippi.
- WILLIAM ANDREW RAPFOLD, Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- HELEN ELIZABETH RAULT, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Delta Zeta, Festival Choir, Gamma Delta, Deutches Verein.
- ARTHUR MALCOMB REAGAN, Arts and Science, Jacksonville, Texas; Wesley Foundation, I.R.C., Tuskegee Veteran's Association.
- RALPH ROBERT REED, Medicine, New Orleans, Louisiana; Theta Kappa Psi.
- DAVIS JOLKES REID, Law, Amite, Louisiana; Delta Tau Delta, Phi Delta Phi.

SIXTH ROW:
- DENISE MARIE REINECKE, Newcomb, New Orleans Louisiana; Delta Zeta, Phi Sigma Iota, Kappa Delta Phi.
- STEVENS RAY RENFROW, Arts and Science, Brookhaven, Mississippi.
- CHARLOTTE REYNOLDS, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Kappa Alpha Theta, Westminster Fellowship.
- HOUSTON CHAPMAN REYNOLDS, Law, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Delta Phi.
- PATRICIA RHODES, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Gamma Delta.
- BENJAMIN ROACH, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Junior Class President '47-'48, Junior Class Vice-President '47.
- EDWARD RAY ROBERTSON, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; A.S.M.E.
FIRST ROW:
- Alice Cannon Rogers, School of Social Work, Charleston, South Carolina.
- Jess Rogers, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- Leonard Joseph Rolfs, Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana; Theta Kappa Pi.
- William Eugene Rooney, Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana.

SECOND ROW:
- Margery Jeanne Rose, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Delta Zeta, A.W.C.A.
- Howard G. Rosen, Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana; Sigma Alpha Mu.
- Charles Seelig Rosenblum, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Sigma Alpha Eta.
- Milton Israel Rosenson, Law, New Orleans, Louisiana; Beta Gamma Sigma, Moot Court.
- John Albert Ross, Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- Ben Newton Roth, Engineering, Thibodaux, Louisiana; T.A.S.
- Richard Robert Rothamel, Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Kappa Sigma, Secretary-Treasurer (Senior year).

THIRD ROW:
- Charles Wiggins Buckstuhl, Jr., Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; A.S.C.E.
- Don Carlos Rudeen, Medicine, Los Angeles, California; Sigma Chi, Phi Chi.
- George Norman Sadka, School of Social Work, Jackson, Mississippi.
- Francis Ward Sadler, Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana; Sigma Pi.
- James Edward Safley, Medicine, Drew, Mississippi; Phi Chi.
- Irvin Bernard Salomon, Law, New Orleans, Louisiana; Kappa Nu, La Society du Droit Civil.

FOURTH ROW:
- Pascual Sanchez, Arts and Science, San Juan, Puerto Rico; Pi Kappa Alpha.
- John Francis Santos, Jr., Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- Sally Ann Sawyer, Newcomb, Menominee, Michigan; Kappa Kappa Gamma, Jambalaya, Pan Hellenic Council, Greenbackers, Leglappers.
- James R. Sawyers, Medicine, Ryan, Oklahoma; Alpha Kappa Kappa, President Class, '46-'47, A Cappella Choir, Owl Club.
- Morris Fraenkel Scharff, Arts and Science, Shreveport, Louisiana; Vice-President Class, '47-'48, Zeta Beta Tau, Hullabaloo.
- Anna Ruth Schaubek, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; I.R.C., Tuske.
- Edward B. Schaubek, Commerce, Inland, Nebraska.

FIFTH ROW:
- Milton A. Schlesinger, Commerce, Brookhaven, Mississippi; Zeta Beta Tau, Unit Manager Senior Class, Band.
- Joy M. Schmid, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Beta Sigma Omicron, Newman Club.
- Mary Louise Schmidt, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Mu, Vice-President Class, '45-'46.
- Clarence James Schnieder, Medicine, Oshkosh, Wisconsin; Phi Rho Sigma.
- Helen Schnieder, Newcomb, Chipley, Florida.
- Felicia Schornstein, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Alpha Epsilon Phi, Secretary Newcomb Pan Hellenic Council, Sociology Club.

SIXTH ROW:
- Robert Joseph Schramel, Medicine, Overland, Mississippi; Phi Chi.
- Raymond Arthur Schwarz, Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- Mildred Marie Sciavico, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- Elroy Fred Scott, Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana; Delta Sigma Phi, Greenbackers.
- Louise Price Scott, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Chi Omega, Canterbury Club, Tuske.
- David John Seel, Medicine, Broadant, Florida; Owl Club.
- Doris Rae Seelig, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Art Club, Hillal Counselorship.
FIRST ROW:
- DOROTHY SEGARI, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Zeta Tau Alpha, Pan Hellenic Council, Newman Club, TUSK.
- MELVIN LAWRENCE SELZER, Arts and Science, Brooklyn, New York; I.Z.F.A., Tulane University Theater.
- MARY ELLEN SHEEHAN, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Chi Omega, Art School President '47-'48, Honor Board, Pan Hellenic Council, Student Government Association, Art Club.
- HELEN ELIZABETH SHERRARD, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Zeta Tau Alpha, President of Beta Beta Beta, Newman Club, Tulane University Theater, TUSK.
- JOSEPH MEDRON SHIFALO, Engineering, Gulfport, Mississippi; E.T.A., T.A.S.
- ROBERT EDWARD SHRODER, Commerce, Memphis, Tennessee; Zeta Beta Tau.
- ARMANDO SILVA-BEAUCHAMP, Medicine, Quebradillas, Puerto Rico; President Phi Iota Alpha, Phi Rho Sigma.

SECOND ROW:
- GEORGE CLARKE SIMMONS, Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana; Alpha Tau Omega, Tulane Glee Club, Camera Club, Opera Club.
- JAMES MAURICE SIMMONS, Commerce, Wills Point, Texas.
- HENRY GERSON SIMON, Medicine, New Orleans, Louisiana; Zeta Beta Tau, History of Medicine Society.
- BETTY ANN SIMPSON, Newcomb, Winter Haven, Florida; Chi Omega, Westminster Fellowship, TUSK.
- JULIAN HALLMAN SIMS, Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Delta Theta, Nu Sigma Nu, Canterbury Club.
- PEARL SINGERMAN, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; La Tertulia, International Relations Club, Phi Sigma Iota.
- STANLEY ARTHUR SKILLCORN, Medicine, San Jose, California; Nu Sigma Nu, Class President, '46, History of Medicine Society, Owl Club, Pan Hellenic Council.

THIRD ROW:
- CHARLES BOERNER SKINNER, JR., Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; A.S.M.E.
- SUREY ROY SLOVENKO, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; Kappa Nu, A.I. of Ch.E.
- EDWARD GRINNELL SMITH, JR., Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- JOHN LESLIE SMITH, JR., Medicine, Dallas, Texas; Nu Sigma Nu, History of Medicine Society.
- PAULA FRANCES SMITH, Newcomb, Gulfport, Mississippi; Phi Mu.

FOURTH ROW:
- ROBERT CORNELIUS SMITH, Law, New Orleans, Louisiana; Clerk of Phi Delta Phi, Alpha Phi Omega, Secretary of Moot Court Board, '47, Tulane Law Review.
- WILLIAM LOYD SMITH, JR., Commerce, Nashville, Tennessee; Phi Delta Theta.
- CHARLES ALFRED SNEE, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; A.S.M.E.
- BETTY ADELE STAFFORD, Commerce, San Antonio, Texas; Zeta Tau Alpha.
- CLYDE RICHARD STANLEY, Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- JACLYN LOUISE STEEG, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; La Tertulia, Sociology Club.
- G. LORRANIE STEIDTMANN, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Mu, Canterbury Club.

FIFTH ROW:
- MORRIS STEINBERG, Arts and Science, Jacksonville, Alabama; Sigma Alpha Mu.
- SAUL STEILMAN, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Kappa Nu.
- JULIAN P. STERN, Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- HARRIET LOUISE STEVENS, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; La Tertulia, Art Club, Radio Workshop, Tulane University Theater.
- JOHN P. ST. RAYMOND, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; Newman Club, A.S.M.E.
- CLARENCE EDWARD STRINGER, JR., Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana; Sigma Pi.

SIXTH ROW:
- DALE HASSELD STURDY, Newcomb, Daytona Beach, Florida; Alpha Delta Pi.
- WILLIAM DODGE SWACKHAMER, Medicine, Superior, Arizona; Nu Sigma Nu, Phi Gamma Delta.
- EDWARD CLARENCE TANNER, Arts and Science, St. Joseph, Missouri.
- ALICE LEE TAYLOR, School of Social Work, Durham, North Carolina.
- BARNEY TAYLOR, JR., Commerce, Hull, Texas.
- ANIBAL SANTIAGO TEJADA, Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana; Tulane Glee Club, Newman Club.
- JOHN E. TIBBAUT, Arts and Science, Napoleonville, Louisiana; Phi Delta Theta.
1948

SENIORS

FIRST ROW:
- NANCY STALLWORTH THOMAS, Newcomb, Houston, Texas; Chi Omega, Dormitory Council, TUSK.
- SELLERS J. THOMAS, JR., Medicine, Houston, Texas; Phi Delta Theta, Phi Chi.
- JAMES EVERTON THRELKELD, Commerce, Memphis, Tennessee.
- DAVID CONNER TREM, Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana; President Class, '45, Greenbackers, Student Center Council.
- MARIE LOUISE TREMOULET, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Alpha Omicron Pi.
- LOUIS RICHARD TURRELL, JR., Medicine, Dallas, Texas; Phi Chi, Honor Board; '45-'46, History of Medicine Society.
- MILTON HERBERT VAN MANEN, JR., Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; Senior Class Vice-President, Tau Beta Pi, A.S.M.E., E.T.A., Techni-Torque.

SECOND ROW:
- ALAN EDWIN VAN SINDEN, JR., Engineering, Los Angeles, California; Phi Delta Theta, E.T.A., Student Center Council.
- BEVERLY RAE YEDRENNE, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Festival Choir, Newcomb Glee Club, Gamma Delta.
- EMIL KARLIS YELA, Arts and Science, Baton, Louisiana.
- JOHN THOMAS YELKAS, Arts and Science, Middletown, Ohio; Gamma Epsilon Omega.
- JAMES WILLIAM YLDIBILL, Medicine, Columbus, South Carolina; Sigma Nu, Phi Chi, History of Medicine Society.
- LUIS ANTONIO VINAS-SORBA, Arts and Science, San Turce, Puerto Rico; Phi Iota Alpha.
- RODNEY MOSS VINCENT, Engineering, Lake Charles, Louisiana; Delta Tau Delta, A.S.C.E.

THIRD ROW:
- HERBERT PAUL YOGEL, Medicine, Brooklyn, New York; Kappa Nu, Phi Lambda Kappa.
- HENRY RICHARD YOGT, JR., Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- PATRICIA VON DER HAAR, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- CARL RIVALIER YON MEYSENBURG, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; A.S.M.E.
- BURTON LACOUR WADE, Law, St. Joseph Louisiana.
- THELIE BRELON WAGGONER, Commerce, Jackson, Mississippi.
- HAROLD B. WALKER, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; Sigma Chi, A.E. of Ch.E.

FOURTH ROW:
- JAMES HUBERT WALKER, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; Delta Kappa Epsilon, Secretary-Treasurer Junior Class, Secretary-Treasurer Senior Class, E.T.A.
- MARY ELIZABETH WALKER, Medicine, Decatur, Georgia; Alpha Epsilon Iota, History of Medicine Society.
- NATALIE DALE WALKER, Newcomb, Spartanburg, South Carolina; Kappa Kappa Gamma, Dormitory Council, Sociology Club.
- WILLIAM WHITE WALKER, JR., Arts and Science, Memphis, Tennessee; Phi Gamma Delta.
- DRURY WILLIAM WALL, Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana; Wesley Foundation, Glandy Burke, Math Club.
- ADINE TERREL WALLACE, Newcomb, Jackson, Mississippi; Chi Omega.

FIFTH ROW:
- JACK LEONARD WALLACK, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; Sigma Alpha Mu, Hillel Counselorship, A.S.M.E.
- FAYE HAZEL WALLIS, School of Social Work, Memphis, Tennessee.
- TRUMAN LEE WARD, Arts and Science, Tyler, Texas.
- MARCUS ELTON WARING, Medicine, Tyler, Texas; Pi Kappa Alpha.
- BOYD K. WATSON, JR., Law, Marion, Louisiana.
- TRUDY WILL, Newcomb, Alexandria, Louisiana; La Tertulia, Y.W.C.A., Daughters of the American Revolution, J.R.C., Tulane University Theater.
- ELYRIA MARIE-ELIZABETH WINGART, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Newman Club, Art Club.

SIXTH ROW:
- FLORA FLORENCE WEINSTEIN, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Sigma Sigma.
- ABRAHAM B. WEISLER, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; A.I.E.E.
- BARBARA JOAN WEISS, Newcomb, Chicago, Illinois; Alpha Epsilon Phi, International Relations Club, Spectators.
- FREDERICK WILLIAM WEISSBORN, JR., Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; Tau Beta Pi.
- GEORGE HENRY WEISSBORN, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- CLYDE JOSEPH WELCKER, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; A.I. of Ch.E., American Chemistry Society.
- PRISCILLA ANN WELLS, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Beta Beta Beta.
FIRST ROW:
- AUBREY H. WHITE, Arts and Science, Alexandria, Louisiana; Kappa Sigma, Phi Chi.
- JOHN BENSON WIER, Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana; Pi Kappa Alpha.
- HARRY JOHN WILLIAMS, JR., Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Pi Kappa Alpha.

SECOND ROW:
- MARTHA WITHERINGTON WILLIAMS, School of Social Work, Newton, Alabama.
- ESMAR KAISER WILLIAMSON, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Kappa Alpha.

THIRD ROW:
- JESSE LEE WIMBERLY, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- CAROLYN ANN WILBERT, Newcomb, Donaldsonville, Louisiana; Kappa Kappa Gamma, Student Government Association, Newman Club, Tulane University Theater.
- CAROLYN BRASWELL WINLING, Newcomb, Alpha Delta Pi, Dance Club, Art Club.

FOURTH ROW:
- DAVID DANIEL WINSTON, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- CHARLES SWANSON WITCHER, Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana; Delta Sigma Phi.
- SAMUEL B. WITTEN, Arts and Science, Jacksonville, Florida; Tau Epsilon Phi.

FIFTH ROW:
- JEROME WOLF, Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- ROBERT P. WOLFSON, Engineering, Miami, Florida; A.I.E.E.
- CLIFFORD MILLARD WOOD, Commerce, Robertsdale, Alabama, Sigma Chi.

SIXTH ROW:
- JAMES EDWARD WRIGHT, JR., Law, New Orleans, Louisiana; President Class '46, Vice-President Student Body '47, Phi Delta Phi.
- ALLIE AVICE WYLER, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Beta Sigma Omicron.
- JERRY MARGARET WYLER, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Beta Sigma Omicron.
- GEORGE RODNEY YOUNG, School of Social Work, Opelousas, Louisiana.
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- **HENRY T. AARDWEG, JR., '49**, Commerce, Greenville, Mississippi; Phi Mu.
- **BERNARD ABADIE, JR., '50**, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Mu.
- **HERBERT S. ABRAHAM, '50**, Commerce, Memphis, Tennessee; Zeta Beta Tau.
- **HELEN M. AHKANN, '51**, Medicine, Galveston, Florida; Zeta Tau Alpha.
- **ALBERT ANDREWS, JR., '51**, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Kappa Alpha Theta.
- **SUZANNE ALCUS, '51**, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Alpha Omicron Pi.
- **ADRIEN AITKENS, '51**, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Alpha Omicron Pi.
- **JUNE ALEXANDER, '51**, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Kappa Alpha Theta.
- **BEITTY ANN ADAMS, '51**, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Mu.
- **JAMES F. ALISON, JR., '50**, Medicine, Salina, Kansas; Phi Mu.
- **BYRON ALLEN, JR., '51**, Medicine, Houston, Texas; Theta Kappa Phi.
- **LAURIE ANNE ALLEN, '51**, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Mu.
- **RICHARD C. ALLEN, JR., '51**, Medicine, El Campo, Texas; Theta Kappa Phi.
- **ELLEN LAMER ALLINGHAM, '50**, Newcomb, Lafayette, Louisiana; Kappa Kappa Gamma.
- **ANGEL MARY ALLISON, '51**, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Mu.
- **CHESTER T. ALPAUGH, '51**, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; Theta Pi.
- **EDWARD S. ALPAUGH, '50**, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Mu.
- **MARY BELLE ALSTON, '51**, Newcomb, Carthage, Texas; Phi Mu.
- **HELEN AMANN, '51**, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Mu.
- **BERYL DAVID AMES, '51**, Arts and Science, Baguasia, Louisiana; Sigma Alpha Mu.
- **AUGUSTUS EMMETT ANDERSON, JR., '49**, Medicine, Dade City, Florida; Phi Mu and Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
- **ROBERT ANDREWS, '49**, Arts and Science, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Mu.
- **HARRY C. ANGULO, '51**, Commerce, Tampa, Florida; Phi Mu.
- **JUNE ANTLEY, '51**, Newcomb, Mansfield, Georgia; Phi Mu.
- **MILTON PARRIS ANTON, '50**, Law, McComb, Mississippi; Pi Kappa Alpha.
- **JOYCE T. APEL, '51**, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Mu.
- **ERVIN M. ARATA, '49**, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- **JOAN ARBOUR, '47**, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Kappa Kappa Gamma.
- **PAUL A. ARMSTRONG, '51**, Medicine, Fonce, Puerto Rico.
- **JAMES B. ARNOLD, JR., '50**, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Kappa Sigma.
- **MYRIAM AROSTEGUI, '51**, Newcomb, Managua, Nicaragua.
- **EDGAR M. ASHWORTH, JR., '51**, Arts and Sciences, Norfolk, Virginia; Phi Mu.
- **JAMES B. AROSTEGUI, '51', Law, McComb, Mississippi; Pi Kappa Alpha.
- **JAMES B. AROSTEGUI, '51', Law, McComb, Mississippi; Pi Kappa Alpha.
- **LUTHER B. BACCHET, '50', Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Kappa Kappa Gamma.
- **RICHARD M. BACCHET, '50', Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Kappa Kappa Gamma.
UNDERGRADUATES

First Row:
- CARROLL BOAS BENTON, '51, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Alpha Omicron Pi.
- LESTER W. BERGERON, '50, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana; Pi Kappa Alpha.
- LOIS BERMUDEZ, '51, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana; Kappa Alpha Theta.
- KATHERINE L. BERNARD, '49, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Pi Beta Phi.
- DEEBY BERRY, '51, Newcomb, Gulfport, Mississippi; Zeta Tau Alpha.
- SHIRLEY BERSADSKY, '49, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Alpha Epsilon Phi.
- DONALD J. BETUCCI, '49, Arts and Sciences, Memphis, Tennessee.
- STANLEY G. BEVIS, JR., '51, Engineering, Middletown, Ohio; Alpha Tau Omega.
- STERLING B. BIGNER, '49, Arts and Sciences, Shreveport, Louisiana; Phi Delta Theta.

Second Row:
- ARMANDE BILLION, '49, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Pi Beta Phi.
- JOSEPH A. BIRDSALL, JR., '49, Commerce, Lockport, Louisiana; THOMAS MALVIN BIRDWELL, JR., '50, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; JOHN REUBEN BISE III, '51, Medicine, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Kappa Sigma.
- BARBARA BIZZELL, '50, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Pi Beta Phi.
- WILLIAM B. BIZZELL III, '49, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana; Beta Theta Pi.
- MARILYN BLACKMAN, '51, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; CLAY D. BLAIR, JR., '59, Arts and Sciences, Bay St. Louis, Mississippi; Beta Theta Pi.
- MICHAEL R. BLAIR, '49, Medicine, Daytona Beach, Florida; Phi Rho Sigma.
- LUCILLE N. BLAKE, '50, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Mu.

Third Row:
- ROLAND BLALOCK, '49, Arts and Sciences, Pampa, Texas.
- JANE D. BLAND, '50, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Chi Omega.
- BEVERLY BLANE, '49, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Beta Sigma Omicron.
- BRANDLE E. BLANKENSHIP, '51, Arts and Sciences, Birmingham, Alabama.
- LEONE F. BLOCH, '49, Newcomb, Thibodaux, Louisiana.
- RUSSELL F. BLOCK, '51, Arts and Sciences, Kenner, Louisiana.
- JOYCE BLOTER, '49, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- BARBARA J. BLUM, '49, Newcomb, Donaldsonville, Louisiana; Alpha Omicron Pi.
- TERESA A. BLUMBERG, '51, Newcomb, Dothan, Alabama; Alpha Epsilon Phi.

Fourth Row:
- ALICE BLUNDELL, '49, Newcomb, Houston, Texas; Zeta Tau Alpha.
- VIRGINIA C. BLUNDELL, '51, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Kappa Alpha Theta.
- DONALD FORGES BLTHE, '50, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; Beta Theta Pi.
- JOHN A. BOATNER, JR., '47, Law, New Orleans, Louisiana; Sigma Pi.
- ROBERT F. ROBY, JR., '52, Engineering, Edgewood, Rhode Island; HORACE W. BOGGS, '51, Medicine, Shreveport, Louisiana; Phi Chi.
- ROBERT H. BORE, '51, Engineering, Shreveport, Louisiana.
- KATHRYN E. BOSNITORE, '47, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- GEORGE E. BOILEAU, '49, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- ALBERT M. SOLTEN, '49, Commerce, Alexandria, Louisiana; Delta Kappa Epsilon.

Fifth Row:
- JOHN H. BONCK, '51, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Delta Theta.
- AMBROSE T. BOND, JR., '50, Law, Monroe, Louisiana.
- WALTER C. BONIE, '50, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- ROBERT N. ROSE, '49, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- LYDIA A. BOSWORTH, '51, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Zeta Tau Alpha.
- ROBERT J. BOUDREAU, '53, Commerce, Lake Charles, Louisiana; Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
- MAURICE T. BOUGEON, '47, Engineering, Waterville, Louisiana.
- CHARLES W. BOUSTANT, '50, Arts and Sciences, Lafayette, Louisiana.
- VIRGINIA P. BOWEN, '49, Newcomb, Atlanta, Georgia; Chi Omega.
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- **RICHARD F. BRADBERRY**, '50, Arts and Sciences, Baytown, Texas; Phi Kappa Sigma
- **BETTY L. BRADEN**, '50, Newcomb, Beaumont, Texas; Alpha Delta Pi
- **ALICE P. BRADFORD**, '51, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Alpha Delta Pi
- **ELIZABETH E. BRANDIN**, '51, Newcomb, Mobile, Alabama; Alpha Delta Pi
- **GERALD E. BRANDIS**, '50, Medicine, Victoria, Texas; Delta Zeta
- **JEAN M. BRANDIN**, '49, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Delta Zeta
- **THURMAN E. BRANDON**, '51, Medicine, Mobile, Alabama; Phi Chi
- **BEAUFORT E. BRAINT**, '50, Art School, Ranger, Texas; Alpha Delta Pi
- **STANLEY R. BREMERICH**, '50, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Beta Theta Pi
- **JAMES H. BRENNA**, Jr., '53, Arts and Sciences, Dothan, Alabama; Phi Delta Theta
- **WARREN E. BRENNEN**, '49, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Kappa Sigma
- **CHARLES W. BRIGG**, Jr., '50, Medicine, Chester, South Carolina; Phi Pi
- **EUGENE D. BRIERRE**, '51, Law, New Orleans, Louisiana; Delta Kappa Epsilon
- **EMILIE J. BRINKMANN**, '49, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; Delta Kappa Epsilon
- **DOLORES Y. BRIER**, '50, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Kappa Alpha Theta
- **WILLIAM R. BROCKWAY**, '50, Engineering, Shreveport, Louisiana; Littleton M. Brodie
- **EDWARD S. BROTMANN**, '50, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Beta Theta Pi
- **PAULA S. BRODY**, '51, Newcomb, Bradley Beach, New Jersey
- **MAURY W. BRONSTEIN**, '41, Arts and Sciences, Memphis, Tennessee; Zeta Beta Tau
- **PHIL BROU**, '51, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; Epsilon Phi Phi
- **BEVERLEY J. BROWN**, '50, Newcomb, San Francisco, California; Chi Omega
- **CAROL L. BROWN**, '51, Newcomb, Chicago, Illinois; Alpha Epsilon Phi
- **CHARLES L. BROWN**, Jr., '53, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana; Kappa Alpha
- **GEORGE G. BROWN**, Jr., '52, Medicine, New Orleans, Louisiana; Kappa Sigma
- **WILLIAM H. BROWN**, '51, Commerce, Paducah, Kentucky; Phi Rho Sigma
- **JOHN H. BROWN**, '51, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; Kappa Sigma
- **SHERMAN H. BRUCKNER**, '49, Medicine, Los Angeles, California
- **IRVING S. BRUDINCK**, '51, Medicine, Malden, Massachusetts
- **F. L. BURFF**, '51, Newcomb, San Antonio, Texas; Beta Sigma Omicron
- **PERCY B. BRUGGER**, '52, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana
- **AROLD W. BRUMFIELD**, '50, Engineering, Hammond, Louisiana
- **FRANK S. BRUNO**, '50, Law, New Orleans, Louisiana; Robert S. Brush
- **PONZA CITY, Oklahoma; Sigma Chi; JOHN L. BRYAN**, '49, Commerce, Lucedale, Mississippi; Patrick B. Brewer
- **ROBERT N. BRUCK**, '52, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; Delta Kappa Epsilon
- **JAMES W. BUCHANAN**, '50, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Beta Theta Pi
- **WILLIAM D. BUCHANAN**, Arts and Sciences, Salem, Illinois
- **EUGENE C. BUCHER**, Jr., '51, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana
- **GEORGE J. BUCHER**, '49, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana
- **ALVIN J. BURLAND**, '51, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Kappa Sigma
- **ELLERT R. BUCKLEY**, '42, Law, San Antonio, Texas; Delta Kappa Epsilon
- **FRANK C. BUCKLEY**, '51, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana; Charles L. Buddeke
- **EDITH L. BULL**, '50, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Alpha Delta Pi
- **ROBERT H. BULLINGTON**, '49, Medicine, Fort Smith, Arkansas; Phi Chi
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- Edwin P. Bultman, Jr., '49, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Kappa Sigma
- Arthur Byrre, Jr., '48, Newcomb, Louisiana; Kappa Kappa Gamma
- Joseph Byrre, '47, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana
- Ferrell L. Burgess, '47, Commerce, Shreveport, Louisiana
- Graham Burgess, '49, Commerce, Shreveport, Louisiana
- Ann N. Burke, '49, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana
- Patricia Ann Burke, '51, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Alpha Delta Phi
- Jane E. Burkenroad, '51, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Alpha Epsilon Phi
- William B. Burns, '43, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana
- Alda R. Bush, '47, School of Social Work, Jackson, Mississippi
- Grover L. Symb, Jr., '50, Arts and Sciences, Henryetta, Oklahoma; Phi Kappa Sigma
- Kenneth J. Byrne, '51, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana
- William B. Cameron, '51, Arts and Sciences, Sweetwater, Tennessee; Phi Kappa Sigma
- Marie Ann Campagna, '51, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Alpha Delta Phi
- George L. Campbell, '51, Medicine, Belton, Texas; Phi Chi
- Julian C. Campbell, '49, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana; Beta Theta Pi
- Frank S. Cannon, '51, Arts and Sciences, Clinton, Mississippi; Kappa Sigma
- Eugene D. Carlos, '51, Engineering, Huma, Louisiana
- Raymond L. Carmedelle, '49, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana
- Charles L. Carney, '49, Engineering, Milford, Connecticut
- Barbara E. Carol, '51, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Alpha Delta Phi
- Mary Jane Carr, '51, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana
- Dorothy Carrie Carrere, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana
- Frank S. Cannon, '51, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana
- Pete H. Carrubba, '50, Commerce, Longbeach, Mississippi
- Arthur J. Carson, '51, Medicine, Houston, Texas; Theta Kappa Psi
- Jimmie Carter, '51, Arts and Sciences, Fordyce, Arkansas
- Kappa Sigma
- Letitia A. Carter, '50, Newcomb, Stroudsburg, Pennsylvania
- Mary C. Carter, '49, Newcomb, Blount, Mississippi
- Zeta Tau Alpha
- Mary K. Carter, '49, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana
- Naomi Ann Carter, '51, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana
- George J. Caruse, '47, Medicine, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Beta Sigma
- Elbert C. Carveth, '50, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana
- Page Carter, '49, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Pi Beta Phi
- Henry P. Casserleigh, Jr., Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana
- Dorothea P. Casse, '49, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana
- Robert T. Cates, '51, Medicine, Pascagoula, Mississippi; Theta Kappa Psi
- Ferdinand J. Cefolia, '50, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana
- Frank M. Chalaire III, '61, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana
- John T. Chambers, Jr., '49, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; Sigma Chi
- Phyllis Ann Chancelor, '50, Newcomb, Midland, Texas
- Zeta Tau Alpha
- Robert H. Charbonnet, '51, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana
- William A. Cherry, '49, Medicine, Halls, Tennessee; Theta Kappa Psi
First Row:
- HELEN D. CHRIST, '51, University, Pass Christian, Mississippi; Phi Beta Phi.
- MAURICE ALLEN CLAMAN, '49, Medicine, Los Angeles, California; Phi Delta Epsilon.
- HAYS BLACKMAN CLARK, JR., '49, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Delta Sigma Phi.
- GORDON EDWARD CLAY, JR., '50, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana; Kappa Alpha.
- MILLICENT MAGDALENE CLESI, '49, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Kappa Alpha Theta.
- NORMA S. CLESI, '50, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Zeta Tau Alpha.
- ROBERT BRAINARD CLIFTON, '51, Medicine, Shreveport, Louisiana.

Second Row:
- ROSALIE LUCY COCCHIARA, '49, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- LEO J. COCO, '47, Arts and Sciences, Cottonport, Louisiana; Delta Tau Delta.
- BARBARA LEE COHEN, '49, Newcomb, Lynwood, Virginia.
- CAROLYN COHEN, '51, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- HERMAN REUBEN COHEN, '49, Medicine, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Lambda Kappa.
- IRVING MURRAY COHEN, '50, Arts and Sciences, Nashville, Tennessee; Zeta Beta Tau.
- HUBERT KARL COHN, '51, Arts and Science, Elberton, Georgia; Sigma Alpha Mu.
- JULIUS MEYER COHN, '50, Commerce, Elberton, Georgia; Sigma Alpha Mu.
- VIRGINIA WITHERS COLEBECK, '49, Newcomb, Greensboro, Alabama.
- KATHLEEN COLEMAN, '51, Newcomb, Shreveport, Louisiana; Phi Beta Phi.

Third Row:
- WARREN O. COLEMAN, JR., '51, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Kappa Sigma.
- JAMES BENNETT COLLINS, '50, Commerce, New Orleans, Texas; Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
- ROBERT JOSEPH COLLINS, '50, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; Delta Sigma Phi.
- FRANK COMFORT, '50, Commerce, Duncan, Mississippi.
- DORIS HELEN COMO, '49, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Alpha Delta Pi.
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- MARGARET HILZIM, '51, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Kappa Kappa Gamma.

Second Row:
- JOHN A. HINE, '50, Engineering, Port Arthur, Texas.
- CHARLES P. HINRICHS, '50, Arts and Sciences; New Orleans, Louisiana; Theta Xi.
- WILMER G. HINRICHS, '49, Law; New Orleans, Louisiana.
- MARY L. HINSON, '51, Medicine; Spring Lake, Texas.
- ROSLYN M. HIRSCH, '51, Newcomb, El Paso, Texas.
- AUGUSTUS S. HIRSCH, '51, Commerce; New Orleans, Louisiana.
- EMILY R. HIRSCH, '50, Newcomb, Opelousas, Louisiana.
- JOE E. HIRSCH, '49, Medicine; Middletown, Missouri.
- MICHAEL J. HIRSCH, '51, Arts and Sciences; New Orleans, Louisiana.
- ROBERT Z. HIRSCH, '49, Commerce; New Orleans, Louisiana; Zeta Beta Tau.

Third Row:
- ETHEL L. HOCK, '51, Newcomb, Baltimore, Maryland; Phi Mu.
- EDWARD J. HODGES, '49, Arts and Sciences; Newark, New Jersey.
- Alpha Tau Omega.
- CATHERINE Z. HODGES, '50, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Alpha Omicron Pi.
- GEORGE W. HODGES, JR., '49, Law; Ashville, Alabama; Delta Sigma Phi.
- MARILYN JEAN HODGES, '51, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Alpha Omega Pi.
- WILLIAM M. HODGSON, JR., '51, Arts and Sciences; New Orleans, Louisiana; Delta Sigma Phi.
- GERALD E. HOEHN, '51, Commerce; New Orleans, Louisiana; Gamma Delta.
- CYNTHIA M. HOFFMAN, '50, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Alpha Omicron Pi.
- NORA A. HOFFMAYER, '49, Newcomb, Hatfieldtburg, Mississippi; Phi Beta Phi.
- HONEY H. HOHENBERG, '51, Newcomb, Memphis, Tennessee; Alpha Epsilon Phi.

Fourth Row:
- MILTON R. HOKERCOCK, '51; Engineering; Goose Creek, Texas.
- MARY M. HOLDEN, '51, Newcomb, San Antonio, Texas; Zeta Tau Alpha.
- MARY JO HOLLAND, '51, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Mu.
- JOSEPH C. HOLLIDAY, '50, Commerce; McComb, Mississippi.
- ALFRED K. HOLLISTER, JR., '51, Commerce; Pascagoula, Mississippi; Kappa Alpha.
- TERRY E. HOLLOWAY, '49, Engineering; New Orleans, Louisiana; Kappa Sigma.
- JAMES W. HOLMES, '49, Arts and Sciences; New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Kappa Sigma.
- JERALD M. HONEYCUTT, '51, Arts and Sciences; Paradis, Louisiana.
- KATHLEEN H. HOOE, '51, Alexandria, Louisiana; Kappa Kappa Gamma.
- ALICE M. HOOVER, '51, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Mu.

Fifth Row:
- WILLIAM H. HOPPER, '50, Law; Lucedale, Mississippi.
- MARILYN J. HOPPEMAYER, '51, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- ANDRES N. HORCASITAS, JR., '49, Commerce; New Orleans, Louisiana.
- JONNIE M. HORN, '49, Medicine; Lucedale, Mississippi; Zeta Tau Alpha.
- LOUIS E. HOROSHUFF, JR., '46, Arts and Sciences; New Orleans, Louisiana.
- BERNARD A. HORTON, '50, Law; Los Angeles, California; Sigma Pi.
- CHARLES J. HORTON, '50, Commerce; New Orleans, Louisiana.
- GEORGE HORVATH, '50, Arts and Sciences; Monessen, Pennsylvania.
- RANDAL A. HOULDOBER, '50, Engineering; Marshall, Texas.
- MARGARET P. HOUSEAL, '51, Newcomb, Memphis, Tennessee.
First Row:
- BARBARA E. HOLLOWELL, '49, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- GLADYS JEAN HOWELL, '48, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- RICHARD L. HOWELL, '51, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana; Delta Tau Delta.
- CHIN HOY, '49, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- JAMES E. HUFF, '51, Arts and Sciences, Shreveport, Louisiana; Beta Theta Pi.
- BYRON R. HUGHES, Jr., '49, Commerce, Ruston, Texas.
- LOUIS B. HUGHES, '49, Medicine, Austin, Texas; Nu Sigma Nu.
- LELAND R. HUGHELT, '41, Arts and Sciences, Tampa, Florida; Alpha Tau Omega.
- ALEXANDER W. HULLETT, '50, Medicine, Charleston, Mississippi; Phi Chi.

Second Row:
- JANICE L. HULLINGHORST, '50, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- JOHN S. HUNT, '50, Law, Ruston, Louisiana; Phi Delta Theta.
- THEO L. HUNT, Jr., '49, Commerce, McComb, Mississippi.
- GEORGE M. HUNTER, '50, Commerce, Managua, Nicaragua.
- EUGENE E. HUPPENBAUER, Jr., '47, Law, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- ERNEST W. HUPPERICH, Jr., '52, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana; Pi Kappa Alpha.
- DANIEL F. HURLEY, '51, Arts and Sciences, Brooklyn, New York; Sigma Pi.
- MARGARET A. HUTCHINSON, '51, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Mu.
- SUSAN P. HYAMS, '51, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Pi Beta Phi.

Third Row:
- ARTHUR W. HYLAND, '50, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana; Delta Sigma Phi.
- LILLIAN HYMAN, '50, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Alpha Epsilon Phi.
- NORWOOD F. HYMEL, '49, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; Delta Tau Delta.
- EDWARD L. HYTKEN, '47, Arts and Sciences, Belzoni, Mississippi; Sigma Alpha Mu.
- DOXOTHY R. ICET, '50, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Delta Sigma Phi.

Fourth Row:
- SHIRLEY A. ISIKWITCH, '49, Newcomb, Memphis, Tennessee.
- JAY ISRAEL, '51, Engineering, St. Louis, Missouri; Beta Theta Pi.
- JAMES W. IVES, '51, Arts and Sciences, Lake City, Florida; Delta Tau Delta.
- ALEX JACKSON, '51, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Delta Theta.
- ARTHUR A. JACKSON, '51, Arts and Sciences, Louisville, Kentucky.
- JOHN E. JACKSON, '50, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana; Theta Delta Phi.
- SHIRLEY M. JACKSON, '51, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- VERNON B. JACKSON, '51, Medicine, Bradley, Arkansas.
- AMY C. JACOBS, '51, Newcomb, Gunison, Mississippi; Alpha Epsilon Phi.
- HERMINE JACOBS, '51, Newcomb, Rosedale, Mississippi; Alpha Epsilon Phi.

Fifth Row:
- FRANCIS W. H. JACOBSON, '49, Engineering, Delafield, Wisconsin.
- RACHEL JACOB, '50, Newcomb, New York, New York.
- L. R. JALENACK, Jr., '51, Arts and Sciences, Memphis, Tennessee; Zeta Beta Tau.
- SALLY JAMES, '51, Newcomb, Swarthmore, Pennsylvania; Zeta Tau Alpha.
- THOMAS N. JAMES, '49, Medicine, Amory, Mississippi; Phi Chi.
- JOHN R. JAMESON, Jr., '49, Arts and Sciences, Camden, Arkansas; Phi Kappa Sigma.
- WILLIAM S. JAMESON, '50, Arts and Sciences, Camden, Arkansas; Phi Kappa Sigma.
- HAROLD A. JAMISON, '50, Arts and Sciences, Lapangan, Indiana; Kappa Sigma.
- SHEPARD G. JANE, '49, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Delta Theta.
- ELIZABETH J. JANSEN, '50, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Kappa Alpha Theta.
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- ROYCE R. JARRELL, '50, Arts and Sciences, Delta-Richer, Louisiana.
- HERMAN JEFFER, '49, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana; Kappa Nu.
- TOMAS JIMENEZ, '51, Arts and Sciences, South Carolina, Puerto Rico.
- EDGAR D. JOHNSON, '49, Arts and Sciences, Long Beach, Mississippi; E. Kappa Alpha.
- ERWIN R. JOHNSON, '51, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana; Delta Tau Delta.
- HOMER R. JOHNSON, JR., '50, Engineering, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
- KELLY, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Delta Theta.
- ANNA F. JONES, '49, Newcomb, Dyersburg, Tennessee; Zeta Tau Alpha.
- BETTY J. JONES, '51, Newcomb, Alexandria, Louisiana; Kappa Kappa Gamma.
- CONSTANCE N. JONES, '51, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Kappa Kappa Gamma.
- G. TERRIE JONES, '49, Arts and Sciences, Jackson, Mississippi; Delta Tau Delta.
- J. BOLLING JONES, '50, Arts and Sciences, Memphis, Missouri; E. Kappa Alpha.
- NICOLA S. JOYNER, JR., '49, Commerce, Minden, Louisiana; Kappa Tau Omega.
- ALLEN JUMEL, '49, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Pi Kappa Alpha.
- LOUIS W. JUMONVILLE, JR., '51, Arts and Sciences, Napoleonville, Louisiana; Beta Theta Pi.
- DOROTHY E. JUNG, '50, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Alpha Delta Pi.
- HUGH Y. JUNKIN, '50, Arts and Sciences, Natchez, Mississippi; J. ELLA JUNKIN, '50, Newcomb, Natchez, Mississippi; Chi Omega.
- ERNEST N. KAHN, '49, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; LEON KAHN, '51, Commerce, Morgan City, Louisiana; Zeta Beta Tau.
- ANDREA KAMBER, '51, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- MEYER KAPLAN, '49, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- JOAN KASTLER, '50, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Alpha Omicron Pi.
- EUGENE R. KATZ, '51, Commerce, Memphis, Tennessee; Zeta Beta Tau.
- ALAN R. KAUFMAN, '51, Arts and Sciences, San Antonio, Texas; Zeta Beta Tau.
- WILLIAM J. KELLY, JR., '49, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; Sigma Pi.
- CLAUDE J. KELLY, '50, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana; Kappa Sigma.
- DOLORES M. KELLY, '48, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana; Beta Sigma Omicron.
- THOMAS J. KELLY, '48, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- JESSE E. KELLY, '50, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Kappa Alpha Theta.
- WINIFRED M. KELLY, '50, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phil Mu.
- FRANCES M. KENTNER, '51, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Zeta Tau Alpha.
- JANET KERLIN, '49, Newcomb, Shreveport, Louisiana; Chi Omega.
- LOU R. KERN, '51, Newcomb, Bostrop, Louisiana.
- MARGARET L. KEER, '49, Mortlach, Lafayette, Arkansas; Kappa Kappa Gamma; Alpha Omicron Pi; WILLIAM J. KEY, '51, Engineering, Memphis, Tennessee.
- WILLIAM J. KILLEN, JR., '49, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Beta Theta Pi.
- JESSE L. KIN- CANNON, '49, Commerce, Lake Charles, Louisiana; Delta Tau Delta.
- HELEN R. KING, '48, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Zeta Tau Alpha.
- RIVERS R. KING, '47, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana; Beta Theta Pi.
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- RUTH P. KING, '50, Newcomb, Leesville, Louisiana; Chi Omega.
- VIRGINIA A. KING, '50, New Orleans, Louisiana; Chi Omega.
- WILLIAM R. KING, '48, Arts and Sciences, Franklin,
  town, Louisiana. • NORMA M. KIRCHBERG, '50, Commerce, New
  Orleans, Louisiana; Delta Zeta, Louisiana; Delta Sigma Phi.
• MARY K. KISBER, '49, Newcomb, Jackson, Tennessee; Alpha
  Epsilon Phi.
• JOHN T. KITCHINGS, '51, Medicine, Clinton,
  Mississippi; HUBERT E. KLINKERT III, '51, Arts and Sciences,
  North Cheyenne, Mississippi.
• ROBERTS KLINE, JR., '49, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Kappa Sigma.
• FLORIAN J. KLOSSINSKI, '51, Arts and Sciences, South Bend,
  Indiana. • BETTY R. KNOWLES, '47, Newcomb, New Orleans,
  Louisiana. • GAYLORD S. KNOR, '51, Medicine, Columbus, Ohio;
  Nu Sigma Nu. • HERMAN S. KOHLMAN, '51, Arts and Sciences,
  New Orleans, Louisiana; Delta Sigma Phi.
• MARIA L. KREGER, '50, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana.
• DOROTHIA E. KONRAD, '47, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana.
• STANLEY C. KOTTMANN, '50, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana; Delta Sigma Phi.
• ERIC L. KRAMER, '51, Arts and Sciences, South Bend, Indiana.
• EVELYN KUINLAM, '47, Medicine, Aracibo, Puerto Rico; Alpha
  Epsilon Iota. • ALOYSIUS L. KUNZ, '51, Medicine, South Bend,
  Indiana. • JULIAN M. KURTZ, '50, Arts and Sciences, Opelousas,
  Louisiana; Zeta Beta Tau. • JOHN LAFERTEAUX, '50, Engineering,
  Niwot, Michigan; Alpha Tau Omega.
• JACQUELINE M. LA
  FRANCE, '51, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana. • DONALD E.
  LAGARDER, JR., '51, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; Beta
  Theta Pi. • ROBERT E. LAGADE, '50, Engineering, New Orleans,
  Louisiana; Beta Theta Pi. • JOSEPH MANUEL LAGO, '47, Arts and
  Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana. • CHLOE LAIN, '50, Newcomb,
  North Beach, Florida; Beta Phi.
• GEORGE G. LAMOUS, '47, Engineering, Jennings, Louisiana.
• EDWARD NELSON LAMBERMONT, JR., '40, Arts and Sciences,
  New Orleans, Louisiana; Delta Tau Delta. • LUDIE F. LAMBRIGHT,
  '50, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana. • GEORGE
  FREDERICK LAMFREUCHT, JR., '52, Arts and Sciences, New
  Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Delta Theta. • AUGUST S. LANASA, '51, Arts
  and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana. • ASHTON JOSEPH
  LANDRY, '49, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana. • KENNETH
  CHARLES LANDRY, '43, Engineering, Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
• LOUIS ADRIEN LANAUX, JR., '51, Arts and Sciences, New
  Orleans, Louisiana; Delta Sigma Phi. • CLARICE VERNON LAND
  RETH, '48, Arts and Sciences, Oakland, Mississippi; Kappa Alpha.
• ALTON ALPHONSE LANDRY, '47, Engineering, New Orleans,
  Louisiana. • SAUL FRANCIS LANDRY, JR., '50, Medicine, Houma,
  Louisiana; Theta Kappa Pi. • JOSEPH CLARKSON LANDWEHR,
  '47, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; Kappa Sigma.
• KEN LANGHURTH, '50, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; Sigma Alpha
  Epsilon. • LA MARSHALL LA POUTRE, '49, Commerce, New
  Orleans, Louisiana. • MARIE THERESE LAXHE, '50, Newcomb,
  New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Beta Phi. • ALVIN HAROLD LAUSEN,
  '47, Medicine, New Orleans, Louisiana; Sigma Alpha Mu. • ROBERT
  JEAN LATINA, '47, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana.
• MELVIN ALBERT LAURENT, '50, Commerce, New Orleans,
  Louisiana. • MARILYN SYLVIA LAVIGNE, '50, Newcomb, New Orleans,
  Louisiana. • VIRGINIA KATHERINE LAWSON, '51, Newcomb,
  New Orleans, Louisiana; Chi Omega. • CHARLES H. LAY, '40,
  Arts and Sciences, Del Rio, Texas. • CAROL FLOWER LAYTON,
  '50, Newcomb, Monroe, Louisiana; Kappa Alpha Theta. • ALVIN
  JEROME LAZAROV, '51, Engineering, Memphis, Tennessee; Zeta
  Beta Tau. • MARK MAREWY LAZARRE, '50, Commerce, New
  Orleans, Louisiana; Delta Sigma Phi. • GEORGES E. LEBLANC,
  JR., '51, Arts and Sciences, Palecourville, Louisiana.
• DONALD EARL LE BRUM, '51, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana.
Undergraduates
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- ALBERT NORMAN LECHTER, '50, Commerce, Newark, New Jersey; Kappa Nu.
- CHARLES E. LECORIGNE, '51, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana; Kappa Alpha.
- CAROL LECORIGNE, '53, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana; Alpha Omicron Pi.
- BIMMIE LEDOUX, '51, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Kappa Kappa Gamma.
- CHARLES R. LEE, JR., '51, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Delta Theta.
- EDNA DOROTHY LEE, '49, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Alpha Omicron Pi.
- LOTTIE LOUISE LEE, '49, Newcomb, Tallulah, Louisiana; Alpha Delta Pi.
- ROBERT E. LEE, '50, Arts and Sciences, Picayune, Mississippi.
- JEAN GRAHAM LEFTWICH, '47, Newcomb, Bronxville, New York.
- JAMES J. LECAY, '49, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Delta Sigma Phi.

Second Row:

- ARMAND LEGENDRE, JR., '51, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana; Kappa Sigma, KATHARINE LEGENDRE, '51, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Beta Phi.
- FRANCIS E. LE JEUNE, JR., '50, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana; Beta Theta Pi.
- FRANCIS RIVERS LELONG, '49, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana; Beta Theta Pi.
- JOHN DUBOSE LELONG, '49, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Beta Theta Pi.
- PATRICIA JANE LEMIEUX, '50, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Mu.
- MARGARET LEMLE, '50, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Chi Omega.
- EDWARD N. LENNOX, '49, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Delta Theta.
- LEON LEONIE, JR., '49, Arts and Sciences, Gulfport, Mississippi.
- IVAN R. LEOPOLD, '50, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; Sigma Alpha Mu.

Third Row:

- DAVE LEVINE, '51, Engineering, Rockaway, Mississippi; Kappa Nu.
- FERDINAND KAT LEVY, '50, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana; Zeta Beta Tau.
- STANFORD JULIUS LEY, JR., '51, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Zeta Beta Tau.
- CLAIRE LEWIS, '51, Newcomb, Amite, Louisiana; Chi Omega.
- FLOYD W. LEWIS, '49, Lew, Kentwood, Louisiana; Beta Theta Pi.
- GEORGE N. LEWIS, '49, Medicine, Bartow, Florida; Beta Theta Pi.
- NORMA LEWIS, '50, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Beta Phi.
- ANNI KATZ LEVY, '49, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Alpha Epilon Phi.

Fourth Row:

- MILDRED LEVY, '51, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Delta Zeta.
- MARILYN RUTH LICHTENSTEIN, '50, Newcomb, Birmingham, Alabama.
- SAMUEL LOWENSTEIN LIEBER, '51, Medicine, Shreveport, Louisiana; Phi Delta Epilon, Phi Sigma Delta.
- ZELED LIEBERMAN, '50, Medicine, San Antonio, Texas; Phi Delta Epsilon.
- AUDREY HAMMOND LIGGETT, '50, Newcomb, Valley Forge, Pennsylvania.
- WINSTON CARRINGTON LILL, '49, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana; Beta Theta Pi.
- JOHN GERARD LIPPS, '49, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; HARRIETT LIVSEY, '51, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Alpha Delta Pi.
- JULES AUGUST BABER LIZARRAGA, '52, Engineering, Bellingham, British Honduras.
- NANCY LOCKWOOD, '49, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana.

Fifth Row:

- RALPH HERBERT LOWENTHAL, '49, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- CRAWFORD WILLIAMSON LONG, '49, Arts and Sciences, Jacksonville, Florida; Pi Kappa Alpha.
- ALINE LONGINO, '51, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Mu.
- RICHARD JOSEPH LORINZ, '49, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- THOMAS E. LOUIS, '50, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- MARION LLOWE, '51, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Alpha Omicron Pi.
- CEDRIC WARREN LOWERY, '51, Arts and Sciences, Hot Springs, Arkansas; Phi Kappa Sigma.
- MARK PERRIN LOWERY, '52, Engineering, Marks, Mississippi; Sigma Chi.
- BETTY JANE LUCAS, '50, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana.
First Row:
- JANE LEE LUFT, '51, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Beta Sigma Omicron.
- CLU FLU LUSK, '50, Medicine, Eros, Louisiana; Phi Chi.
- JOHN EDWARD LUTTRELL, '50, Arts and Sciences, Shreveport, Louisiana.
- BERNARD W. LYLE, '49, Engineering, Newton, Mississippi.
- BEVERLY MARSHA LYLE, '50, Newcomb, Bay City, Texas; Pi Beta Phi.
- WILLIAM R. LYNCH, '50, Arts and Sciences, Oaksho, Wisconsin.
- BETTY LYONS, '51, Newcomb, Jackson, Mississippi; Kappa Kappa Gamma.
- WILLIAM E. LYONS, '50, Arts and Sciences, McComb, Mississippi; Phi Delta Theta.
- HELEN STAFFORD, McANELLY, '51, Newcomb, Ranger, Texas; Kappa Alpha Theta.

Second Row:
- BEVERLY ANN MCBARTHR, '50, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Pi Beta Phi.
- ANNE MCKASKILL, '49, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Mu.
- TOM MCBRIDE, '50, Law, New Orleans, Louisiana; Sigma Pi.
- CARL A. MCANDOLUSH, '50, Medicine, Delhi, Louisiana; Theta Kappa Pi.
- CHARLENE WOOD MCCORKLE, '49, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Pi Beta Phi.
- LOUIS KENNETH MCCOWN, '49, Medicine, Forrest City, Arkansas; Sigma Chi, Phi Chi.
- THOMAS LEMUEL MCGOY, JR., '50, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- LAURENCE NEIL McCULLOUGH, JR., '50, Medicine, Alburquerque, New Mexico; Theta Kappa Pi.

Third Row:
- DONALD RAY MCCRLE, '51, Medicine, Reserve, Louisiana; Sigma Pi.
- FOSTER COLLINS, McCALIER, JR., '51, Medicine, New Iberia, Louisiana; Phi Delta Theta.
- NU SIGMA NU.
- ROBERT WELDON MCKENN, '49, Commerce, Shreveport, Louisiana.
- TILLY S. McCHESNEY, '50, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana; Sigma Alpha Epilson.
- LAURA McLANAHAN, '49, Newcomb, Columbus, Mississippi; Phi Mu.
- WILLIAM MCCONNEX, '51, Commerce, Jackson, Michigan; Alpha Tau Omega.
- GRACE ADAIR MCDORMAN, '51, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- LEMUEL W. MCGOY, '49, Engineering, Rayville, Louisiana; Delta Kappa Epilson.
- MARIAN MCLANAHAN, '49, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Alpha Omicron Pi.

Fourth Row:
- STANLEY MCDERMOTT, JR., '49, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana; Delta Sigma Phi.
- LYDE MCDonald, '51, Engineering, Greenville, Mississippi.
- ROSEMARY MCDONnell, '50, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Alpha Delta Pi.
- PATSY JO MCDOWELL, '51, Newcomb, Nappaneeville, Louisiana; Delta Zeta.
- CECIL RAY MCDWEN, '49, Arts and Sciences, Brookshaven, Mississippi; Kappa Sigma.
- JEANNIE MCGEE, '50, Memphis, Tennessee; Pi Beta Phi.
- WARREN J. MCDOWELL, '48, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana; Delta Sigma Phi.
- JACK L. MCDOWAN, '50, Arts and Sciences, Hamlet, North Carolina; Kappa Sigma.
- JAMES S. MCKINLEY, '50, Law, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- GORDON MCMENHY, '50, Arts and Sciences, McHenry, Mississippi.

Fifth Row:
- JERRY MCDONALD, '49, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana; Delta Sigma Phi.
- MARY ANNE MCDONALD, '51, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Mu.
- THOMAS B. MCDONALD, '50, Law, New Orleans, Louisiana; Delta Sigma Phi.
- JOHN WILSON MCKEE, '49, Law, Lake Charles, Louisiana.
- MARYLEN MCDONALD, '49, Newcomb, Pawhuska, Oklahoma; Alpha Phi Theta.
- WALTER WILLIAM MCKINNN, '49, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- JOHN RICHARDSON MCLAUGHLIN, '50, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; Pi Kappa Alpha.
- BETTY JOYCE MCKENNA, '51, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- PATSY MCMANUS, '50, Newcomb, Galveston, Texas; Kappa Kappa Gamma.
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- FRANK V. McMillen II, '49, Engineering, Columbia, Tennessee; Phi Kappa Sigma.
- ALBERT DORRIS McNair, '50, Commerce, Jackson, Mississippi; Pi Kappa Phi.
- ELIZABETH MORTON McSWAIN, '50, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana; Alpha Phi.
- ROBERT CHARLES McNUTT, '50, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; Kappa Sigma.
- GAYLE J. MACKENROTH, '50, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Mu.
- WILLIAM BAXTER MacMILLAN, '49, Arts and Sciences, Franklin, Louisiana; Kappa Delta Phi.
- EUGENE M. MCGavin, '50, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Chi.
- TRICIA MCRAY, '51, Newcomb, Little Rock, Arkansas; Alpha Delta Phi.
- FRANCES SWENDOLYN McSHANE, '50, Newcomb, Greenwood, Mississippi; Phi Mu.
- RUSSELL HAIRSTON McSWAIN, JR., '51, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana.

- WILLIAM EDWARD MCHWORTER, JR., '50, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana; ALAN LOUIS MCHWORTER, '51, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; Kappa Sigma.
- KIMO WILDER MCFAY, '51, Arts and Sciences, Honolulu, Hawaii; Kappa Alpha.
- DONALD J. MACWORTHY, '51, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Chi.
- WILLIAM BAXTER MacMILLAN, '49, Arts and Sciences, Franklin, Louisiana; Kappa Delta Phi.
- ANN MADDREY, '51, Newcomb, Eastland, Texas; Zeta Tau Alpha.
- MORTON A. MADDOFF, '51, Arts and Sciences, Clinton, Massachusetts; Sigma Alpha Mu.
- ROBERT LESLIE MAGEE, '50, Medicine, Warrensburg, Missouri; Phi Kappa Sigma, Nu Sigma Nu.
- ELISE MAGNITUDE, '51, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- SARA DEAN MANNING, '50, Newcomb, McMinnville, Tenn.; Kappa Alpha Theta.
- IVAN A. MAGNITZKY, JR., '50, Commerce, Bogalusa, Louisiana; CHRIStINE MAGRUDER, '49, Newcomb, Jackson, Mississippi; Chi Omega.
- JOHN LAWRENCE MAHONY, '49, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; ELIZABETH SOPHIE MALM, '50, New Orleans, Louisiana; MONA ANNA MALLIES, '49, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; BETTY JANE MALONE, '49, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Beta Sigma Omicron.
- ROBERT ALLEN MALTZ, '51, Commerce, Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts; Zeta Eta Tau.
- ROBERT A. MARCOFF, '51, Engineering, Garfield, New Jersey.
- ALBERT J. MANDING, '51, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana; ALBERT I. MANDIN, JR., '49, Commerce, Biloxi, Mississippi.
- WILLARD E. MANNY, '50, Medicine, New Orleans, Louisiana; PHILIP MANSOUR, '49, Law, Greenville, Mississippi.
- MERCEDES EDDIE MARIAST, '51, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Delta Zeta.
- ROBERT GEORGE MARCHELOS, '49, Commerce, Pensacola, Florida; Delta Sigma Phi.
- GEORGE MORPHY MARKEY, JR., '51, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana; Sigma Pi.
- JOHN ALBERT MARQUIS, '50, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana; JANE MARIE MARRIOTT, '50, Newcomb, Chicago, Illinois.
- DORA ODILE MATTHESSON, '50, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Alpha Omicron Pi.
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NOLAN ANTOINE THERIOT, '49, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana.
MARGARET LOUISE THIBAULT, '51, Newcomb, Napoleonville, Louisiana; Kappa Kappa Gamma.
N. THIBODEAUX, '49, Commerce, Lafayette, Louisiana.
JACK EDWIN THIELEIN, '49, Arts and Sciences, Lake Charles, Louisiana; Phi Delta Theta.
MARY NOREEN THOMAN, '50, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Beta Sigma Omicron.
EUGENE JOSEPH THOMAS, '49, Medicine, Jackson, Mississippi; Kappa Sigma, Phi Chi.
WARREN L. THOMAS, '49, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana.
ELLIS W. THOMPSON, '50, Law, Leesville, Louisiana. • JOHN A. THOMPSON, '47, Commerce, Montgomery, Alabama; Phi Delta Theta. • RODNEY R. THOMPSON, '52, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana. • HELEN LEE THOMSEN, '49, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Alpha Delta Pi. • GEORGIENE LEE THORN, '49, Newcomb, Birmingham, Alabama; Kappa Kappa Gamma. • KATHERINE ELIZABETH THORNTON, '51, Newcomb, Boyce, Louisiana; Alpha Delta Pi. • HENRY K. THREESFOT, '48, Arts and Sciences, Selma, Alabama; Zeta Beta Tau. • WILLIAM YANCY TICKLE, '51, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana. • MONICA V. TIERNEY, '51, Arts and Sciences; New Orleans, Louisiana. • JOHN SHELDON TIDGER, JR., '50, Law, Lake Charles, Louisiana.

Second Row:
• BARBARA ANN TOPOLO, '51, Newcomb, Greenville, Mississippi; Alpha Epsilon Phi. • ROSEMARY TORRET, '49, Law, Homer, Louisiana; Alpha Chi Omega. • LEE HOWARD TRAPP, '49, Medicine, Nettleton, Mississippi; Phi Chi. • SHELBY C. TRICE, '49, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana. • BEATRICE RITA TRIDICO, '51, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana. • REGINALD TROTTER, JR., '49, Arts and Sciences, Monticello, Arkansas. • SAMMY TRUPIANO, '49, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana. • JAMES DAVID TUTTS II, '49, Commerce, Destrehan, Louisiana; Delta Tau Delta. • DAVID TUMAN, '51, Arts and Sciences, Brooklyn, New York; Kappa Nu. • MADELINE MARY TUNINELLO, '49, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana.

Third Row:
• LEONARD TUNIS, '51, Arts and Sciences, New York, New York. • PEYTON RANDOLPH TUNSTALL, JR., '49, Arts and Sciences, Mobile, Alabama. • JEAN TURBEVILLE, '51, Newcomb, Dallas, Texas. • JULIUS J. TUREAUD, JR., '51, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana. • MARIE LOUISE TUREAUD, '49, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Delta Zeta. • TURHAN TURKER, '49, Engineering, Istanbul, Turkey. • CLYDE TEMPLETON, JR., '51, Engineering, Jackson, Mississippi; Kappa Sigma. • CORA ELIZABETH GRAMLING TURNER, '49, Newcomb, Spartanburg, South Carolina; Kappa Kappa Gamma. • F. M. TURNER, JR., '49, Law, Gulfport, Mississippi. • JOHN COOPER TURNER, JR., '51, Northport, Alabama.

Fourth Row:
• OLGA J. TURNER, '51, Newcomb, Atlante, Georgia; Kappa Kappa Gamma. • RALPH JULIAN TURNER, '49, Commerce, Ruleville, Mississippi; Zeta Beta Tau. • HARRIS LEON HILLMAN, '50, Arts and Sciences, Brooklyn, New York; Sigma Alpha Mu. • WILLIAM STANLEY ULLOM, '51, Medicine, Strafford, Texas; Theta Kappa Phi. • CHARLES B. UNSWORTH, '49, Jacksonville, Florida; Phi Delta Theta. • EMILE TELEPHONE VACANT, JR., '49, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana. • SIDNEY L. VAIL, JR., '49, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; Kappa Sigma. • EVERARDS VAN AMERONGEN '51, Engineering, Amsterdam, Netherlands. • VIVIAN LUCILLE VAN BEVER, '49, Newcomb, Pineville, Kentucky. • M. DREUX VAN HORN II, '50, Arts and Sciences, Pass Christian, Mississippi.

Fifth Row:
• CORINNE VAUGHAN, '50, Newcomb, Bay City, Texas; Kappa Alpha Theta. • EMILY LOUISE VAUGHN, '50, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Delta Zeta. • MICHAEL J. VERNI, '51, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana. • DOLORETHA BELL VERLANDER, '50, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Beta Sigma Omicron. • ARTHUR N. VICKNIAIR, '49, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana. • JEAN VICKNIAIR, '51, Newcomb, Gretna, Louisiana; Beta Sigma Omicron. • NORBERT B. VICKNIAIR, '49, Law, Gretna, Louisiana. • MARSHALL K. VIGNE, '48, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Kappa Alpha. • RAYMOND WAYNE VINCENT, '51, Commerce, Lake Charles, Louisiana; Sigma Alpha Epsilon. • RODERICK FREDDIE VIZZE, '50, Arts and Sciences, Tabana, Florida.
First Row:
- STEPHEN YOELKER, JR., '50, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana; Kappa Alpha.
- IRVIN M. VOGL, '49, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- FRANK VON DER HAAR, JR., '50, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Delta Tau Delta.
- JO MARIE VON EVERN, '51, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; LUDWIG H. VON GOHREN, JR., '50, Law, New Orleans, Louisiana; Delta Sigma Phi.
- WALTER P. VON HOYEN, JR., '49, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Delta Sigma Phi.
- ALBERT L. VOSS, '43, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; THEODORE PAUL YOTELER, '51, Medicine, Dallas, Texas; Phi Chi.
- ALINE L. WAGUESPACK, '51, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; CLARE FRANCES WALKER, '51, Newcomb, Jacksonville, Florida; Alpha Epsilon Phi.

Second Row:
- GENEVIEVE WALKER, '51, Newcomb, Alexandria, Louisiana; Chi Omega.
- GORDON W. WALKER, Medicine, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Chi.
- JACOB WALKER, '50, Newcomb, Monroe, Louisiana; Chi Omega.
- ERNEST C. WALLEY, '49, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; GLADDEN SAUNDERS WALTERS, '50, Arts and Sciences, Monroe, Louisiana; Kappa Sigma.
- BETTY JANE WAMESKINS, '50, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; REGIONAL CONRAD WAGNER, '49, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana; Kappa Sigma.
- NATALIE LOUISE WALDAUER, '51, Newcomb, Greenville, Mississippi; WAYNE NELSON WALLACE, '51, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- PHILIP MOTHER WALKSLEY, '48, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Kappa Alpha.

Third Row:
- JOSEPH S. WARD, '49, Arts and Sciences, Bremanville, Texas.
- McVEY F. WARD, '49, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana; Pi Kappa Alpha.
- SWAN SULLIVAN WARD, '49, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana; Beta Theta Pi.
- JANE KITRELL WARE, '51, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Chi Omega.
- JOHN GUILLERMO WARRIN, '49, Engineering, Lake Providence, Louisiana.
- CHARLES M. WASON JR., '49, Arts and Sciences, Meridian, Mississippi; RUTH E. WASHINGTON, '51, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Zeta Tau Alpha.
- BARBARA WATSON, '50, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Kappa Alpha Theta.
- CLARENCE W. WEBB JR., '50, Arts and Sciences, Shreveport, Louisiana; Beta Theta Pi.
- CHELSEA WEBSTER, '50, Newcomb, Highland Park, Illinois; Kappa Kappa Gamma.

Fourth Row:
- DONALD MICHAELS WEIL, '51, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- WILLIAM DOUGLAS WEIL, '49, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Pi Kappa Alpha.
- JANETT H. WEINBERGER, '51, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; WALTER W. WELLS.
- KAPPA NU.
- JOHN G. WENKOFF, '50, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana; Delta Kappa Epsilon.
- MAX WEINSTEIN, '49, Commerce, Chattanooga, Mississippi; Zeta Beta Tau.
- MANUEL WEISS, '49, Arts and Sciences, Brooklyn, New York; Sigma Alpha Mu.
- STANLEY WEISS, '49, Arts and Sciences, Brooklyn, New York; Sigma Alpha Mu.

Fifth Row:
- JUNE WARREN WELL, '51, Newcomb, Memphis, Tennessee; Chi Omega.
- ANN WELSH, '49, Newcomb, Shreveport, Louisiana; Alpha Omicron Pi.
- BLAKE WEST, '49, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana; Kappa Alpha.
- LOWELL WESTERMAN, '51, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Delta Theta.
- BOOGIE WEINBERG, '51, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Beta Theta Pi.
- CHARLES T. WHITE, '51, Commerce, New Orleans, Louisiana; Pi Kappa Alpha.
- CHARLES S. WHITE-SPINNER, JR., '49, Arts and Sciences, Mobile, Alabama; Alpha Tau Omega.
- EDGAR WHITFIELD, '49, Arts and Sciences, Fowey, Mississippi.
- VIOLET MARIE WHITEHEAD, '50, Newcomb, Memphis, Tennessee; Pi Beta Phi.
- CORNELIUS GLENN WHITLEY, '50, Arts and Sciences, Blioni, Mississippi; Delta Sigma Phi.

Sixth Row:
- WALTER W. WHITLOCK, '49, Arts and Sciences, Arcadia, Florida; Pi Kappa Alpha.
- FRANCIS MARIE WHITSELEY, '51, Newcomb, Monroe, Louisiana.
- THOMAS C. WICKER, JR., '49, Law, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Kappa Kappa.
- LEWIS MARTIN WIEBER, '49, Arts and Sciences, Brooklyn, New York; Kappa Nu.
- CHARLES BYRON WILSON, '51, Arts and Sciences, Neosho, Missouri.
- ERNEST COUNCIL WILLIAMS, '51, Medicine, Bowling Rock, North Carolina; Phi Chi.
- JACK W. WILLIAMS, '50, Commerce, Fort Arthur, Texas; Pi Kappa Alpha.
- MORTON WILLIAMS, '50, Arts and Sciences, St. Petersburg, Florida; MARY WILLIAMS, '50, Newcomb, Pine Apple, Alabama; Pi Beta Phi.
Members

Reading from Left to Right:

- WILLIAM J. WILLKOMM, JR., '50, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Delta Theta.
- ANNE S. WILSON, '50, Newcomb, Houston, Texas; Zeta Tau Alpha.
- EUGENE CANNON WILSON, '49, Engineering, Monticello, Mississippi.
- FORREST CARROLL WILSON, '49, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- HERBERT C. WILSON, '50, Law, Monroe, Louisiana; Beta Theta Pi.
- MARY SUE WILSON, '50, Newcomb, Gretna, Louisiana.
- RICHARD WARDWORTH WILSON, '50, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Delta Theta.
- ROY WILSON, '51, Engineering, West Monroe, Louisiana; Kappa Sigma.
- GEORGE R. WIMBISH, '51, Engineering, Monroe, Louisiana; Pi Kappa Alpha.
- JACK COLLINS, WIMBISH, '50, Law, Shreveport, Louisiana.
- JOAN CLAIRE WINDMILLER, '51, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Alpha Delta Pi.
- T. G. WINE, '49, Arts and Sciences, Shaw, Mississippi.
- ELAINE WINGATE, '49, Newcomb, Beaumont, Texas; Kappa Alpha Theta.
- JOHN M. WINN, JR., '51, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- NEL摩 MOORE WINTH, '47, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Kappa Kappa Gamma.
- ABDUll A. WINTER, '51, Arts and Sciences, Brooklyn, New York; Kappa Nu.
- JACK FREDERICK WISMAN, '49, Medicine, Tulane; Sigma Nu.
- ROBERT CAMPBELL WITCHER, '48, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana; Delta Sigma Phi.
- MARIE COWIE WITHERS, '51, Newcomb, Tampa, Florida; Pi Beta Phi.
- MARY BURKHAM WITHERS, '50, Newcomb, Greensboro, Alabama; Chi Omega.
- TANYA M. WOHL, '51, Newcomb, Tampa, Florida; Alpha Epsilon Phi.
- ANDREW M. WOHLEN, '41, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- JOE BLACK WOLFE, '51, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Pi Beta Phi.
- Yvette Marie Wolfe, '51, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Mu.
- MCFARLAND WALKER WOOD, JR., '52, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- G. R. WOOD, JR., '47, Engineering, Fairhope, Alabama; Pi Kappa Alpha.
- JOE GEORGE WOOD, '51, Arts and Sciences, Victoria, Texas.
- DOROTHY JUNE WOODS, '47, Newcomb, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; Kappa Kappa Gamma.
- MARILYN WOODWARD, '51, Newcomb, Plantation, Mississippi; Alpha Delta Pi.
- HERBERT E. WREN, '51, Arts and Sciences, Texarkana, Arkansas.
- JASPER JOHN WRIGHT, JR., '49, Arts and Sciences, Houma, Louisiana.
- LUCIANA WRIGHT, '51, Newcomb, Mexico City, Mexico; SUE ROSE WRIGHT, '51, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Alpha Omicron Pi.
- VERA LOUISE WRIGHT, '50, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana; Alpha Phi.
- CHARLES F. WUSTHOF, JR., '49, Engineering, New Orleans, Louisiana; JAMES EDWARD WYNN, '52, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana; Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
- ISADORE YAGER, '41, Medcine, Brooklyn, New York.
- GEORGE HARRY YIANITIS, '51, Arts and Sciences, Beaumont, Texas; Phi Delta Theta.
- DAVID H. YOCHE, '49, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- HENRY F. YODER, '43, Commerce, Jackson, Mississippi.
- WILLIAM F. YODER, '50, Commerce, Jackson, Mississippi.
- HAERT FRANK TOFFEE, '53, Arts and Sciences, Jacksonville, Florida; Sigma Alpha Mu.
- JAMES A. YORK, '48, Commerce, Jacksonville, Florida; Delta Sigma Phi.
- JOHN WILLIAM YOUNG, '50, University College, Nor Satan, Miss.; Kappa Sigma.
- HERBERT WALTER ZEFFERT, '52, Engineering, New York; Kappa Nu.
- ROBERT EDWIN ZEITZMEYER, '51, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana; Phi Delta Theta.
- FLORA M. ZIEGLER, '50, Newcomb, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- GEORGE MIKE ZIEGLER, JR., '49, Arts and Sciences, New Orleans, Louisiana.
- ANITA FAY ZINN, '51, Newcomb, Galveston, Texas; Alpha Epsilon Phi.
- SAMUEL JOHN ZOELKER, '49, Medicine, Davenport, Iowa.
Gourmets' Rendezvous
— dans la Coeur du Vieux Carre

ARNAUD'S

Few are the people who set foot on the sidewalks of New Orleans who do not seek to learn the location of Arnaud's and forthwith journey there to enjoy this famous cuisine. After partaking of a notable meal, guests frequently ask the derivation of a particular dish: "Is it French?" "Is it Spanish?" The answer is that it is a combination of the wizardry of the French with the art of the Spanish to make Arnaud's masterpieces.

Specialties de la Maison
Shrimp Arnaud       Poulet Clemenceau
Oyster Suzette     Monts d'Amours
Langouste Sarah Bernhardt Mistinguette
Filet de Sole Vendome Crepes Paulette

THE FAMOUS TRADITION OF FINE FOODS AS ORIGINATED BY THE LATE
Comte Arnaud
IS NOW BEING CARRIED ON UNDER THE SAME MANAGEMENT
For Fun in New Orleans
All Tulane & Newcomb
Go to Pontchartrain Beach
GEORGE B. MATTHEWS AND SONS, Inc.
New Orleans, Louisiana
Manufacturers of High Grade Horse and Mule, Dairy, Poultry Feed and Mashes

Candies SUPPLIED THE Book Store By PURITY-REISS CANDY CO. Since 1859

M. D. KOSTMAYER
GENERAL INSURANCE
709 UNITED FRUIT BUILDING
RAymond 6151

STAUS AND HAAS Incorporated
514 CAMP STREET
SELLING QUALITY TOOLS FOR OVER 41 YEARS

Stationery, Office Furniture, Printing, Lithographing, Social Engraving, Blank Book Making, Mimeograph Duplicators and Brand Products.
MANUFACTURING STATIONERS AND OFFICE OUTFITTERS
DAMERON-PIERSON CO., LTD.
J. Ogden Pierson, President
James B. Eaton, Vice-President
C. N. Wurthauser, Secy-Treas.
400 CAMP STREET NEW ORLEANS, LA. Phone RAymond 1204

DELICIOUS and NUTRITIOUS FOOD
Samuel F. Zemurray Memorial Athletic Dormitory under construction

PERRILLIAT-RICKEY CONSTRUCTION CO., Inc.

General Contractors

HERBERT A. BENSON AND GEORGE J. RIEHL

Architects
Phone Jackson 8639
MILL DISTRIBUTORS
TWI-RO-PA MILLS
AGENCY
Twine-Rope-Yarn
GEORGE J. PALMER
4335 St. Charles Avenue New Orleans

COMPLIMENTS
OF
FREEPORT SULPHUR CO.
(Producers of Crude Sulphur)
NEW ORLEANS PORT SULPHUR

USE QUALITY
UNION COFFEE
IT'S BETTER
EXTRA FLAVOR IN EVERY CUP
MERCHANT COFFEE COMPANY
OF NEW ORLEANS
B. C. CASANAS, President
GEO. E. FLEITRICH, Secretary-Treasurer

COMPLIMENTS
OF
STAUFFER
ESHLEMAN & CO., LTD.
WHOLESALE HARDWARE
IMPORTERS and EXPORTERS
Phone MA 5621
511 Canal Street New Orleans

... where good things need not be expensive,
and inexpensive things have to be good.

Godchaux's
108 YEARS OF FINE APPAREL FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN
YOU'LL BE TEACHER’S PET (AND HIS) IN PLAID GINGHAM

What prettier way, to start the first days of school! The charm of plaid gingham . . . so sweetly styled by JUNIOR HOUSE, it’s guaranteed to make you a pet of teacher and the stagline, too! With deep ruffled yoke . . . push-up sleeves . . . and a tiny waist above a whirl of skirt. In black, bottle green, or brown. Sizes 9-15.

14.98

• JUNIOR SHOP, MB Second Floor
it's

**MAYER LTD**

for women who appreciate the finest in quality ready-to wear

---

**E. A. McILHENNY**  
AVERY ISLAND, LOUISIANA

Grower of "Plants for the South"

Specialist in Camellias, Bamboo and Landscape Plants.  
Available: Rare Camellia Book Translation of:  
**MONOGRAPH OF THE GENUS CAMELLIA**  
By the Abbe Berlese and  
Nouvelle Iconographie Des Camellia  
By Verschaffelt

The Tour Through "Jungle Gardens" is Educational in Itself  
Open from 8 A. M. to 5 P. M.

---

**SCHNEIDER BRICK AND TILE CO., LTD.**

Facebrick  
Clay Roofing Tile  
Building Brick  
Farm Orian Tile  
**STRUCTURAL TILE**

Sales Office  
1101 A. Pere Marquette Bldg., New Orleans La.  
PLANT, Slidell, Louisiana

---

**CONSULT AN EYE PHYSICIAN FOR EYE EXAMINATION**

**BARNETT OPTICAL CORPORATION**

**WM. J. HAGSTETTE**  
Ophthalmic Dispensers  
**QUALITY—ACCURACY—SERVICE**

Ra. 4711—Ra. 7414  
833 Common St.  
New Orleans 12, La.

---

Greetings to the Jambalaya From  
**TABASCO**  
The Sauce Supreme

Not only the standard of fine seasoning throughout the world for more than seventy-five years, but one of the open secrets of master chefs!

There are countless uses for TABASCO in every day dishes, but use it with discrimination—a few drops to make food tantalizing; a generous amount to make food hot.  
Summertime means Barbecue Time! For that extra something in your barbecue sauce, try TABASCO—once tried, always used!

Manufactured by  
**McILHENNY COMPANY**  
AVERY ISLAND, LOUISIANA
WHITNEY NATIONAL BANK
OF NEW ORLEANS

Established 1883

For over 64 years, the Whitney has provided continuous services to the banks and institutions that are building the South

Member of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
PHILLIP'S
RESTAURANT
CREOLE COOKING
CHEROKEE & MAPLE

C. A. SPORL AND COMPANY
INCORPORATED
ALL KINDS OF INSURANCE
WHITNEY BUILDING
RAYmond 2381

THE LOUBAT
GLASSWARE & CORK CO.
Established 1875
Cooking and Serving Equipment and Supplies for Bars, Hotels, Restaurants, Cafeterias, Clubs, Hospitals and Institutions.
510-520 Bienville Street
NEW ORLEANS
233 Decatur Street

KEEP YOUR CROWD TOGETHER
RIDE
TECHE GREYHOUND LINES
Offers convenient service daily to practically every section of the United States at astonishingly low prices.
RAYmond 9371

J. A. MAJORS COMPANY
MEDICAL BOOKS
OF ALL PUBLISHERS
1301 Tulane Avenue
NEW ORLEANS, LA.

Student Center
CASAMENTO RESTAURANT
Walnut 9345
Freret and Broadway
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
Holmes Sportswear features...
  sun-conscious clothes for fashion-minded misses...

Summer clothes for all occasions. Whether you plan to spend your
vacation in your own back yard or to journey off to far away places.

Holmes Sportswear can supply your wardrobe needs.

Holmes Sportswear
SECOND FLOOR
Your Future and The Middle South

No spot in the United States offers the college trained man and woman more promise of a successful future than the Middle South—the Mississippi, Arkansas and Louisiana region. In this region, incomes have grown faster than in the United States as a whole . . . natural resources, agricultural products and transportation facilities have attracted new and expanding industry . . . a mild climate insures year around enjoyment of outdoor relaxation . . . and the 97% native-born population is friendly and pleasant. When you look to the future, choose a location with a future—the Middle South!

NEW ORLEANS Public Service INC.

SERVING NEW ORLEANS WITH ELECTRICITY, GAS AND TRANSPORTATION
AMERICAN industry will grow in direct proportion to the quality of our citizenry.

We look to our institutions of higher learning in Louisiana to turn out graduates so trained that they can and will build the future prosperity and greatness of our state, and we expect an important share of this training to be done in The Tulane University of Louisiana.

Louisiana State Rice Milling Company, Inc.

America's Largest Rice Millers

MAIN OFFICE: ABBEVILLE, LOUISIANA

WE SPECIALIZE IN QUALITY PRODUCTS UNDER WATER MAID, MAHATMA, & F.A.G. BRANDS
Town Clothes

... Country Clothes

Town and Country

1432 St. Charles Ave.

Laboratory Apparatus and Reagent Chemicals

I. L. LYONS & CO., Limited

Established 1868

NEW ORLEANS, LA.

PAN-AMERICAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

Whitney Building, RAYmond 2141

BODET INSURANCE AGENCY

Insurance for Every Purpose

LIFE—HEALTH—WEALTH

316 Carondelet St. New Orleans 12, La.

RAYmond 0791
MOVE THE MAYFLOWER WAY

TELEPHONES
MAGNOLIA 5353—5358

Douglas Warehouses offer you Mayflower nation-wide moving service — the easy, trouble-free way to transport your household goods from any place to anywhere in the United States, or, to or from Canada.

Careful drivers—trained in the company's own school—know how to load, unload, and arrange your finest furniture.

Mayflower and Douglas take the undivided responsibility for safe delivery of your possessions. Affiliated warehouses in all principal cities.

DOUGLAS WAREHOUSES

Owned and Operated by Douglas Public Service Corporation

LOCAL AND LONG DISTANCE MOVING
PACKING • SHIPPING • FIREPROOF STORAGE

FURNITURE DIVISIONS

331 Decatur Street—118 North Front Street—855 Baronne Street—946 Baronne Street

Douglas Public Service Corporation and affiliated companies have complete facilities for Storage, Cartage, Packing, and Shipping of all kinds of merchandise as well as furniture and household goods.
INVEST YOUR SAVINGS AND EARN A GOOD DIVIDEND

SECURITY
BUILDING LOAN ASSN.

"The Old Reliable Homestead"
BARONNE AT GRAVIER
NEW ORLEANS

Let Us Finance the Purchase of Your Home
GEORGE STAHLER, President
JOSEPH MIRANNE, Sec.-Treas., Mgr.

DIBERT BANCROFT
AND ROSS CO., LTD.
50 YEARS IN BUSINESS IN
NEW ORLEANS
SUGAR MILL MACHINERY
DREDGE BOAT MACHINERY
STEEL CASTINGS FOR RAILROADS AND
MARINE WORK
STEEL, BRASS, AND IRON FOUNDRIES

"It Pays To Play"
Johnny Lynch's
Sport's Inc.
FORMERLY "DUNLAP'S"
Specialists in all types of athletic equipment
138 Carondelet St. MAgnolia 5891

Here's the Drink to Think of First!

7up

COMPLIMENTS
OF
BANNON BAG CO., INC.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.

HAUSMANN, INC.
730 CANAL STREET
MANUFACTURING JEWELERS
SPECIALIZES IN
FRATERNITY AND COLLEGE
JEWELRY
Your Jambalaya Photographer

LEON TRICE PICTURE SERVICE

We have the negative of your "Jamb" picture, and from it can make up for you a beautiful 8x10-inch Portrait.

Raymond 3455

Strand Building 219 Baronne Street
COMMERCIAL RECEIVERS
TRANSMITTERS
SOUND EQUIPMENT

A. C. DENNY RADIO

SALES—SERVICE
RA 1897 510-512 St. Charles St.
RA 3588 New Orleans, La.

KINGSKRAFT COVERS

KINGSPORT PRESS, INC.
KINGSPORT, TENNESSEE

GREAT WHITE FLEET

SERVING
COLOMBIA—COSTA RICA—CUBA
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC—ECUADOR
EL SALVADOR—GUATEMALA
BRITISH HONDURAS—HONDURAS
JAMAICA, B. W. I.—NICARAGUA
PANAMA CANAL ZONE—PANAMA

UNITED FRUIT COMPANY
321 St. Charles St. New Orleans 4, La.

R. P. FARNSWORTH & CO., INC.

General Contractor

NEW ORLEANS HOUSTON
"The Place to go for the Names You Know"

Labiche's

SOCIETY BRAND CLOTHES ARROW SHIRTS JARMAN SHOES

Congratulations—

WNOE

THE JAMES A. NOE STATION

"MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM"

1450 On Your Dial

Studios—ST, CHARLES HOTEL

JAMES E. GORDON, General Manager

FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY

THE STORE OF FINE FASHIONS

FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN

MAYER ISRAEL'S
The Case of the Successful Family...

Or why the New Underwood Champion Portable offers the keys to better writing

**Monday...**
Father opened the case in the living room and proudly displayed the new, streamlined Champion - the handsomest portable typewriter the family had ever seen.

**Tuesday...**
Said Betty, "It's marvelous... such smooth, easy action... and what clean-cut typing. Just wait until the history prof sees my typewritten notes."

**Wednesday...**
"It's neat," Bill exclaimed. "This way even writing compositions is a lot of fun. And, I'll have to talk to Dad about getting me an Underwood Champion when I go to college next year."

**Every day...**
One or more of the family take a turn on the Underwood Champion Portable. Mother has caught up on her correspondence. Father has written speeches, memos, and reports. Why not get a "Champion" in your home. You'll find it holds the keys that unlock the doors to advancement and progress... better work for the youngsters in school, modern writing convenience for the parents... and greater success for every member of the family. Ask your dealer for a demonstration... today.

Underwood... TYPEWRITER LEADER OF THE WORLD
CADILLAC-OLDSMOBILE

Sales - Service

PONTCHARTRAIN
MOTOR COMPANY

719 Baronne St.  MA-1781

W. J. WILLKOMM
President
Designed and Printed by
BENSON PRINTING COMPANY
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE

Engraved by
SHREVEPORT ENGRAVING COMPANY
SHREVEPORT, LOUISIANA